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GENERAL

The New Orleans metropolitan area is protected against tidal and hurricane storm surges
by a system of levees, floodwalls, and control structures.  The hurricane protection
system is not designed for the largest storms and as a result, the metropolitan area is
vulnerable to flooding from hurricane storm surges.  This report was developed using the
founded knowledge of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE), New Orleans district
personnel.  The operation and maintenance of the protection system is a cooperative
effort of the Federal government (COE) and the local Sponsors (levee districts).  It is
assumed that any emergency response will be fully coordinated with the appropriate
levee districts, parish drainage departments and local and state officials.

INTRODUCTION

1) Purpose - The purpose of this report is to develop and present a conceptual plan for
the unwatering of New Orleans metropolitan areas that may suffer catastrophic
flooding from a hurricane event.  The premise is that a category 4 or 5 hurricane may
produce storm surge water levels of sufficient height to overtop the existing
protection system.  When the storm surge recedes, floodwater may be trapped inside
the protection system.  The conceptual plan will serve as the basis of action for a
FEMA mission to unwater flooded areas.

2) Authority - The Mississippi Valley Division office directed the further development
of a conceptual plan on July 21, 2000.

3) Scope - This conceptual plan is limited in scope to the Greater New Orleans
metropolitan area and to emergency operations to facilitate the unwatering of flooded
areas.

4) Setting - The overall metropolitan area included in this plan is shown on plate 1.  The
total area is about 322 square miles including Bayou Sauvage wildlife refuge (Area
E-4B) and the sump area in St. Bernard Parish (Area E-5B).  The inhabited area is
about 256 square miles with a population of about 1,022,000 and encompasses parts
of 5 parishes (counties).

a) Geography - The metropolitan area is bounded on the north by Lake
Pontchartrain, on the east by Lake Borgne and to the south and west by coastal
marshes and lakes.  The entire land area is very flat with natural ground elevations
within the metropolitan area ranging from +12 NGVD to -9 NGVD.  The highest
elevations, and virtually all elevations above sea level, are located on the alluvial
banks adjacent to the Mississippi River. The natural drainage pattern is away from
the Mississippi River.  The majority of the area is below sea level due to drainage,
subsidence and compaction of the soils.   The Mississippi River flows through the
area and divides it into two parts.  Several man-made navigation channels (the
Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (GIWW), the Mississippi River-Gulf Outlet (MR-
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GO), the Inner-Harbor Navigation Canal (IHNC), the Harvey Canal, and the
Algiers Canal further divide the area.

b) Transportation

1) Highways - Major access roads into the metro area are:

From the West - Interstate 10, U.S. 61, U.S. 90, LA 18
From the North - Lake Pontchartrain Causeway
From the East - Interstate 10, U.S. 11, U.S. 90

2) Railroads - Railroads into the metro area are :

From the West - Burlington - Northern Santa Fe
   Texas and Pacific
   Illinois Central
   Kansas City Southern

From the East  - Norfolk Southern
   CSX Transportation

4) Airports - New Orleans International (Moisant) - Area E-2
New Orleans Lakefront - Area E-4A
U.S. Naval Air Station (Alvin Callender Field) - Area W-4A

3) Navigation Access

From the West  - Mississippi River

From the North - Lake Pontchartrain
        - Inner-Harbor Navigation Canal

From the East   -   Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (GIWW)*
  -  Lake Borgne
  -  Mississippi River - Gulf Outlet (MR-GO)

From the South -   Mississippi River
-   Harvey Canal * (part of GIWW)
-   Algiers Canal * (part of GIWW)
-   GIWW

*  Includes a lock at junction with Mississippi River.

5) Other - Access may also be possible from the west using the service roads (unpaved,
single-lane) on the tops of the protection levees, particularly those atop the
Mississippi River levees. It should be noted that most of the levees were not designed
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to receive loads from the reverse side, i.e. during flooding they will be loaded from
the landside.  These levees may have very low safety factors as a result of this reverse
head and may be very dangerous to travel with heavy equipment.  No analysis have
been performed on the levee system to determine the possibility of failure therefore
precautions must be taken to protect those using the levees for ingress and egress.

c) Flood Protection - The entire area included in this conceptual study is protected
to some extent by Federal flood protection projects, as follows:

1) Mississippi River Levees - The existing project was authorized in 1928 and is
essentially complete.  It provides levees and floodwalls along both banks of
the Mississippi River through the metro area to protect against flooding from
the river, including any increases in river stages induced by hurricane winds
or tidal surges.  See project map 3 - 9 and project description in Appendix A.

2) Lake Pontchartrain and Vicinity Hurricane Protection - The existing project
was authorized in 1965 and is about 75 percent complete.  It provides levees
and floodwalls around the outer edges of populated/developed areas on the
east bank of the Mississippi River, i.e. between these areas and lakes
Pontchartrain and Borgne, to protect these areas from flooding due to
hurricane surges.  See project map 2 - 35 and project description in Appendix
A.

3) Westbank of New Orleans and Vicinity Hurricane Protection - The project
was first authorized in 1986.  Expansion and extension was authorized in
1996.  It provides levees and floodwalls around the outer edges of
populated/developed areas on the west bank of the Mississippi River, i.e.
between these areas and the adjacent coastal lakes and marshes, to protect the
areas from flooding due to hurricane surges.  See project maps 2 - 41 and 2 -
43 and project descriptions in Appendix A.

4) Level of Protection - The two hurricane protection projects described above
are not designed to protect against the maximum possible storm.  The projects
are generally designed to protect against a moderate category 3 storm.  In
addition, segments of the protection system, mainly on the west bank are
currently under design/construction and thus incomplete, offering a reduced
level of protection.

d) Navigation - The metro area is served by several Federal navigation projects.
Deep draft access is provided by the Mississippi River (45 foot draft) and by the
Mississippi River - Gulf Outlet (36 foot draft).  Additional shallow draft access is
provided by the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (12 foot draft) and by the Inner-
Harbor Navigation Canal  (12 foot draft).  The Algiers and Harvey Canals are
branches of the GIWW.   Navigation locks are located at the junctions of the
GIWW with the Mississippi River.  See project maps and project descriptions of
the navigation projects in Appendix A.
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e) Drainage - For drainage purposes, the entire metro area can be divided into
thirteen separate “ringed levee” or looped levee drainage systems.  There are 7
areas on the east bank of the Mississippi River and 6 areas on the west bank.  The
areas are listed in the table below.  With the exception of areas E-4B and E-5B
drainage through or over the levees is by pumping stations.  Areas E-4B and E-5B
are drained by gated gravity drainage structures.  Interior drainage to the pumping
stations is provided by a interconnected system of open and closed covered
canals.  Drainage to the canals for the most part is provided by a system of
secondary and tertiary subsurface drainage culverts.  The extremely low
topography, often below sea level, together with the construction of the flood
control and navigation projects and the political boundaries with internal local
levees have resulted in this series of loops or bowls of low lying ground encircled
by levees and floodwalls.  Each of these areas is served by its own drainage
collection and pumping system(s) and will be considered as an independent area
for this conceptual study.  The thirteen areas have been identified as shown on
plate 1.

Lake Pontchartrain & Vicinity - East Bank (7 Areas)

Map
Area Name Parish

Area
Sq. Mile Population

E-1* St. Charles Parish St. Charles 17.2 22,000
E-2 Jefferson Parish-East Bank Jefferson 47.9 261,000
E-3 New Orleans Metro (East Bank) Orleans 39.4 328,000
E-4A New Orleans East (Citrus) Orleans 32.3 89,500
E-4B New Orleans East (Bayou Sauvage) Orleans 22.2 0
E-5A St. Bernard Parish – developed St. Bernard/

Orleans
31.4 **88,400

E-5B St. Bernard Parish – sump St. Bernard 43.8 0
                                                                               Totals 234.2 766,900
*  Not included in this study because closure of the levee system is under
construction and currently incomplete.
**  Includes a portion of Orleans Parish east of the IHNC
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Westbank & Vicinity (6 Areas)

Map
Area Name Parish

Area
Sq. Mile Population

W-1 Cataouatche Jefferson 22.6 23,800
W-2 Westwego to Harvey Canal Jefferson 21.4 66,700
W-
3A

Harvey Canal to Algiers Canal Jefferson/
Plaquemines

18.8 77,000
(Includes
W3b)

W-
3B

Harvey Canal to Algiers Canal Orleans 6.3 57,000

W-
4A

Algiers Canal to Hero Canal Plaquemines 14.1 8,600

W-
4B

Algiers Canal to Hero Canal Orleans   4.7 300

87.9 233,400

STORM SCENARIO

5) Preparation - As a hurricane approaches the metropolitan area, final preparations are
made.

a) Levees - The local levee districts are responsible to close all openings in the
protection system.  This includes physical closure of all vehicular gates, railroad
gates, control structures, navigation structures and sandbagging of low spots on
the levees, openings at bridges and gaps in floodwalls.  They will insure the
readiness/availability of all their manpower and equipment.

b) Drainage - The local drainage departments will pump down their drainage
systems to their lowest levels to provide maximum storage for heavy rainfall.
They will ensure the readiness/availability of all their manpower and equipment.
The continued operation at full capacity of all pumping stations is critical during
hurricane events.

c) Emergency Operations - Federal, State and local agencies will activate
emergency operation centers to deal individually and collectively with events
prior to, during and after the hurricane.
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6) Flooding Scenarios

a) Each of the thirteen separate protected loops or "bowls" within the metro area are
susceptible to flooding from a category 3 or stronger hurricane.  A category 5
hurricane could produce a storm surge of up to 25 feet NGVD in the metro area,
which would overtop any of the protection systems.  The extent of flooding in any
particular area will depend upon the rainfall associated with the storm coupled
with the degree to which the levee and floodwalls may be overtopped.
Overtopping will depend upon the intensity of the storm, the track that the center
or "eye" of the storm follows and the speed at which it travels along the track.

b) Minor to moderate flooding of the lowest lying areas may occur from rainfall
alone, without any overtopping of the protection system.  This type of flooding,
although it may affect a large area and do great damage will likely not damage the
pumping stations and can thus be quickly removed by the pumps after the storm
passes.

c) When the storm surge height reaches a critical level, waves will begin to overtop
the protecting levees and floodwalls.  At this point flooding of the protected
interior areas (from overtopping) will begin to occur and the amount of flooding
will increase exponentially as the surge height continues to increase.  At the point
where the surge height reaches or exceeds the top of the levees and floodwalls the
protected areas will be completely inundated.  This will cause catastrophic
damages including likely damage and shutdown of all pumping stations.

d) Even though an area is completely inundated and flooded during a hurricane
event, if the levees or floodwalls are breached by the storm, the area will drain
naturally and will remain only partially flooded after the event.

7) Aftermath

The condition of the thirteen separable areas after a hurricane passes may range anywhere
from no flooding to complete inundation (ponded water to the top of the levee and
floodwall protection system).  Four potential flooding cases will be considered, as
follows:

Case Extent of Flooding Probable  Cause
A None None
B Minor to moderate Rainfall/minor overtopping
C Moderate to severe Rainfall/significant overtopping of levees and

floodwalls
D Catastrophic (top of protection

system or higher)
Inundation
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ANTICIPATED DAMAGES   ANTICIPATED EMERG. RESPONSES
CASE LEVEES /

FLOODWALLS
PUMPING
STATIONS

LEVEES /
FLOODWALLS

PUMPING
STATIONS

OTHER

A None Minor * None Minor repairs None
B Potential erosion Minor * Repair erosion Repairs None
C Probable erosion,

potential
breaching

Potential
major

Potential levee
breaching, levee
repairs

Potential
major repairs

Potentially
required

D Erosion, probable
breaching

Probable
major

Levee breaching,
levee repairs

Major repairs Required

* Damages due to wind and rainfall, not flooding

a) Cases A & B – With the possible exception of potential severe rainfall flooding,
the likelihood of severe flooding or damages with Cases A and B is small as
compared to Cases C and D. Therefore the need for emergency response by
FEMA and support by the Memphis District ERRO is unlikely.  There may be
some minor damages to the levee and floodwall system due to wave action and
minor overtopping but repairs will be within the capability of the local levee
districts and the New Orleans District.  There may also be minor damages to
pumping stations due to wind, debris, rainfall and other non-flooding causes.
Repairs will be within the capability of the local drainage district, local
governments and public utilities.

b) Case C - There is moderate to severe flooding due to significant overtopping of
the protection system.  Levees will be eroded, perhaps severely.  In this case,
some or all of the pumping stations may be partially or completely flooded
resulting in major damages and an inability to operate without major repairs.
Emergency responses will include assisting the levee district in breaching levees,
as deemed appropriate, to relieve trapped floodwaters, in levee repairs, assisting
the drainage departments in pumping station repairs and providing emergency
supplemental pumping capacity.

c) Case D - There is catastrophic flooding due to complete overtopping of the levees
and floodwalls and inundation of the protected area.  There will be extensive and
severe erosion of levees and perhaps complete breaches.  Due to the high water
levels, all of the pumping stations will probably be flooded with major damages.
The emergency responses will be similar in nature to Case C but the level of
effort may be much higher.  The levee districts and drainage departments may be
dysfunctional to some degree.
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UNWATERING PLANS

8) General

a) Phases

The initial phase of the emergency response will consists of actions to drain
impounded water down to the water levels in the adjacent unprotected areas.  This
will be done either by pumping, by gravity drainage or a combination of the two.
Also included in this phase are initiating emergency repairs of equipment, e.g.
pumping stations, that will be necessary to proceed into and implement the final
phase, which will consist of continuing and completing emergency repairs and
conducting pumping operations to remove the remainder of the floodwaters.

b) Emergency Responses

Emergency responses to drain impounded areas will consist of one or more of the
following actions:

Phase

Action* In
iti

al

Fi
na

l

(1) Open all closed floodgates, drainage structures and control structures,
but carefully observe head differentials to avoid scouring downstream
of gates so as to endanger the structure.

x

(2) Operate all pump stations that are capable.   x x
(3) If pumps are not operable, use as siphons x
(4) Enlarge/deepen existing levee breaches and/or create new breaches. x
(5) Repair levee erosion and intentional breaches.  Note Emergency

response will include possible degrading of adjacent levees as a source
of fill material

x x

(6) Repair and restoration of pumping stations x x
(7) Utilize emergency temporary pumps, generators, etc.  Note-  Because

of immediate repairs of levee breaches once gravity drainage is
accomplished the immense capacity of the existing pump stations, any
temporary emergency pumps are expected to have a miniscule effect in
comparison and are not a long term solution

x x

(8) Debris removal necessary for drainage operations x x

*Each of these actions is discussed, in general terms, in the following section.
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c) Discussion

1) Structures - All the various structures (floodgates, drainage structures and
control structures) that pass through the levees and floodwalls will be closed
as the storm approaches.  If the storm floods these areas, the opening of the
structures may provide (if the sill elevation is low enough) for gravity
drainage of the flooded areas.

The majority of the structures are access floodgates that provide for either
vehicular, pedestrian or railroad access.

There are four main types of access floodgates as follows:

Standard swing gates, which have hinges on one side and latches on the
other side.

Miter swing gates, which have two leaves, hinges on each side and latches
in the middle.

Bottom roller gates, which have rollers on the bottom and latches on both
sides.

Overhead roller gates, which have rollers on an overhead trolley and
latches on both sides.

These gates are designed for water loading from the outside but are not
designed for water loading from the inside, i.e., reverse heads.  The weak
points of these floodgates, when subjected to reverse water loading, is the
hinges and latches.  Any of these gates are susceptible to failure at these
points if water is impounded behind them.  If the gates do not fail, the
reopening of them while the reverse head is applied will be very dangerous
due to the tremendous pressure and stress on the latches and hinges.  The
quickest and safest way to open a gate in this condition will be to use small
shaped explosive charges to break open the latches.

The flow of the impounded water through a re-opened floodgate may result in
significant damage to adjacent structures and erosional damage in the vicinity.

There are not many drainage structures or navigable floodgates in the metro
area.  The drainage structure are not expected to present any re-opening
problems, but the navigable floodgates are expected to present some serious
problems.  These will be discussed in the appropriate area.
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2) Pumping Stations - The continued operation of all pumping stations before,
during, and after a hurricane is essential to prevent, control and eliminate
flooding in the protected areas.

The pumping stations are large and complex installations with a number of
mechanical and electrical systems and subsystems which must act together
with each other in order for the entire station to operate.  Typically, the
following systems are present:

- Pumps and intake/discharge piping
- Primary power supply
- Secondary/backup power supply
- Fuel storage and transfer
- Vacuum priming
- Control systems and panels
- Air/water cooling
- Transformers

Damage to any of the critical systems or subsystems from wind, rain, debris or
flooding can result in a shut-down of the pump station.  Emergency response
action will be directed toward:

- Repair of the damages and restoration of operation.
- Use of the intake piping, pumps and discharge piping as

siphons until the pumps can be repaired.
- Installation of temporary pumping equipment.

The following table is a generalized presentation of potential damages,
preventive measures and emergency repairs.
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Pump Station
Potential Damages Preventive Measures Emergency Repairs
1. Unreinforced

Windows Place shutters outside
windows.

New shutters.

2. Unbraced Rollup
Doors Place supported braces

on doors.
New doors.

3. Flooded Air Intakes
for Engines

Elevate air intakes. Drain fluids from engine &
replace.  Flush out air vents.
Portable water tanks.

1. Flooded Fuel
Transfer  Pumps

Elevate pumps. Portable pumps.

2. Flooded Diesel
Engines

Waterproof all electrical
connections & elevate
all possible water entry
openings.

Disassemble, drain, clean &
replace fluids.

3. Flooded Electric
Motors None. Disassemble, flush with clean

water, use blowers & heaters to
dry. Portable water tanks.

4. Flooded Vacuum
Pumps Elevate pumps. Diesel-flush & replace fluids.

Electric-portable pumps.
Portable water tanks.

5. Flooded Control
Panels Elevate panels. Disassemble, flush with clean

water, use blowers & heaters to
dry. Portable water tanks.

6. Flooded Generators None. Diesel part-treat as diesel engine.
Portable water tanks. Generator
part-treat as electric motor.

10. Loss of Commercial
      Power

None. Backup generators.

7. Loss of Water
Service None. Portable pumps for use with

canal water for cooling.

12. Submerged Pump
      Bearings/Seals

Waterproof bearings. Clean & repack bearings.

13. Submerged Fuel
Tanks &
      Air Intake Vents

Elevate vents above
flood level & anchor.
Seal all other openings.

Drain water from tank. Fuel may
be useable or bring in diesel fuel
in tanks.

14. Air Compressors Elevate compressors. Portable air compressors.
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3) Levees and Floodwalls - The levees and floodwalls are designed to be stable
against the maximum water levels, i.e., water to the top of the levee or
floodwall, applied from the flood side of the protection.  In most cases the
project design case is with no load from the land side other than static forces,
resulting in the design safety factor being violated by reverse head conditions.
Many of the levees and flood walls may be severely damaged to the
unanticipated loads from water applied from the land side, i.e., reverse heads.
However, emergency response may be required either to intentionally breach
levees to release impounded floodwater or to repair levees or floodwalls that
have been damaged by erosion or by breaching.

Intentionally breaching of levees or sheet pile floodwall sections can result in
unpredictable damages and may be difficult to repair.  Intentional breaching
will only be done if other methods of drainage (floodgates, culverts, pumps,
operating or in siphon mode) are not sufficiently effective.

The location at which to intentionally breach levees, has been carefully
studied considering:

(a) Geologic Conditions - Areas with soil conditions of a clay levee overlying
20 feet of insitu clay soil are considered most likely to react predictably
when a breach is developed.   The most desirable locations will have 20
feet or more of clay below the base of the levee, which will likely resist
undesirable deepening and widening of the breach. Areas have been
delineated on the site maps for those zones where clay layers of 20 feet or
more are at the base of the levee.  Areas where sand deposits lie within 20
feet of the ground surface will likely produce more of an uncontrolled
crevasse condition, which will be difficult to repair.  Many areas of sand
in the near surface beneath the levees and floodwalls exist in the New
Orleans Lake front and New Orleans East areas.

(b) Existing Construction - The levees are generally constructed of hauled
clay material.  Some of the recent levee construction utilizes a geotextile
fabric with seams sewn perpendicular to the levee centerline.  Some of the
older levees are reported have steel sheet piling embedded in the levee.
Such locations will be avoided if possible.   However the geotextile may
be removed very easily and replaced during closure/repair operations.
Should embedded sheet-pile sections be found in a selected site they can
be driven down, extracted, or otherwise removed from service.

(c) Access - In many cases the most likely access to areas requiring breaching
will be by water via barge and tug. All of the 13 separate areas are
approachable by navigable waterways that under normal circumstances
would provide ready access.  However, access by water will require care
due to the likelihood of debris.  The tug may push the rake of the barge as
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close as is possible to the levee allowing the degrading equipment to
offload into shallow water at the levee toe.

(d) Repair/restoration -  Repair of the levee breach or breaches will be
required once gravity flow drainage has been accomplished and the inside
stage is equalized with the outside stage.  Repair of breaches necessarily
includes consideration of the location of any nearby soil stockpile areas,
borrow areas and the ability to partially degrade adjacent levees to obtain
materials for repair.   The most probable expedient source will be from
adjacent levee berms or levee crown, since the next critical step in
restoring the area will require tha the lowest areas be pumped drained. The
sites selected for potential breaching should be adjacent to public lands or
underdeveloped lands if it is at all possible to facilitate future repair by the
use of public lands for staging the repair construction. The source of fill
for future restoration of the levees which have been breached could come
from public lands, and/ or the Bonnet Carre Spillway or could be pumped
sand with a clay cutoff.  Rock toe dikes and sandbag landside dikes may
be an option with soil contained between these two facilities.

The methods of forming a breach in the flood protection will vary at each
site however the use of explosives could prove difficult especially if the
levee’s clays become saturated by standing water.  Saturated and/or
unsaturated clays are not easy to move with explosives.  The use of long
boom grade-alls or draglines is recommended in this case.

The levee berm intersection at the shoreline of Lake Pontchartrain in many
cases is armored with rip-rap to prevent erosion of the shoreline by waves.
If the initial breach and resulting flow of water does not erode this
material, it may necessary to remove this material to facilitate drainage
and water level equalization.   If partial levee breaches have been created
by the hurricane during the event, and the area remains partially flooded,
then these existing breaches may be intentionally widened or deepened to
further drain the area.

Breaching steel sheet pile floodwalls may also be an option in some areas
to provide drainage.  The breach may be accomplished either by pulling
the sheets out or by driving them deeper.  However, for the most part,
sheet pile floodwalls have been capped with concrete and removal of the
caps under flood conditions would be difficult if not impossible.  Sections
of floodwall where breaching is feasible will be studied.   In most cases
this will be very dangerous as the floodwalls were not designed for reverse
head loadings and may be at very low safety factors.  The added stress of
applying the breaching effort may cause failure of the floodwall resulting
in injury to those working to perform the breach.
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4) Debris Removal - In the event of complete inundation, there will be
tremendous amounts of debris created by the combination of hurricane winds,
inundation and waves.  The presence of large amounts of debris will be a
major obstacle to unwatering operations.

Once pumping stations have been made operable, debris removal in the
vicinity of the intakes for pumping stations will be necessary to allow the
pumps to operate.  Removal of small debris will be accomplished by the
motorized mechanical rakes on the trash racks supplemented as needed by a
dragline with clamshell bucket.  If flooded, the electric motors on the rakes
must be replaced or reconditioned.  Generator will supply emergency power.
Disposal of the debris removed from the intakes will be by use of front-end
loaders and dump trucks.  The debris will be moved away from the pump
station and dumped as close nearby as possible either on the landside or
floodside levee berms and slopes.

As the water level is lowered to the point that emergency vehicles can travel
on highways and streets, debris removal will be expanded to the clearing of
drainage canals, bridges and culverts.  Removal will be accomplished by
draglines with clamshells buckets, gradealls, front-end loaders, dump trucks
and other appropriate equipment.  Disposal of the debris removed will be by
disposal in landfill or by burning.  Temporary stockpile areas may be used.

The After Action Report for Hurricane Betsy  (Appendix E,  Pg. 17-26 and
42-48) contains a discussion on debris removal problems and operations after
that storm.

5) Emergency pumps – The pumps and motors/engines at the many pumping
stations are so large and specialized that the pumping stations do not have
spares and they are not available “off-the-shelf”.  In most cases, it will be
necessary to repair/rehabilitate the existing equipment and get it back in
operating condition.

If the pumps in an area have been flooded and are unable to operate, then
emergency pumping capability will be required to unwater the area.  This
equipment will be hydraulic dredges, pump barges, temporary pump platforms
with off-the-shelf pumps and motor installed or similar.  Appendix E, After
Action Report for Hurricane Betsy, pages 32-35, discusses emergency pumps
used after that storm.

d) Coordination Requirements – Emergency response actions for unwatering
flooded areas must be coordinated as appropriate, with:

§ Emergency Operations center (EOC), New Orleans District
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§ The cooperating agencies/offices identified in the Emergency Operation Plan
(EOP)) of the New Orleans District

§ Parish governments, drainage districts and emergency operations centers

§ Municipal governments

§ Public utilities

Current information for coordination purposes will be available from:

§ Emergency Operations Center (EOC), New Orleans District

§ Louisiana Office of Emergency Preparedness

§ Parish Emergency Operations Centers

e) Specific assessments of each of the 13 separate protection loops follows.  All
emergency response actions that are taken must be fully coordinated with all
affected local, parish, state and Federal agencies.



E-1-P1

9. East Bank Area

A. Area E-1 – Saint Charles Parish, East Bank

1) Description

a) General -  The area is shown on plate 1.  The area is located in St. Charles
Parish, has a land area of 17.2 square miles and a population of 22,000 people.
Area E-1 is essentially a low density residential community with a small business
district along U.S. Highway 61.  It is generally bounded by St. John the Baptist
Parish on the west, Lakes Pontchartrain on the north, Jefferson Parish on the east
and the Mississippi River on the south..  Topography is flat with ground
elevations ranging from +12 feet NGVD on the alluvial ridges along the
Mississippi River to –2 feet NGVD near the locally maintained levee south of
Lake Pontchartrain.  Approximately 25 percent of the developed area is below sea
level.

b) Levees and floodwalls - Because the Federal Project is under construction, but
not complete,  no additional data has been prepared for St. Charles Parish for this
document.
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B. Area E-2 – JEFFERSON PARISH EAST BANK

1) Description

a) General - The area is shown on plates 1 and E-2.  The area is located in
Jefferson Parish, has a land area of 47.9 square miles and a population of 261,000
people protected from hurricane storm surge by levees and floodwalls. Area E-2
is essentially a high-density residential community with a small business district
with high rise buildings along Causeway Boulevard from Veterans Highway to
the lake.  In addition, there is an industrial area near the Huey Long Bridge and
the Mississippi River and a few buildings of 5 to 10 stories height scattered
throughout the area.  St. Charles Parish generally bounds it on the west, Lake
Pontchartrain on the north, Orleans Parish on the east and the Mississippi River
on the south..  Topography is flat with ground elevations ranging from +12 on the
alluvial ridges along the Mississippi River to -8 in the interior of the area.
Approximately 70 percent of the area is below sea level.

b) Levees and floodwalls - The area is protected by 28.9 miles of levees and
floodwalls as indicated in Table E-2-1 below.   Of this protection, 0.42 miles
(segments 1, 2, and 3) were locally constructed.  The segments described begin at
Mississippi River and the St. Charles Parish line and proceed clockwise around
the area.   The controlling (lowest) elevation for each segment is shown.  The
controlling elevation for the entire area is +5.0 feet NGVD located in segment 1.
A storm surge height that exceeds this height at this location will begin to flood
Area E-2.  However because the height varies along the levee reach and the length
is short, flooding will not be extremely rapid and stages will have to persist for a
long time to flood the entire area.  Segment 3, (U.S. Highway 61, Airline Drive)
also has a controlling elevation of +5.0 feet NGVD, but is short and can be
sandbagged to a higher elevation, probably +10 feet NGVD.

Table E-2-1
Area E-2: Jefferson Parish East Bank

Levees and Floodwalls

Segment
Number Description Type Length

(miles)

Design
Elevation

(ft NGVD)

Controlling
Elevation

(ft NGVD)
Remarks

1  MRL to Railroad  Natural Contour 0.20 5.0 - 7.5 5.0
2  Floodwall  Steel I-Wall 0.20 10.0 10.0
3  Airline Hwy  Concrete 4 Lane 0.02 5.0 5.0 sandbagged
4  Jeff/St. Charles line  Clay Levee 1.00 14.0 14.0
5  Jeff/St. Charles line  Floodwall 3.30 13.5 13.5
6  Lakefront  Floodwall 0.50 17.0 17.0
7  Reach-1  Levee/Floodwall 2.00 16.5 15.0 clay
8  Pump Sta # 4  T-Wall 0.40 17.0
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9  Reach-2  Levee 1.50 16.5 15.0 geotextile
10  Pump Sta # 3  T-Wall 0.10 12.0
11  Reach-3  Levee 2.30 16.5 14.5 geotextile
12  Pump Sta # 2  T-Wall 0.20 12.5
13  Reach-4  Levee 1.50 16.5 15.5 geotextile
14  Reach-5  Levee/Sheetpile 2.00 14.5 14.5 geotextile
15  17th St. Canal West  Floodwall 2.30 14.0 - 15.0 14.0
16  MRL  Levee 11.4 17.0 – 22.0 17.0 clay

Total Length 28.9 Miles

Segment 1 thru 5 extends from the main line Mississippi River levee (MRL)
to the lakefront.

Segment 1  Extends from MRL through the railroad tracks.  There are no
levees or dikes in this area.

Segment 2  Is a short steel sheet pile segment between the railroad and Airline
Drive (Hwy 61).

Segment 3  Is Airline Drive.  The roadway is sandbagged as storms approach.

Segment 4  Is an earthen levee extending from Airline Dr. to an ungated
railroad crossing which is sandbagged as storms approach.  The
levee continues on behind the Moisant Airport and ties into a
concrete floodwall at the North side of the airport runway.

Segment 5  Is a concrete T-Wall atop a low levee that extends to the lakefront.

Segment 6 thru 14  Consists of all clay levees, geotextile reinforced (at El. +4
& +5) clay levees, concrete floodwalls, 3 vehicular floodgates,
steel sheet  pile floodwalls, and 4 major pumping stations with
discharge lines being passed through concrete T-Walls that parallel
the lake front.

Segment 15  Is the return protection between the lake and MRL.  It consists of
a concrete floodwall on top of an all clay levee.  It parallels the 17th

Street Canal that separates Jefferson Parish and Orleans Parish.  It
ties into Pumping Station No. 6, which forms part of the Orleans
East Bank cell.  The Hoey’s Basin (drained by Pumping Station
No. 6) local levee and ridge ties back to the MRL.

Segment 16  Is the East Jefferson Levee District Mississippi River levee.  This
segment closes the South side of the cell.  The levee is an all clay
levee with an asphalt bike path on the 10’ wide crown.  It extends
from the Orleans Parish line to the St. Charles Parish line.
Pertinent details are tabulated in Table E-2-1.
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c) Gravity drainage Structures – There are a total of 13 structures.  There are a
total of 9 floodgates in the protection system that provide for pedestrian, roadway
and railroad access.  These floodgates are not expected to be effective for
drainage as the sill elevations are all higher than the expected elevation of the
impounded waters (+5.0 feet NGVD).  Pertinent details on the floodgates are
tabulated in Table E-2-2 below.   Two additional floodgates are proposed for
construction at Bonnabel Boulevard and Orpheum Avenue.  There are 2 gravity
drainage culverts that drain Hoey’s Basin (a small segment of Area E-2) into the
17th Street Canal in Orleans Parish.  These culverts are: a 10 ft. by 30 ft. box near
Hwy 61equipped with sluice gates; and a 60 inch circular pipe near the
confluence of the 17th Street and Palmetto Canals.  Sluice gates on the box culvert
were installed in the early 1960’s but have never been operated.

Table E-2 – 2
Area E-2: Jefferson Parish East Bank

Gravity Drainage Structures

LOCATION GATE # TYPE OPENING
(feet) ELEVATION GATE

TYPE
Return levee @ Veterans 1 Swing 6 x 9 sill 5.1 Pedestrian
Return levee @ Esplanade 2 Swing 7.5 x 9 sill 6.1 Pedestrian
Return levee @ corner 3 Swing 20 x 5 sill 12.0 Road
Williams Blvd. 4 Bottom roller 60 x 4.5 sill 10.0 Road
Pump Sta. #4 5 Swing 22 x 7 sill 10.0 Road
Bonnabel (proposed) 6 Swing Road
Hoey Canal @ 17th St Canal NA NA 5.0 diam. Invert culvert
Hoey Canal @ 17th St Canal NA Sluice 30 x 10 Invert culvert
Orpheum Ave. (proposed) 7 Swing 24 x 4.5 sill 9.0 Road
North side of Veterans bridge 8 Swing 5 x 7 sill 7.5 Pedestrian
South side of Veterans bridge 9 Swing 5 x 6.5 sill 8.0 Pedestrian
I – 10 10 Dbl. swing 10.5 x 3 sill 11.5 Road
Pump Sta. #6 11 Swing RR

d) Pumping stations - There are 7 pumping stations that drain the protected area.
Six of these are operated by Jefferson Parish Drainage Department and one, P.S.
N#6,  by the New Orleans Sewerage and Water Board.  The locations of the
pumping stations are shown on plate E-2 and pertinent details are tabulated in
Table E-2-3 below.  In addition, several smaller pumps assist gravity drainage
within the protected area, but none of these gets water past the protection levees.
Note: Additional detailed information in the pumping stations, if available, is
contained in Appendix B and the New Orleans District Emergency Data
Container ("Black Box").
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Table E-2-3
Area E-2: Jefferson Parish - East Bank

Pumping Station Summary
Pump

Map
ID Name 15 Min.

Quad Latitude Longitude
Slab El
(Est ft)
NGVD

Flow
(cfs)*

No.
Pump

Pump
Type

Driver
Type

Freq.
(Hz)

JP-4 PS 4 –Duncan
# Spanish Fort 30.03850 -90.2451

-5.3
-0.5
3.6

4800 6 V/H D/E 60

JP-3 PS 3 –
Elmwood # Spanish Fort 30.03213 -90.2191 6 3400 8 H D

JP-2 PS 2 –
Suburban  # Spanish Fort 30.02017 -90.1802 7 3040 6 V/H D/E 60

JP-1 PS 1 –
Bonnabel # Spanish Fort 30.01855 -90.1453

0.1
3.6
7.1

3750 5 V/H D/E 60

JP-5 PS 5 –
Parish Line # Bonnet Carre 30.01140 -90.2789 10.6 900 3 V E 60

CS-PS Canal Street New Orleans 29.99092 -90.1250 3 176 4 V E 60
OP-6 PS 6  # New Orleans 29.98693 -90.1240 3.6 9480 15 V/H/C E 25

* -- Total station capacity
V – Vertical pump
H – Horizontal pump
C – Centrifugal pump
D -- Diesel engine
E -- Electrical engine
#
 -- Additional information in Appendix B

2) Potential flooding

The controlling elevation for the levees and floodwalls protecting this area is 5
feet NGVD.  The lowest ground elevation in the interior is about – 8 feet NGVD.
The ponding of storm surge may range anywhere between these two extremes.
Stage - storage relationship is shown in Figure E-2-1 below. In the event of
catastrophic flooding the area may experience storm surge water elevations in
excess of 20 feet NGVD.  Within a few hours after storm passage water levels in
the levee areas would recede to the elevation of the top of the levees, about + 14
feet NGVD, unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred. Following this, the
water elevations will recede more slowly by gravity drainage through levee
segments 1, 2, and 3.  Within a few days if unattended, water levels would recede
to elevation +5, the lowest elevation along the line of protection at the natural
contours near the Mississippi River.  If levees and floodwalls remained intact,
water depths in low area could be as deep as 13 feet after the storm.   Within 72
hours after passage of the storm water levels in Lake Pontchartrain would recede
to a normal high level of +3 to +4 feet NGVD.  Lake level most likely would
remain above normal for another 1-2 weeks while marshes surrounding the Lake
drain their surcharge of flood water.  A stage-storage curve for Area E-2 is shown
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in Figure E-2-1.  A detailed discussion of drainage after inundation is contained in
Appendix C.  Pumping stations in the aftermath of such a catastrophic event could
not operate normally without extensive repairs, but might be capable of siphoning
water from the interior drainage canals, if debris can be kept clear of the intakes.

3) Emergency Response Plan

a) Levees and floodwalls - The most likely location for damage is at the
controlling locations (lowest spots) that have been previously identified.
These are where overtopping will occur first and last longest.  Damages may
range from minor levee erosion to complete breaches.  Failure may occur
from reverse heads.  Erosion around floodwalls may occur.  Intentional levee
breaches will be constructed within the reaches shown in levee segments in
the lakeshore levee.

The breaches may be built to a combined width of 600 feet at an elevation of
+ 2 feet NGVD by means of mechanical equipment.  Access to the area will
be via levee berm on the flood side of the levees wherever practicable, by
barge, or by helicopter airlift as the situation demands. In the event that
breaching of the line of protection is necessary, drainage of most of the area to
lake level will take one or more days depending upon the width of the breach.
See Appendix C.  This would leave the interior stage at +4 to +1.5 depending
upon the lake stage.  If the breach can remain open until lake levels return to
normal, interior elevations for those areas that can drain freely into the lake

Figure E-2-1
Area E-2 - Jefferson Parish East Bank
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will reach about 1.5 feet.  On the east bank of Jefferson Parish the land
generally slopes from the river toward Lake Pontchartrain.  With the
exception of Hoey’s Basin, most floodwater in the parish can drain by gravity
through the existing drainage culverts and canals toward the pumping stations
located along the lakefront.  If debris clogs the normal flow path, removal of
the obstruction or breaching of the roadway or other obstruction must be
pursued.  Elevated roadbeds, such as I-10, US 61and it’s parallel railroad bed,
US 90, and Causeway, and the filled area encompassing the N.O. International
Airport can create such obstructions to flow.

(1) Immediate interim repair of levee breaches and levee erosion will be
by use of material obtained from degrading of adjacent levee sections.
The levee breaches will be repaired to an interim grade of 3 feet above the
average annual high water or to about elevation +7 feet NGVD.

(2) Emergency construction contracts will be awarded to fully restore the
levees and floodwalls from the initial interim repair condition.  These
contracts will be based on post-event field inspection and surveys to
identify damaged areas.  They will include the replacement of all degraded
levee material used during interim repairs.

b) Vehicular and Railroad Access - There are five vehicular floodgates in this
area. From a drainage standpoint the sill elevation is too high to be very
effective.  Reopening with a reverse head must be done carefully, with expert
use of small explosive charges to blow open the gate latches.  Access will be
by road, (from the outside), boat or helicopter.  Sandbags used to close off
Airline Highway (U./S. 61) and the ICRR at the Jefferson Parish – St. Charles
Parish Line may be removed to facilitate drainage of Area E2.  Emergency
interim repairs with crushed stone and gravel will be necessary to repair
roadways damaged by erosion due to floodgate failure or reopening under
reverse head.  An emergency contract will be required after the storm event to
repair damaged floodgates and roadways.

c) Drainage Structures - There are 2 drainage structures in area E-2 in Hoey’s
Basin.  Reopening is not expected to present any problems other than access.
Access may be by boat, truck or helicopter. Hoey’s Basin is a separate
drainage area surrounded by alluvial ridges; the area normally drains into the
17th Street Canal.  The Mississippi River alluvial ridge surrounds Hoey’s
Basin to the south and Metairie ridge to the north and west.  It drains toward
the east via several culverts into the 17th Street Canal.  From the canal this
drainage is discharged into Lake Pontchartrain by Orleans Pumping Station
No 6.  In the event of loss of Pumping Station No.6 this area will remain
flooded to a height equal to the lowest elevation of the surrounding ridges,
about +3, or drain by gravity into some of the lower areas of portions of New
Orleans to which it is connected by the 17th Street and Palmetto Canals.  To
drain this area more, all or part of Pumping Stations No. 6 will have will have
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to be restored into operation, or a breach will have to be made in the 17th

Street Canal along the line of protection at Orleans Parish Pumping Station
No. 6.

d) Navigation Structures - There are no navigation structures in area E-2.

e) Pumping Stations- There are seven pumping stations in the area. Six of the
seven stations were visited.  Of these, the most susceptible to damage from
interior flooding is Pump Station #4, which can only withstand flooding to
elevation -0.3 feet NGVD.  Pump Station #5 is the least susceptible to damage
and can withstand flooding to elevation 12.0 feet NGVD.
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C. Area E-3 – New Orleans Metro (East Bank)

1) Description

a) General  - The area is shown on plate 1 and on plate E-3.  The area is
located in Orleans Parish and is generally bounded by the Jefferson-Orleans
parish line on the west, Lake Pontchartrain on the north, the Inner Harbor
Navigation Canal on the east and the Mississippi River on the south.
Topography is flat with ground elevations ranging from +12 feet NGVD on
the alluvial ridges along the Mississippi River to –8 feet NGVD in the interior
of the area.  Approximately 50 percent of the area is below sea level.  The
surface area is 39.4 square miles and the population is approximately 328,000.
This is the most highly developed and populated area in the metro area.  It is
the heart of the city, containing the central business district, many high-rise
buildings, the Louisiana Superdome and the historic French Quarter.  Along
the Mississippi River is a highly developed industrial and port area.

b) Levees and floodwalls - The area is protected by 34.9 miles of levees and
floodwalls as shown on plate E-3 and as indicated in tabulation E-3-1 below.
The segments described begin at Pump Station #6 on the western side and
proceed clockwise around the area.  The controlling (lowest) elevation for
each segment is shown.  The controlling elevations for the entire area are
located in segment 2 (+13.5 feet NGVD) and segment 9 (+13.0 feet NGVD) A
storm surge height that exceeds these elevations at these locations will
inundate this area.

Table E-3-1
Area E-3: New Orleans Metro (East Bank)

Levees and Floodwalls
Segment
Number Description Type Length

(miles)

Design
Elevation

 (ft NGVD)

Controlling
Elevation

(ft NGVD)
Remarks

1 17th St. Canal East Floodwall 2.30 14.0 - 15.0 14.0
2 Orleans Lakefront Floodwall/levee 1.60 13.5 - 18.0 13.5
3 Orleans Canal West Floodwall 2.30 13.5 - 14.5 14.2
4 Orleans Canal East Floodwall 2.40 13.5 - 14.5 14.4
5 Orleans Lakefront Levee 1.50 17.5 17.5 clay
6 London Ave Canal West Floodwall 2.50 14.0 14.0
7 London Ave Canal East Floodwall 3.00 14.0 14.0
8 Orleans Lakefront Levee/I-wall 2.30 17.5 - 18.0 17.5
9 IHNC - West Levee Floodwall/levee 5.60 13.0 - 14.0 13.0

10 Main Line Mississippi Floodwall/levee 11.4 22.5 - 25.0 22.5

Total Length 34.9 Miles
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Segment 1 through 9 begin from the Orleans Pumping Station No. 6,
follow the 17th Street Canal, lakefront, Orleans Avenue Canal,
London Avenue Canal, and Inter Harbor Navigation Canal, and
end at the IHNC Lock.

Segment 1 This return, protection levee separates the Jefferson Parish East
Bank cell from the Orleans East Bank cell. It parallels the 17 th St.
Canal, between Pumping Station No. 6 and the lakefront. Hoey’s
Basin, a local levee and ridge, is drained by Pumping Station No.
6 and ties this segment back into the Main Line Mississippi River
project.  Included in this segment is a railroad gate, waterproofed
bridges, and bridges sandbagged during storms.

Segment 2 This segment runs parallel to the lakefront and consists of earthen
levees, floodwall, concrete T-Walls, and numerous vehicular
traffic gates.

Segment 3 Extending from the lakefront to Pumping Station No. 7, while
running parallel to the Orleans Avenue Canal, is a floodwall atop
a low, earthen levee. Also included in this segment are
waterproof bridges.

Segment 4 This segment runs parallel to the Orleans Avenue Canal from
Pumping Station No. 7 to the lakefront. Included in this segment
are waterproof bridges.

Segment 5 This is an all earthen levee parallel to the lakefront running from
the Orleans Avenue Canal to the London Avenue Canal. This
levee also ties into the a 30 foot, navigable floodgate located
several thousand feet above the mouth of Bayou St. John.

Segment 6 This is a segment consisting of a levee topped with floodwall
running along London Avenue Canal from the lakefront back to
Pumping Station No. 3. It contains several waterproof bridges,
bridges sandbagged during storms, and a railroad gate.

Segment 7 Running from Pumping Station No. 3 parallel to the London
Avenue Canal, past Pumping Station No. 4 to the lakefront, is a
floodwall atop a levee. Included in this section are numerous
waterproof bridges, bridges sandbagged during storms, and a
railroad gate.

Segment 8 This segment is made of levees and I-Walls running parallel to
the lakefront from the London Avenue Canal to the Inner Harbor
Navigation Canal.
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Segment 9 Along the west Inner Harbor Navigation Canal runs concrete I-
Walls atop low, clay levees and concrete T-Walls broken by
numerous vehicular and railroad gates.

Segment 10 The Orleans East Bank cell located in the Orleans East Levee
District is closed on the south side by this segment consisting of
the Main Line Mississippi River levees and floodwalls extending
from the Jefferson Parish line to the Inner Harbor Navigation
Lock. The protection consists of clay levees, floodwalls atop
levees, T-Walls, and numerous vehicular and railroad gates.

c) Gravity drainage structures  - There are a total of 55 structures in the
protection system.  Of these 52 access floodgates provide for vehicular,
railroad or pedestrian access.  There is one floodgate that provides for
navigation access and there are two gated drainage structures.  In the event
that floodwater is impounded in the protected area, opening these structures
may provide gravity drainage through the openings.  Pertinent details are
tabulated in Table E-3-2 below.

Table E-3-2
Area E-3:  New Orleans Metro - East Bank

Gravity Drainage Structures

LOCATION GATE # TYPE OPENING
(W x H)

ELEVATION
(ft NGVD) GATE TYPE

17th Street Canal, Orleans side:
      North side of Veterans

bridge 12 Swing 5' x 8' sill 6.5 Pedestrian

      South side of Veterans
bridge 13 Swing 5' x 7' sill 7.5 Pedestrian

      Pump Sta. #6 14 Swing 22' x 4.59' sill 9.98 RR
Orleans Parish West, Orleans Marina area:
      Lake Ave.    1 Swing 12' x 7.5' sill 3.0 Road
      Lake Ave.    2 Swing 24' x 6.5' sill 4.0 Road
      Lake Ave.    3 Swing 24' x 6.5' sill 4.0 Road
      Lakeshore Drive    4 Bottom roller 60' x 6.75 sill 6.75 Road
      Pontchartrain Drive    5 Swing 30' x 4.5' sill 9.0 Road
      Topaz St.    6 Miter 38' x 9.75' sill 7.75 Road
Lakefront:
      Marconi Dr.  7 Miter 38' x 5.2' sill 12.3 Road
      Bayou St. John SG1 Sector gate 30' x 24.5' Inv. -8.0 Navigation

      Bayou St. John SG2 Sluice gates 2 @ 3' dia. &
1 @ 2' dia. Inv. -3.0 Drainage

      Elysian Fields Ave.    7a Swing 30' x 6.25' sill 13.0 Road
      Elysian Fields Ave.    7b Swing 30' x 7.5' sill 13.0 Road
      Elysian Fields Ave.    7c Swing 30' x 6.25' sill 13.0 Road
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      Leroy Johnson near
Seabrook bridge    8 Miter 34' x 5.9' sill 11.6 Road

      Entrance to Reserve base
off of  Leroy Johnson    9 Swing 22' x 5.75' sill 11.75 Road

      France Rd. near Hayne
Blvd. 10 Swing 30 x 4.5 sill 9.5 Road

      RR near Seabrook bridge 11 Swing 33 x 7.35 sill 7.65 RR
      Boat launch road 12 Swing 28 x 5.25 sill 9.75 Road
London Ave. Outfall Canal:
      Leon C. Simon (east side) 42 Swing 5 x 7.9 sill 6.5 Pedestrian
      Pump Sta. #3 (east side) 43 Swing 34.3 x 2.87 sill 11.13 RR
      Pump Sta. #3 (west side) 44 Swing 34.3 x 2.72 sill 11.28 RR
Orleans Parish West, IHNC West Levee:

      Near IHNC lock 13 Overhead
roller 20 x 12 sill 2 Road

      Near N. Robertson 14 Overhead
roller 20 x 10.75 sill 3.25 Road

      Under Claiborne bridge 15 Swing 17 x 8.9 sill 5.1 RR

      South end Galvez St. wharf 16 Overhead
roller 20 x 8.9 sill 5.1 Road

      South end Galvez St. wharf 17 Swing 17 x 12 sill 2.0 RR

      Near Galves St. 18 Overhead
roller 30 x 12.4 sill 1.6 Road

      Loading dock J&L Steel 19 Hinged flap
gate 78 x 5.7 sill 8.83 Dock

      Lonestar Cement 20 Overhead
roller 18 x 9.7 sill 4.3 RR

      Lonestar Cement 21 Overhead
roller 15 x 6.75 sill 7.25 Road

      Lonestar Cement 22 Overhead
roller 20 x 6 sill 8.0 RR

      Lonestar Cement 23 Overhead
roller 20 x 6.25 sill 7.75 Road

      N. Dorgenois St. 24 Overhead
roller 20 x 7 sill 7.0 Road

      Florida Ave wharf 25 Swing 17 x 9.8 sill 4.2 RR

      Florida Ave wharf 26 Overhead
roller 20 x 6.8 sill 7.25 Road

      Florida Ave wharf 27 Overhead
roller 20 x 11.25 sill 2.75 Road

      North of Fla. Ave near
bridge 28 Bottom roller 45 x 2.6 sill 11.41 Road

      North of Fla. Ave 29 Bottom roller 45 x 3 sill 11.0 Road
      North of Fla. Ave near

France 30 Swing 17 x 9.65 sill 4.35 RR

      Benefit St. 30a Overhead
roller 39 x 9.43 sill 5.0 Road

      Benefit St. 30b Overhead
roller 39 x 9.43 sill 5.0 Road
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      France Rd. near Almonaster 31 Overhead
roller 17 x 10.4 sill 3.6 RR

      Between Almonaster & Old
Gentilly 32 Overhead

roller 32.5 x 8.5 sill 5.5 RR

      Old Gentilly Rd. 33 Overhead
roller 30 x 8.75 sill 5.25 Road

      Between Hwy. 90 & I-10 34 Swing 22.5 x 43 sill 9.7 RR
      Between Hwy. 90 & I-10 35 Swing 22 x 3 sill 11.0 Road
      Between Hwy. 90 & I-10 36 Swing 22 x 3 sill 11.0 Road
      Between Hwy. 90 & I-10 37 Swing 22 x 3 sill 11.0 Road

      France Rd. north of Hwy 90 38 Overhead
roller 17 x 6.65 sill 7.35 RR

      France Rd. north of Hwy 90 39 Overhead
roller 20 x 6.55 sill 7.45 Road

   Florida Ave. Complex (west):

      Florida Ave 40 Overhead
roller 40 x 12.4 sill 1.6 Road

      Florida Ave. Drainage
Canal sg3 Sluice gates 2 @ 12.5 x 13 Inv. -26.68 Drainage

      RR just north of Florida
Ave. 41 Swing 31.5 x 6.4 sill 7.6 RR

(1) There is one navigation access structure located in Bayou St. John,
near it’s junction with Lake Pontchartrain (Lakefront Area).  The structure
is 30 feet wide with a sill elevation of –8 feet NGVD and is closed with 2
electrically operated sector gates.  Additional details on this structure are
contained in the New Orleans Emergency Data Container.

(2) There are also two drainage structures.  One structure is immediately
adjacent to the Bayou St. John sector gate structures (see above).  It has 2
– 36 inch diameter culverts and 1 – 24 inch diameter culvert, all with a sill
elevation of –3 feet NGVD and manually operated gates.  The other
drainage structure is near P.S. #19 (levee segment 9) and has 2 – 12.5’x13’
box culverts with a sill elevation of –26.7 feet NGVD.  Additional details
on the drainage structures is in the New Orleans District Emergency Data
Container.

d) Pumping stations - There are 10 pumping stations that drain the protected
area.  The location of the pumping stations are shown on plate E-3 and
pertinent details are tabulated in Table E-3-3 below.   The pumps are operated
by the New Orleans Sewerage and Water Board.  Six of the pumps on the
perimeter evacuate the water over or through the protection system.  The
remaining four in the interior assist gravity drainage to reach the perimeter
stations.   Note:  Additional detailed information on the pumping stations, if
available, is contained in Appendix B and in the New Orleans District
Emergency Data Container ("Black Box").
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Table E-3-3
Area E-3:  New Orleans Metro - East Bank

Pumping Station Summary

Map ID Name 15 Min. Quad Latitude Longitude
Slab Elev
(Est ft)
NGVD

Pump
Flow
(CFS)

No.
Pump

Pump
Type

Driver
Type

Freq.
Hertz

OP-12 PS 12 Spanish Fort 30.02096 -90.1139    3.6 1000 1 H E 25
OP-4 PS 4 Spanish Fort 30.01611 -90.0676   2.4 3680 6 V/H E 25/60
OP-7 PS 7 # New Orleans 29.99424 -90.1010   3.8 2690 5 V/H E 25/60
OP-3 PS 3 # New Orleans 29.98836 -90.0680   4.1 4140 7 H/C E 25/60
OP-6 PS 6 # New Orleans 29.98693 -90.1240   3.6 9480 15 V/H/C E 25
OP-5 PS 5 New Orleans 29.98011 -90.0191   3.6 2260 7 H/C E 25
OP-19 PS 19 # New Orleans NA NA 12.6 3770 5 V/H E 60
Mont  Monticello New Orleans NA NA   NA 99 3 V E 60
OP-2 PS 2 New Orleans 29.96854 -90.0839   3.6 3190 7 V/H/C E 25
OP-1 PS 1 New Orleans 29.95417 -90.0986   3.6 4640 10 V/H E 25/60
# -- Additional information in Appendix B

2) Potential flooding

The controlling elevation for the levees and floodwalls protecting this area is
+13.0 to 13.5 feet NGVD.  The lowest ground elevation in the interior is about
–8 feet NGVD.  Hurricane storm surges may exceed +20 feet NGVD in this
area.  Residual flooding elevation may range anywhere between these two
extremes.  Stage - storage relationship is shown in Figure E-3-1 below.  A
detailed discussion of drainage after inundation is contained in Appendix C.

3) Emergency Response Plan

a) Levees and floodwalls - The most likely location for damage is at the
controlling location(s) (lowest spots) that have been previously identified.
These are where overtopping will occur first and last longest.  Damages may
range from minor levee erosion to complete breaches.  Erosion around
floodwalls may occur and failure may occur with reverse heads.  Intentional
levee breaches may be constructed within the reaches shown on plate E-3 in
levee segment(s) 2 and 9.  The breaches may be constructed to a combined
width of 500 feet and a depth of cut elevation of +2 feet NGVD by means of
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dragline or backhoe.  Access to the area will be via levees, by water from
Lake Pontchartrain or IHNC or by helicopter.  Immediate interim repair of
levee breaches and levee erosion will be by use of material obtained from
degrading of adjacent levee sections, by sandbags or by use of temporary steel
sheet piling.  The levees breaches will be repaired to an interim grade of 3 feet
above the average annual high water or to about elevation +7 feet NGVD.
Emergency construction contracts will be awarded to fully restore the levees
and floodwalls from the initial interim repair condition.  These contracts will
be based on post-event field inspection and surveys to identify damaged areas.
They will include the replacement of all degraded levee material used during
interim repairs.

a) Vehicular and Railroad Access  - There are 52 vehicular and RR floodgates
in this area.  The most effective locations, from a drainage standpoint are in
levee segments 2 and 9.  Reopening with a reverse head must be done
carefully, with expert use of small explosive charges to blow open the gate
latches.  Many of the gates in this area, particularly the overhead roller type,
will likely fail if they are subjected to any appreciable reverse head.  Access

Figure E-3-1
Area E-3: Orleans Parish East Bank

New Orleans Metro
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b) will be by road, (from the outside), boat or helicopter.  Emergency interim
repairs with crushed stone and gravel will be necessary to repair roadways
damaged by erosion due to floodgate failure or reopening under reverse head.
An emergency contract will be required after the storm event to repair
damaged floodgates and roadways.

c) Drainage Structures - There are 2 drainage structures in this area.
Reopening is not expected to present any problems other than access.  Access
may be by boat, truck or helicopter.

d) Navigation Structures - There is 1 navigation structure in the area.  (Bayou
St. John)  This structure is wide enough and deep enough to provide
significant gravity drainage.  However, the control house for the gate
operating machinery will begin to flood at an interior water elevation of +4.5
feet NGVD and the operating machinery will begin to flood at +11.7 feet
NGVD.  If this area is inundated, the structure will require
repair/rehabilitation before it can be reopened.  Also, reopening the structure
may result in high velocities through the structure and may cause severe scour
near the structure.

e) Pumping Stations  - There are 10 pumping stations in the area.  The most
susceptible to damage from interior flooding is Pump Station  # 19, which can
only withstand flooding to elevation 6.6 feet NGVD.  Pump Station  # 7 is the
least susceptible to damage and can withstand flooding to about elevation 11.6
feet NGVD.
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D. Area E-4A – Orleans Parish East Bank – New Orleans East - Citrus

1) Description

a) General - The area is shown on plate 1 and plate E-4A.  The area is located in
Orleans Parish east of the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal (IHNC), between
the Mississippi River Gulf Outlet (MRGO) and Lake Pontchartrain.  It has a
land area of 32.3 square miles and a population of 89,500 people protected
from hurricane storm surge by levees and floodwalls. Area E-4A is essentially
a high-density residential community with an industrial area along the IHNC
and the MRGO and a few buildings of 3 or more stories in height scattered
throughout the area.  It is generally bounded by the IHNC on the west, Lake
Pontchartrain on the north, Bayou Sauvage Wildlife Area on the east and the
MRGO on the south.  Topography is flat with ground elevations ranging from
+5 feet NGVD along Gentilly Road (US 90) to -7 feet NGVD in some of the
residential areas.  Approximately 75 percent of the area is below sea level.

b) Levees and floodwalls - The area is protected by 31.0 miles of levees and
floodwalls as indicated in Table E-4A-1 below.  The segments described
begin at MRGO and the IHNC and proceed clockwise around the area, along
the lakefront to Paris Road.  From there local levees proceed south to
Interstate 10 then East to the Maxent Canal and south to the MRGO, where
Federal levees resume westward along the MRGO to the IHNC.  The
controlling (lowest) elevation for each segment is shown in Table E-4A-1.
The lowest exterior levee elevations for Area E-4A are located in segments
1,2,3, and 5 (13.0 – 13.5 feet NGVD).   A storm surge height which overtops
Area E-4B to the east and floods that area higher than +5 feet NGVD will also
inundate this area.  The lowest protection offered by exterior levees in Area E-
4A is along the MRGO/GIWW.
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Table E-4A-1
Area E-4A: New Orleans East (Citrus)

Levees And Floodwalls

Seg-ment
Num-ber Description Type Length

(miles)

Design
Elevation

(ft NGVD)

Controlling
Elevation

(ft NGVD)
Remarks

1 IHNC-East Embed Sheet
Pile/Floodwall 2.75 13.0-14.0 13

2 NO Lakefront Floodwall 1.20 13.5 13.5
3 Citrus Lakefront Levee/Floodwall 1.03 14.5 13.5
4 Citrus Lakefront Levee 3.80 14.0 14 Clay
5 Lincoln Beach Embed Sheetpile 0.31 13.5 13.5
6 Citrus Lakefront Levee 0.51 14.0 14 Clay
7 Local Interior Levee Levee 8.20 3.0 3 Clay
8 NO East Back Levee Levee 2.00 17.5 17.5 Clay
9 Michoud Canal Levee/Floodwall 2.03 20.0 20 Clay
10 Michoud Canal Levee/Floodwall 1.75 18.0 18 Clay
11 Citrus Back Levee Levee/Floodwall 7.45 14.0-18.0 14 Clay

Total Length 31.0 Miles

Segment 1  Extends from the GIWW to the New Orleans Lakefront and runs
parallel to the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal (IHNC).  This
segment has levee with embedded sheetpile in the area close to
the GIWW and floodwall as the protection nears the lakefront.

Segment 2  Extends from the IHNC past New Orleans Lakefront Airport.

Segment 3  Extends from New Orleans Lakefront Airport to approximately
1/4 mile past the St. Charles pumping station.  The flood
protection includes the floodwalls that are below the newly
constructed road crossings near the riverboat and Downman
Road.

Segment 4  Extends from approximately 1/4 mile east of the St. Charles
Pumping Station to the local interior levee.

Segment 5  Is a reach of embedded sheetpile in front of Lincoln Beach.

Segment 6  Extends from the floodwall at Lincoln Beach to the local interior
levee.

Segment 7  Is the local interior levee that extends from the lakefront levee to
the pumping station on the GIWW.
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Segment 8  Extends from the pumping station on the GIWW and runs parallel
to the GIWW to the Michoud Canal

Segments 9 & 10  Consist of a combination of levee with floodwalls and runs
parallel to the Michoud Canal.

Segment 11  Extends from the Michoud Canal to the IHNC.  It consists of
earthen levees except for floodwalls near the three pumping
stations which are located in this segment and several small
reaches of levee with embedded sheetpile.

c) Gravity drainage structures - There are 21 floodgates in the protection system
that provide for vehicular or railroad access.  There are no culverts expressly
for the purpose of gravity drainage.  Pertinent details are tabulated in Table E-
4A-2 below.

Table E-4A-2
 Area E-4A: New Orleans East (Citrus)

Gravity Drainage Structures

LOCATION GATE
# TYPE OPENING\

(W x H Feet)

SILL
ELEVATION
(Feet NGVD)

GATE
TYPE

IHNC East Levee:
Between Hayne Blvd and Dwyer Rd 47 Swing 17 x 10.7  3.3 RR
Between Hayne Blvd and Dwyer Rd 48 Overhead roller  6.6 Road
Dwyer and Jourdan Rd. 49 Overhead roller 17 x 7.45  6.3 RR
Dwyer Road Pump Station 50 Overhead roller 15 x 5  9.0 Road
Old Gentilly Rd. 51 Overhead roller 35 x 5.55  8.45 Road
RR near Old Gentilly 52 Overhead roller 37.25 x 5.3  8.7 RR
Near Almonaster 53 Overhead roller 20 x 5  9.0 Road
Plant Rd and Jourdan Rd. 54 Overhead roller 17 x 5.6  8.45 RR
Between Almonaster and MRGO 55 Overhead roller 20 x 5.5  8.5 Road
Between Almonaster and MRGO 56 Overhead roller 20 x 5.5  8.5 Road
Jourdan Rd Terminal 57 Swing 18 x 6.27  8.25 RR
New Orleans Airport and Lincoln Beach
Hayne Blvd 58 Overhead roller 30 x 13  0.0 Road
Between Leroy Grumman & Hayne 59 Swing 33 x 2.53  10.47 RR
Leroy Grumman 60 Swing 32 x 6.5  6.5 Road
Crosses Road on Northside of
Seabrook Bridge 61 Swing 26 x 8  5.0 Road

Downman and Lakeshore 62 Swing 22 x 6.17  4.33 Road
Casino Blvd. 63 Overhead roller Road
Lincoln Beach 64 32 x 10.2  0.3 Road
Citrus Back along Intracoastal Waterway
Dock Board wharf 65 Overhead roller 20 x 5.5  9.5 Road
Michoud steam electric station 66 Overhead roller 20 x 8.7  13.3 Road
Michoud steam electric station 67 Overhead roller 20 x 8.7  13.3 Road
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d) Pumping stations - There are 8 pumping stations that drain the protected area.
These are operated by Orleans Parish Sewerage and Water Board. The
locations of the pumping stations are shown on plate E-4A and pertinent
details are tabulated in Table E-4A-3 below.  Note:  Additional detailed
information on the pumping stations, if available, is contained in Appendix B
and the New Orleans District Emergency Data Container ("Black Box").

Table E-4A-3
Area E-4A: New Orleans East (Citrus)

Pumping Station Summary

Map
ID Name 15 Min.

Quad Latitude Longitude
Slab El
(Est ft)
NGVD

Pump
Flow
(CFS)

*

No.
Pump

Pump
Type

Driver
Type

Freq
Hertz

OP-14 PS 14 -
Jahncke #

Chef
Menteur 30.05860 -89.9667 16.1 1200 4 H E 60

OP-10 PS 10 -
Citrus

Chef
Menteur 30.04680 -89.9886 NA 1000 4 V E 60

OP-16 PS 16 -  St.
Charles #

Spanish
Fort 30.03810 -90.0112 16.1 1000 4 H E 60

DR Dwyer Rd. Spanish
Fort 30.01616 -90.0252 0 120 2 V E 60

OP-18 PS 18 -
Maxent

Chef
Menteur NA NA NA 150 2 V E 60

GS Grant St. Chef
Menteur NA NA NA 112 6 V E 60

Elai Elaine St. New
Orleans NA NA NA 90 2 V E 60

OP-20 PS 20 -
Amid

New
Orleans NA NA NA 500 2 V E 60

H- Horizontal        E- Electrical
V- Vertical
# - Additional information available in Appendix B

2) Potential flooding

The controlling elevation for the levees and floodwalls protecting this area is 13
feet NGVD.  The lowest ground elevation in the interior is about – 7 feet NGVD.
The ponding of storm surge may range anywhere between these two extremes.
Stage - storage relationship is shown below in Figure E-4A-1. In the event of
catastrophic flooding the area may experience water elevations in excess of 20
feet NGVD.  Within a few hours after storm passage water levels in the levee
areas would recede to the elevation of the top of the levees, about +13 feet
NGVD, unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred.  If levees and floodwalls
remained intact, water depths in low areas could be as deep as 20 feet after the
storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of the storm water levels in Lake
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Pontchartrain would recede to a normal high level of +3 to +4 feet NGVD.  Lake
level most likely would remain above normal for another 1-2 weeks while
marshes surrounding the lake drain their surcharge of flood water.  A detailed
discussion of drainage after inundation is contained in Appendix C.  Pumping
stations in the aftermath of such a catastrophic event could not operate normally
without extensive repairs, but might be capable of siphoning water from the
interior drainage canals, if debris can be kept clear of the intakes.

Figure E-4A-1
E-4A: New Orleans East (Citrus)

Stage-Storage Curve
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3) Emergency Response Plan

a) Levees and floodwalls - The most likely location for damage is at the
controlling locations (lowest spots) that have been previously identified.
These are where overtopping will occur first and last longest.  Damages may
range from minor levee erosion to complete breaches.  Erosion around
floodwalls may occur and failure may occur due to reverse head.  Intentional
levee breaches may be constructed within the reaches shown on plate E-4A in
levee segments 8 and 11.  The breaches may be constructed to a combined
width of about 500 feet to an elevation of + 2 feet NGVD by means of
mechanical equipment.  Access to the area will be via levee berm on the flood
side of the levees wherever practicable, by barge, or by helicopter airlift as the
situation demands. In the event that breaching of the line of protection is
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necessary, drainage of most of the area to lake level will take about 5 days
depending upon the width and depth of the breach.  See Appendix C.  This
would leave the interior stage at +4 to +1.5 depending upon the lake stage.  If
the breach is kept open until lake levels return to normal, interior elevations
for those areas that can drain freely into the lake will reach about 1.5 feet
NGVD.  Immediate interim repair of levee breaches and levee erosion  may be
by use of material obtained from degrading of adjacent levee sections, by
sandbags, or by temporary sheet piling.  The levees breaches will be repaired
to an interim grade of 3 feet above the average annual high water or to about
elevation +7 feet NGVD.

Emergency construction contracts will be awarded to fully restore the levees
and floodwalls from the initial interim repair condition.  These contracts will
be based on post-event field inspection and surveys to identify damaged areas.
They will include the replacement of all degraded levee material used during
interim repairs.

b) Vehicular and Railroad Access - There are 15 vehicular floodgates in this area
and 6 railroad floodgates. From a drainage standpoint there are 4 floodgates
that may be used for drainage if needed.  These floodgates have sill elevations
of 4.33 feet NGVD or below.  Many of these floodgates, particularly the
overhead roller type will fail if subject to any appreciable reverse head.  The
location and information can be seen in Table E-4A-2.  Reopening with a
reverse head must be done carefully, with expert use of small explosive
charges to blow open the gate latches.  Access will be by road, (from the
outside), boat or helicopter. Emergency interim repairs with crushed stone and
gravel will be necessary to repair roadways damaged by erosion due to
floodgate failure or reopening under reverse head.  An emergency contract
will be required after the storm event to repair damaged floodgates and
roadways.

c) Gravity Drainage Structures - There are no drainage structures in area E-4A

d) Navigation Structures - There are no navigation structures in area E-4A.

e) Pumping Stations – There are eight pumping stations in the area.  Two of the
eight stations were visited.  Of these, the least susceptible to damage from
interior flooding are Pump Stations #14 and #16, which can withstand
flooding to elevation 17.1 feet NGVD.
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E. Area E-4B – Orleans Parish East Bank – New Orleans East – Bayou
Sauvage Refuge

1) Description

a) General - The area is shown on plate 1 and plate E-4B.  The area is located in
      Orleans Parish and has a land area of 22.2 square miles. It is mostly a wildlife

refuge and wetlands. It is generally bounded by Maxent Canal Levee on the west,
Lake Pontchartrain on the north, Lake St. Catherine on the east, and the
Intracoastal Waterway on the south.  Topography is flat with ground elevations
ranging from +2 to –5 feet NGVD in the interior of the area.  Approximately 20
percent of the area is below sea level.

b) Levees and floodwalls - The area is protected by 27.3 miles of levees and
floodwalls as shown on plate E-4B and as indicated in the tabulation below.  The
segments described begin at Lakefront and the Maxent Canal Levee and proceed
clockwise around the area.  The controlling (lowest) elevation for each segment is
shown in Table E-4B-1.  The controlling elevation for the entire area is +13.5
feet NGVD located in segment 2.   A storm surge height that exceeds this
elevation at this location will inundate this area.

Table E-4B-1
 Area E-4B:  New Orleans East

Levees and Floodwalls

Segment
Number Description Type Length

(miles)

Design
Elevation

(ft NGVD)

Controlling
Elevation

(ft NGVD)
Remarks

1 NO East Lakefront Levee 6.52 14 14 Clay
2 NO East Levee 8.36 14-17.5 13.5 Clay
3 NO East Back Levee 4.26 19 18.5 Clay
4 Local Interior Levee Levee 8.20 3.0 3 Clay

Total Length 27.3 Miles

Segment 1  Extends from Paris Road to South Point.  The levee consists of a sand
core covered by a clay blanket and berm. The levee was constructed
on the Little Woods Canal bottom.

Segment 2  Extends from South Point to the GIWW.  I-10, Highway 11 and
Highway 90 cross the levee.  There is a floodgate at the Highway 11
crossing and a floodgate under construction at the Highway 90
crossing.  There is a railroad crossing with a floodgate south of the
Highway 90 crossing.

Segment 3  Extends from the South Point to GIWW levee to Pumping Station No.
15.
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Segment 4  Is a local levee and extends from Pumping Station No. 15 to the
lakefront.

c) Gravity drainage structures - There are 3 floodgates in the protection system
that provide for vehicular or railroad access. There are several sluice gates that
provide reverse flow and flood protection at 4 gravity drainage structure locations.
The locations of the drainage structures are shown on plate E-4B. Pertinent details
of all structures are tabulated in Table E-4B-2 below.

Table E-4B-2
Area E-4B:  New Orleans East (Bayou Sauvage)

Gravity Drainage Structures

Location Gate # Type Opening
(W x H)

Sill Elevation
( feet NGVD)

Gate
Type

   Bayou Sauvage:
      L&N RR tracks 86 Swing 18 x 4.55 sill 9.45 RR
      Hwy 90 87 Bottom roller 74 x 5.12 sill 9.38 Road
      Hwy 11 88 Bottom roller 84.7 x 4.7 sill 9.8 Road
GIWW – South Point NA Sluice 5@ 6.3x4.3 sill –2.4 Box Culvert
GIWW – South Point NA Sluice 3@3.5 sill –1.0 CMP
GIWW – South Point NA Sluice 3@4 sill –1.0 CMP
GIWW – South Point NA Sluice 4@4.5  sill –1.2 CMP

d) Pumping Stations - There is 1 pumping station that drains the protected area.
It is operated by Orleans Parish Sewerage and Water Board. The location of the
pumping station is shown on plate E-4B and pertinent details are tabulated in
Table E-4B-3 below.   Note:  Additional detailed information in the pumping
stations, if available, is contained in Appendix B and the New Orleans District
Emergency Data Container ("Black Box").

Table E-4B-3
Area E-4B: Orleans Parish - New Orleans East (Bayou Sauvage)

Pumping Station Summary
Slab El Pump No. Pump Driver Freq.

Map
ID Name 15 Min. Quad Latitude Longitude (Est ) Flow Pump Type Type (Hz)

 feet
NGVD (cfs)*

OP-15 PS 15 Chef Menteur 30.02992 -89.8681 19.6 750 3 V D/E 60
* -- Total station capacity
V – Vertical pump
H – Horizontal pump
C – Centrifugal pump
D -- Diesel engine
E -- Electrical engine
# -- Additional information in Appendix B
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2) Potential flooding

The controlling elevation for the levees and floodwalls protecting this area is +13.5
feet NGVD.  The lowest ground elevation in the interior is about – 5.0 feet NGVD.
The ponding of storm surge may range anywhere between these two extremes.  Stage
- storage relationship is shown in figure E-4B-1. In the event of catastrophic flooding
the area may experience water elevations in excess of 20.0 feet NGVD.  Within a few
hours after storm passage water levels in the levee areas would recede only to the
elevation of the top of the levees, about + 13.5 feet NGVD, unless failure of a levee
or floodwall occurred.  If levees and floodwalls remained intact, water depths in low
area could be as deep as 18.0 feet after the storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of
the storm water levels in Lake Pontchartrain would recede to a normal high level of
+3 to +4 feet NGVD.  Water levels most likely would remain above normal for
another 1-2 weeks while marshes surrounding Lake Pontchartrain drain their
surcharge of floodwater.  A detailed discussion of drainage after inundation is
contained in Appendix C.  Pumping stations in the aftermath of such a catastrophic
event could not operate normally without extensive repairs, but might be capable of
siphoning water from the interior drainage canals, if debris can be kept clear of the
intakes.

Figure E-4B-1
Area E-4B: Orleans Parish 

New Orleans East (Bayou Sauvage)
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3) Emergency Response Plan

a) Levees and floodwalls - The most likely location for damage is at the
controlling locations (lowest spots) that have been previously identified.  These
are where overtopping will occur first and last longest.  Damages may range from
minor levee erosion to complete breaches.  Erosion around floodwalls may occur
and failure may occur from reverse head.  Intentional levee breaches will be
constructed within the reaches shown on plate E-4B in levee segment 3.  The
breaches may be dug to a combined width of 400 feet and a depth of + 2 feet
NGVD by means of mechanical equipment.  Access to the area will be via levee
berm on the flood side of the levees wherever practicable, by barge in the GIWW,
or by helicopter airlift as the situation demands. In the event that breaching of the
line of protection is necessary, drainage of most of the area to normal outside
water level will take one or more days depending upon the width of the breach.
See Appendix C.  This would leave the interior stage at +4 to +1.5 depending
upon the exterior stage.  If the breach can remain open until exterior water levels
return to normal, interior floodwater elevations for those areas that can drain
freely into surrounding water bodies will reach about 1.5 feet. Immediate interim
repair of levee breaches and levee erosion will be by use of material obtained
from degrading of adjacent levee sections, by sandbags or by temporary steel
sheet piling.  The levees breaches will be repaired to an interim grade of 3 feet
above the average annual high water or to about elevation + 7.0 feet NGVD.
Emergency construction contracts will be awarded to fully restore the levees and
floodwalls from the initial interim repair condition.  These contracts will be based
on post-event field inspection and surveys to identify damaged areas.  They will
include the replacement of all degraded levee material used during interim repairs.

b) Vehicular and Railroad Access - There are 2 vehicular and 1 railroad
floodgates in this area. From a drainage standpoint the sill elevations are too high
to be used for drainage effectively. Reopening with a reverse head must be done
carefully, with expert use of small explosive charges to blow open the gate
latches.  Access will be by road, (from the outside), boat or helicopter.
Emergency interim repairs with crushed stone and gravel will be necessary to
repair roadways damaged by erosion due to floodgate failure or reopening under
reverse head.  An emergency contract will be required after the storm event to
repair damaged floodgates and roadways.

c) Gravity Drainage Structures - There are 4 drainage structures in Area E-4B all
equipped with manually operated sluice gates. Reopening is not expected to
present any problems other than access.  Access may be by boat, truck or
helicopter.

d) Navigation Structures - There are no navigation structures in this area.

e) Pumping Stations - There is 1 pumping station in the area. It was not visited;
therefore, damages from interior flooding can not be determined.
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F. Area E-5A – Saint Bernard Parish – Chalmette (includes part of
Orleans Parish East Of Inner Harbor Navigation Canal and Violet,
LA

1) Description

a) General - The area is shown on plate 1 and plate E-5A.  The area is located in
Saint Bernard Parish, has a land area of 31.4 square miles and a population of
88,400 people protected from hurricane storm surge by levees and floodwalls.
Area E-5A is essentially a high density residential community.  It is generally
bounded by Orleans Parish on the west, St. Bernard Interior Local Levee on the
north and east, and the Mississippi River on the south.  Topography is flat with
ground elevations ranging from +12 feet NGVD on the alluvial ridges along the
Mississippi River to –5 feet NGVD in the interior of the area.  Approximately 20
percent of the area is below sea level.

b) Levees and floodwalls - The area is protected by 45.0 miles of levees and
floodwalls as indicated in the tabulation below.  The segments described begin at
Mississippi River and the Orleans Parish line and proceed clockwise around the
area.  The controlling (lowest) elevation for each segment is shown in Table E-
5A-1.  The controlling elevation for the entire area is located in segment 4.   A
storm surge height that exceeds this elevation at this location will inundate this
area.  In addition, any storm surge that inundates Area E-5B will also inundate
Area E-5A, since the interior levee separating the two areas is only +8 feet
NGVD.  The controlling elevation for E-5B is +14 feet NGVD.

Table E-5A-1
Area E-5A: St. Bernard Parish - developed

Levees and Floodwalls

Segment
Number Description Type Length

(miles)

Design
Elevation

(ft NGVD)

Controlling
Elevation

(ft NGVD)
Remarks

1 IHNC Lock-Florida Ave Floodwall 1.3 15 15
2 Interior Local Levee Levee/floodwall 21.4 8 8 Clay
3 Verret-Caernarvon Levee/floodwall 8.3 16.5 16 Clay
4 Caernarvon Diversion Floodwall 0.8 13.5 13.5
5 Miss. River Levee Levee 13.2 20.0 – 22.5 20.0 Clay

Total Length 45.0 Miles
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Segment 1  Extends from the IHNC lock to a local internal earthen levee.  It
is a floodwall which parallels the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal
(IHNC).

Segment 2  Is a low internal earthen levee with intermediate floodwall atop
seperates a highly developed area from a marsh wetlands. It
extends from IHNC to the Lake Borgne Canal where it ties into
high natural contour adjacent to Highway 39 at Violet, LA. It
then extends back along the south side of the Lake Borgne Canal
continuing south until tying into the Federal Hurricane Protection
System in the area of Verret, LA.

Segment 3  Consists of an all earthen levee with a pump station and drainage
structure along this segment.

Segment 4  Consists of a sheet pile wall atop a clay levee parallel to the
Caernarvon fresh water diversion canal. It includes a highway
roller gate at Highway 39 and a railroad gate before tying into
the Mississippi River Levee.

Segment 5  Is the Mississippi River levee.  This segment closes the West side
of the cell.  The levee is an all clay levee with crushed stone
surfacing on the 10’ wide crown.  It extends from the Inner
Harbor Lock in the Orleans East Levee District 1.7 miles to the
St. Bernard Parish line and continues 11.5 miles within the Lake
Borgne Basin Levee District to the Plaquemines Parish line at
Caernarvon, LA. This segment is not shown on plate E-5A but
the levee parallels the Mississippi River.

c) Gravity drainage structures - There are a total of 6 structures in the protection
system.  Of these, 2 are drainage structures and 4 provide for vehicular or railroad
access.  Pertinent details are tabulated in Table E-5A-2 below.

Table E-5A-2
  Area E-5A:  St. Bernard Parish - developed

Gravity Drainage Structures
Location Gate # Type Opening

(W x H)
Elevation

(feet NGVD) Gate Type

REACH 5a
St. Bernard Parish:
   Florida Ave. Complex East:
      Florida Ave. 1 Overhead roller 40 x 11.28 sill 2.72 Road
      Drainage Canal 2 Sluice gates 2 @ 12.5 x 13 Inv. -21.43
      Southern RR 3 Swing 20 x 6.2 sill 7.8 RR
   Lower St. Bernard Parish:
      Creedmore canal 9 Sluice gates 2 @ 6' dia. Inv. -5.81
      Hwy 39, Caernarvon 10 Swing 23 x 8.45 sill 5.55 RR
      Hwy 39, Caernarvon 11 Bottom roller 45 x 6 sill 8.0 Road
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d) Pumping Stations - There are 9 pumping stations that drain the protected
area. Eight of these are operated by St. Bernard Parish Drainage Department and
one by Orleans Parish Sewerage and Water Board. The locations of the St.
Bernard pumping stations are shown on plate E-5A and pertinent details are
tabulated in Table E-5A-3 below.   Note:  Additional detailed information on the
pumping stations, if available, is contained in Appendix B and the New Orleans
District Emergency Data Container ("Black Box").

Table E-5A-3
Area E-5A: Orleans & St. Bernard Parishes - Developed

Pumping Station Summary
Pump

Map
ID Name 15 Min.

Quad Latitude Longitude
Slab
Elev

(ft NGVD)
Flow
(cfs)

No.
Pump

Pump
Type

Driver
Type

Freq.
(Hz)

OP-5 PS 5 New
Orleans 29.98011 -90.0191 3.6 2260 7 H/C E 25

F-1 PS 1 –
Fortification # St. Bernard 29.96622 -89.9749 16 1214 3 V D/E 60

JL-6 PS 6 -      Jean
Lafitte # St. Bernard 29.96622 -89.9749 16 1003 3 V D

G-2 PS 2 –
Guichard # St. Bernard 29.96161 -89.9645 0 724 4 H D

BV-3 PS 3 -   Bayou
Villere St. Bernard 29.95139 -89.9343 10 501 3 H D

BD-7 PS 7 -
Bayou Ducros St, Bernard 29.94697 -89.9220 16 1003 3 H D

M-4 PS 4 – Meraux St. Bernard 29.92117 -89.8911 16 1214 3 V D/E 60

EJG-5 PS 5 -   
E.J. Gore # St. Bernard 29.87978 -89.8747 2 668 6 H D

SM-8 PS 8 -
St. Mary # St. Bernard 29.85439 -89.79539 16 836 3 V D

* -- Total station capacity
V – Vertical pump
H – Horizontal pump
C – Centrifugal pump
D -- Diesel engine
E -- Electrical engine
# -- Additional information in Appendix B
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2) Potential flooding

 The controlling elevation for the levees and floodwalls protecting this area is
+13.5 feet NGVD.  The lowest ground elevation in the interior is about – 5.0 feet
NGVD.  The ponding of storm surge may range anywhere between these two
extremes.  Stage - storage relationship is shown in figure E-5A-1. In the event of
catastrophic flooding the area may experience water elevations in excess of 20.0
feet NGVD.  Within a few hours after storm passage water levels in the levee
areas would recede only to the elevation of the top of the levees, about + 13.5 feet
NGVD, unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred.  If levees and floodwalls
remained intact, water depths in low area could be as deep as 18.5 feet after the
storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of the storm water levels in the surrounding
water bodies, the IHNC, MRGO, and Lake Borgne, would recede to a normal
high level of +3 to +4 feet NGVD.  Water levels most likely would remain above
normal for another 1-2 weeks while marshes surrounding Lake Pontchartrain
drain their surcharge of floodwater through this area to the Gulf of Mexico.  A
detailed discussion of drainage after inundation is contained in Appendix C.
Pumping stations in the aftermath of such a catastrophic event could not operate
normally without extensive repairs, but might be capable of siphoning water from
the interior drainage canals, if debris can be kept clear of the intakes.

Figure E-5A-1
Area E-5A:  St. Bernard Parish (Developed Area)
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3) Emergency Response Plan

a) Levees and floodwalls - The most likely location for damage is at the
controlling locations (lowest spots) as discussed in paragraph 3) a) above.  These
are where overtopping will occur first and last longest.  Damages may range from
minor levee erosion to complete breaches.  Erosion around floodwalls may occur
and failure may occur from reverse head.  Intentional levee breaches will be
constructed within the reaches shown on plate E-5A in levee segment 1.  The
breaches will be dug to a combined width of 600 feet and a elevation of + 2 feet
NGVD by means of mechanical equipment.  Access to the area will be via levee
berm on the flood side of the levees wherever practicable, by barge in the
MRGO/GIWW, or by helicopter airlift as the situation demands. In the event that
breaching of the line of protection is necessary, drainage of most of the area to
normal outside water level will take one or more days depending upon the width
of the breach.  See Appendix C.  This would leave the interior stage at +4 to +1.5
feet NGVD depending upon the exterior stage.  If the breach can remain open
until exterior water levels return to normal, interior floodwater elevations for
those areas that can drain freely into surrounding water bodies will reach about
1.5 feet. Immediate interim repair of levee breaches and levee erosion will be by
use of material obtained from degrading of adjacent levee sections, by sandbags,
or by temporary steel sheet piling.  The levees breaches will be repaired to an
interim grade of 3 feet above the average annual high water or to about elevation
+ 7 feet NGVD. Emergency construction contracts will be awarded to fully
restore the levees and floodwalls from the initial interim repair condition.  These
contracts will be based on post-event field inspection and surveys to identify
damaged areas.  They will include the replacement of all degraded levee material
used during interim repairs.

b) Vehicular and Railroad Access - There are 2 vehicular and 2 railroad
floodgates in this area. From a drainage standpoint there is one floodgate that may
be used for drainage if necessary. This floodgate has sill elevation of 2.72 feet
NGVD.  It will likely fail if subjected to an appreciable reverse head.  Information
can be seen in Table E-5A-2. Reopening of floodgates with a reverse head must
be done carefully, with expert use of small explosive charges to blow open the
gate latches.  Access will be by road, (from the outside), boat or helicopter.
Emergency interim repairs with crushed stone and gravel will be necessary to
repair roadways damaged by erosion due to floodgate failure or reopening under
reverse head.  An emergency contract will be required after the storm event to
repair damaged floodgates and roadways.

c) Gravity Drainage Structures - There are 2 drainage structures and 4 floodgates
with the potential of being used for drainage in area E-5A. Reopening  of the
drainage structures is not expected to present any problems other than access.
Access may be by boat, truck or helicopter.
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d) Navigation Structures - There are no navigation structures in this area.

e) Pumping Stations - There are 9 pumping stations in Area E-5A.  Five of the
nine stations were visited. Of these, the most susceptible to damage from interior
flooding is P.S. #5, which can only withstand flooding to elevation + 3.5 feet
NGVD.  P.S. #1 is the least susceptible to flood damage and can withstand
flooding to about elevation 18.0 feet NGVD.
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G. Area E-5B– St. Bernard Parish (Sump)

1) Description

a) General - The area is shown on plate 1 and plate E-5B.  The area is located in
St. Bernard Parish east of the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal (IHNC), between
the Mississippi River – Gulf Outlet (MRGO) and the Mississippi River.  It has a
land area of 43.8 square miles and a population of 0 people protected from
hurricane storm surge by levees and floodwalls. Area E-5B is essentially a marsh
with very few buildings in the area.  It is generally bounded by the St. Bernard
interior local levee on the south and west and MRGO on the north and east.
Topography is a natural marsh where the water levels vary with the tide
approximately +1.5 feet NGVD.   The bottom of ponds in this area reach as low
as –7 feet NGVD, however this cannot be used as storage since it is already
underwater.  Therefore, none of the area can be considered below sea level.

b) Levees and floodwalls - The area is protected by 43.2 miles of levees and
floodwalls as indicated in the tabulation below.  The segments described begin at
IHNC and proceed clockwise around the area, along the MRGO southeast to near
Verret where it turns southwest to the St. Bernard interior local levee.  From there
local levees proceed northwest returning to IHNC.  The controlling (lowest)
elevation for each segment is shown in Table E-5B-1.  The lowest exterior levee
elevations for the entire area are located in segment 2 along the MRGO.

Table E-5B-1
Area E-5B: St. Bernard Parish (Sump)

Levees and Floodwalls

Segment
Number Description Type Length

(miles)

Design
Elevation

(ft NGVD)

Controlling
Elevation

(ft NGVD)
Remarks

1 IHNC Floodwall .4 16 16
2 M.R.-G.O. levee/floodwall 6.8 14 14

3 Bienvenue-
Verret levee/floodwall 14.6 17.5 17.5 Clay

4 Interior levee/floodwall 21.4 8 8 Clay
Total Length                                 43.2Miles

Segment 1 Consists of a floodwall and all clay levee that runs parallel to the
Inner Harbor Navigational Canal with a railroad gate at the
immediate start of the tie-in.

Segment 2 Is a  predominately clay levee which includes several vehicular
gates and segments of I-Wall atop. It extends from the Inner
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Harbor Navigational Canal along the Mississippi River Gulf
outlet and ties into the Bayou Bienvenue Control Structure.

Segment 3 Is an all earth levee except for isolated locations where poor
stability dictated the use of steel sheet pile atop clay levee. It
extends from the Bayou Bienvenue Control Structure to the
vicinity of Verret, LA. It is not accessible to vehicular traffic.
Wetlands are along the West side while the M.R.-G.O. on the
east. The floodgate on each side does not accommodate vehicular
traffic.

Segment 4 Is a low internal earthen levee with intermediate floodwall that
separates a highly developed area from a marsh wetlands. It
extends from IHNC to the Lake Borgne Canal where it ties into
high natural contour adjacent to Highway 39 at Violet, LA. It
then extends back along the south side of the Lake Borgne Canal
continuing south until tying into the Federal Hurricane Protection
System in the area of Verret, LA.

c) Gravity drainage structures - There are 2 floodgates in the protection system
that provide for navigation access.  These allow the pumped water from area
E-5A to drain into the MRGO and surrounding waters.  Pertinent details are
tabulated in Table E-5B-2 below.

Table E-5B-2
Area E-5B: St. Bernard Parish (Sump)

Gravity Drainage Structures

LOCATION GATE
# TYPE

OPENING
(W x H)

(feet)

ELEVATION
(feet NGVD)

GATE
TYPE

MRGO Levee:
  Bayou Dupre Sector 56 x 28.28 sill –10.78 Nav.
  Bayou Bienvenue Sector 56 x 28.28 sill –10.78 Nav.

d) Pumping stations - There are no pumping stations that drain this area.

2) Potential flooding

The controlling elevation for the levees and floodwalls protecting this area is 14
feet NGVD.  The normal water elevation in the interior (natural marsh) is about
+1.5 feet NGVD.  The ponding of storm surge may range anywhere between
these two extremes.  Stage - storage relationship is shown below in Figure E-5B-
1. In the event of catastrophic flooding the area may experience water elevations
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in excess of 20 feet NGVD.  Within a few hours after storm passage water levels
in the levee areas would recede only to the elevation of the top of the levees,
about +14 ft. feet NGVD, unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred.  If
levees and floodwalls remained intact, water depths could be as much as 12.5 feet
above normal after the storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of the storm water
levels in the IHNC, MRGO, and Lake Borgne would recede to a normal high
level of +3 to +4 feet NGVD.  Lake level most likely would remain above normal
for another 1-2 weeks while marshes surrounding the lake drain their surcharge of
flood water.  A detailed discussion of drainage after inundation is contained in
Appendix C.

3) Emergency Response Plan

a) Levees and floodwalls - The most likely location for damage is at the
controlling locations (lowest spots) that have been previously identified.
These are where overtopping will occur first and last longest.  Damages may
range from minor levee erosion to complete breaches.  Erosion around
floodwalls may occur but failure is not expected.  Intentional levee breaches
may be constructed within the reaches shown on plate E-5B in levee segment
3.  The breaches will be dug to a combined width of 500 feet to an elevation
of + 2 feet NGVD by means of mechanical equipment.  Access to the area will
be via levee berm on the flood side of the levees wherever practicable, by

Figure E5B-1
Area E-5B:   St. Bernard  Parish  (Sump)
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barge in the MRGO, or by helicopter airlift as the situation demands. In the
event that breaching of the line of protection is necessary, drainage of most of
the area to surrounding water levels will take one or more days depending
upon the width of the breach.  See Appendix C.  This would leave the interior
stage at +4 to +1.5 depending upon the outside stage.  If the breach can remain
open until surrounding water levels return to normal, interior elevations for
those areas that can drain freely will reach about 1.5 feet.  Immediate interim
repair of levee breaches and levee erosion will be by use of material obtained
from degrading of adjacent levee sections, by sandbags or by temporary steel
sheet piling.  The levees breaches will be repaired to an interim grade of 3 feet
above the average annual high water or to about elevation + 7 feet NGVD.

Emergency construction contracts will be awarded to fully restore the levees
and floodwalls from the initial interim repair condition.  These contracts will
be based on post-event field inspection and surveys to identify damaged areas.
They will include the replacement of all degraded levee material used during
interim repairs.

b) Vehicular and Railroad Access - There are no vehicular floodgates in this
area.

c) Gravity Drainage Structures - There are 2 drainage structures in area E-5B.
Pertinent data is presented in Table E-5B-2.  Additional data is contained in
the New Orleans District Emergency Data Container.  If flooding damages the
operating machinery or power supply of these structures they cannot be
operated (opened) until the equipment has been repaired/rehabilitated.  If the
structures are operable, care must be taken if opening with a significant
reverse head, as flow velocities will be high and the potential for scour will be
great.

d) Navigation Structures - There are 2 navigation structures in area E-5B. These
are the same structures that were discussed in the previous paragraph (Gravity
Drainage Structures).

e) Pumping Stations – There are no pumping stations in the area.
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10.  West Bank Area

A. Area W-1 - Cataouatche

1) Description

a) General  - The area is shown on plate 1 and on plate W-1.  The area is
located in Jefferson Parish and is generally bounded by the Mississippi River
and its alluvial ridge to the north and the Lake Cataouatche levee to the west,
south and east.  Topography is flat with ground elevations ranging from +7.5
feet NGVD on the alluvial ridges along the Mississippi River to –5 feet
NGVD in the interior of the area.  Approximately 40 percent of the area is
below sea level.  The surface area is 22.6 square miles and the population is
approximately 23,800.

b) Levees and floodwalls - The area is protected by 25.4 miles of levees,
natural ridges and floodwalls as indicated in table W-1-1 below.  The
segments described begin at the northwest corner and proceed counter
clockwise around the area.  The controlling (lowest) elevation for each
segment is shown.  The controlling elevation for the entire area is +4.0 feet
NGVD located in segment 7.  A storm surge height that exceeds this elevation
at this location will inundate at least a part of this area.  Segment 2 (+2.0 feet
NGVD) is not the controlling elevation for flooding as the storm surge will
have to overtop US Hwy 90 before reaching this segment.

Table W-1-1
Area W-1: Jefferson Parish – West Bank – Cataouatche Basin

11. Levees and Floodwalls

Segment
Number Description Type

Length
(miles)

Design
Elevation (ft
NGVD)

Controlling
Elevation (ft
NGVD)

Remarks

1 MRL to Railroad Natural Contour 1.7 5.0 - 7.5 5.0
2 South Kenner Road Crushed Stone 1.8 6.5 2.0 road
3 Dike Parallel Hwy 90 Small Clay Dike 0.15 6.5 7.0 median
4 Hwy 90 – Cata.  P.S. Clay Levee 3.8 9.5 – 10.5 7.0 clay

5 Cata. P.S. to Segnette
State Park Clay Levee 4.2 10.5 5.5 clay

6 Segnette State Park Floodwall 1.3 9.5 - 10.5 5.5 under constr

7 Segnette Pump S. –Old
Westwego P. S. Floodwall 0.8 9.0 – 9.5 4 under constr

8 Co. Canal to  MRL NA 1.4 4.0 – 7.5 4
9 Miss. River Levee Levee 10.2 26.0 – 27.0 26.0 clay

Total Length 25.4 Miles
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Segment 1  Extends from the main line Mississippi River levee (MRL) to the
Texas and Pacific railroad tracks.  There are no levees or dikes in
this area.  The natural contour of the area provides the protection,
but this segment is listed since it is possible storm surges to flank
the Segment 2 levee reach and cause flooding.

Segment 2  Location of proposed levee that follows the crushed stone
roadway from the railroad tracks that becomes an asphalt roadway
used by the land fill operator in the area.

Segment 3  Is a small dike built parallel Hwy 90.  Hwy 90 is a 4-lane road
with a raised median in the center.  The median provides the
higher level of protection.  The road rises as a low relief ramp at
the beginning of segment 4.

Segment 4  Is an earthen levee extending from Hwy 90 to the Cataouatche
Pumping Station.  The discharge lines of the first pumping station
pass over the levee.  The discharge lines of the second pump
station (immediately adjacent to the first station) pass through a
sheetpile wall.

Segment 5  Is an all clay levee that extends from the Cataouatche Pumping
Station to the I-Wall which is currently (Aug 00) under
construction in  the Segnette State Park.

Segment 6  Is a concrete I-Wall atop a clay levee.  This segment is currently
under construction.  The controlling grade listed for this area is
the preconstruction levee grade.  The area will have 2 vehicular
gates.

Segment 7  Part of this segment is the same status as Segment 6.  The
remainder is completed floodwalls.  It lies between the Segnette
Pump Station and the Old Westwego Pump Station.

Segment 8  This segment extends from the floodwall at the head of Company
Canal (closest line of flood protection to the Mississippi River) to
the MRL.  The natural contour of the area provides the protection.

Segment 9  Is the West Jefferson Levee District Mississippi River levee. This
all clay levee closes the north end of the cell and extends from
Westwego to the St. Charles Parish line.

a) Gravity drainage structures  - There are a total of 7 floodgates in the
protection system that provides for vehicular or pedestrian access.  Sill
elevations of these floodgates are at or above the current controlling elevation
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so these gates are not now a factor in draining the area.  Pertinent details are
tabulated in table W-1-2 below.

b) Pumping stations  - There are 4 pumping stations that drain the protected
area.  The locations of the pumping stations are shown on plate W-1 and
pertinent details are tabulated in Table W-1-3 below.  Note:  Additional
detailed information on the pumping stations, if available, is contained in
Appendix B and in the New Orleans District Emergency Data Container
("Black Box").

Table W-1-2
Area W-1: Jefferson Parish – West Bank – Cataouatche Basin

Gravity Drainage Structures

LOCATION GATE
# TYPE

OPENING
(feet)

(W x H)

ELEVATION
(feet NGVD) GATE

TYPE
Lake Cataouatche Levee
Segnette State Park Floodwall
Sta 605+39.80 W/L 1 Double Swing Gate 28 x 4.75 Sill 5.25 Road
Sta 636+90.13 W/L 2 Double Swing Gate 28 x 2.25 Sill 6.75 Road
Sta 672+60.85 W/L 3 Double Swing Gate 28 x 3.1 Sill 5.90 Road
Sta 675+49.83 W/L 4 Swing Gate 24 x 5.3 Sill 4.70 Road
Sta 678+19.87 W/L 4A Swing Gate 8 x 4.5 Sill 5.0 Pedestrian
Sta 679+31.47 W/L 4B Swing Gate 8 x 4.5 Sill 5.0 Pedestrian
Sta 680+81.40 W/L 5 Swing Gate 24 x 4 Sill 5.0 Road

Table W-1-3
Area W-1: Jefferson Parish - Cataouatche Basin

Pumping Station Summary
Pump

Map ID Name 15 Min. Quad Latitude Longitude
Slab El
(Est ft)
NGVD

Flow*
 (CFS)

No.
Pump

Pump
Type

Driver
Type

Freq
Hertz

LC1-PS Lake
Cataouatche 1 New Orleans 29.8722 -90.2286 7 500 2 V D

LC2-PS Lake
Cataouatche 2 New Orleans 29.87125 -90.2285 7 600 2 V D

BS-PS Bayou
Segnette # New Orleans 29.89753 -90.1582 6.8 936 6 V D

H90-PS Highway 90 Hahnville 29.90590 -90.2594 90
V -- Vertical pump
D -- Diesel engine
* -- Total for station
# -- Additional information in Appendix B
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2) Potential flooding

The controlling elevation for the levees and floodwalls protecting this area is
currently Segment 7, which has a controlling elevation of +4 feet NGVD.
This segment is under construction and once completed the controlling
elevation will be Segment 5 at +5.5 feet NGVD.  The lowest ground elevation
in the interior is about –5 feet NGVD.  Flooding elevations may range
anywhere between these extremes.  The area may experience storm surges in
excess of +20 feet NGVD.  Within a few hours of the storm passage, the water
level would recede to the current controlling elevations (+4 to +5.5 feet
NGVD) unless failure of a levee or floodwall  occurred.  A stage-storage
curve for the area is shown in  Figure W-1-1.  A detailed discussion of
drainage that would occur after inundation is contained in Appendix C.

3) Emergency Response Plan

a) Levees and Floodwalls - Intentional levee breaches may be constructed
within the reaches shown on plate W-1 in levee segment 5.  The breaches can
be dug to a combined bottom width of 400 feet at elevation of +2 feet NGVD
by means of a barge mounted dragline.  Access to the area will be via Lake
Cataouatche and a canal leading northward to the breach site.

Figure W1-1
Area W-1: Jefferson Parish Westbank - Cataouatche Basin
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Immediate interim repair of levee breaches and levee erosion will be by use of
material obtained from degrading of adjacent levee sections.  The levee
breaches will be repaired to an interim grade of  +6 feet NGVD.  Emergency
construction contracts will be awarded to fully restore the levees and
floodwalls from the initial interim repair condition.  These contracts will be
based on post-event field inspection and surveys to identify damaged areas.
They will include the replacement of all degraded levee material used during
interim repairs.

b) Vehicular and Railroad Access  - There are 5 vehicular and 2 pedestrian
floodgates in this area.  None are effective for drainage purposes.

c) Gravity Drainage Structures  - There are no gravity drainage culverts that
pass through the protection system for Area W-1.

d) Navigation Structures  - There are no navigation structures in this area.

e) Pumping Stations – There are four pumping stations in the area.  One of
the four stations was visited; therefore, the most & least susceptible to damage
from interior flooding can not be determined.
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B. Area W-2 – Jefferson Parish -Westwego to Harvey Canal

1) Description

a) General  - The area is shown on plate 1 and on plate W-2.  The area is
located in Jefferson Parish and is generally bounded by the Mississippi River
and its alluvial ridges on the north, the Harvey Canal on the east and
marshes/wetlands on the south and west.  Topography is flat with ground
elevations ranging from +7.5 feet NGVD on the alluvial ridges along the
Mississippi River to –4 feet NGVD in the interior of the area.  Approximately
40 percent of the area is below sea level.  The surface area is 21.4 square
miles and the population is approximately 66,700.

b) Levees and floodwalls - The area is protected by 27.5 miles of levees and
floodwalls as indicated in table W-2-1 below.  The segments described begin
at the Old Westwego Pump Station and proceed counter clockwise around the
area.  The controlling (lowest) elevation for each segment is shown in table
W-2-1.  The controlling elevation for the entire area is +6.0 feet NGVD
located in segments 10 and 11.  A second low area is Segment 3 with a
controlling elevation of +7.0 feet NGVD.  A storm surge height that exceeds
these elevations at these locations will inundate this area.

c) Gravity drainage structures  - There are a total of 12 floodgates that
provide vehicular or pedestrian access through the protection system.  In the
event that floodwater is impounded to +6.0 feet NGVD in the protected area,
opening these floodgates will provide gravity drainage through the openings.
Pertinent details are tabulated in table W-2-2 below.
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Table W-2-1
Area W-2: Jefferson Parish – Westwego To Harvey Canal

Levees And Floodwalls

Segment
Number Description Type Length

(miles)

Design
Elevation

(ft NGVD)

Controlling
Elevation

(ft NGVD)
Remarks

1 Old Westwego P.S.-
New Westwego P.S. Floodwall 0.5 9.0 - 9.5 9.0

2 New Westwego P.S. -
Dugues Canal Clay Levee 1.1 10.0 10.0 geotextiles

3 Dugues Canal - New
Westminster P.S. Clay Levee 1.4 10.0 7.0

4 New Westminster P.S. -
Orleans Village P.S. Clay Levee 1.4 11.0 11.0 geotextiles

5 Orleans Village P.S. to
Oak Cove P.S.

Clay Levee
- Floodwall 2.1 11.0 11.0

6 Oak Cove P.S. to
LA Hwy 45

Clay Levee
T-Wall
I-Wall

3.5 12.0 12.0

7 LA Hwy 45 to
Hwy 3134 Floodwall 1.4 12.0 12.0

8 Hwy 3134 to Old Estelle
P.S. Clay Levee 2.8 9.5 9.5

9 Old Estelle P.S. Outfall
Canal Clay Levee 0.7 9.5 9.5

10 Outfall Canal to LaPalco
Bridge

Clay Levee
- Floodwall 3.2 9.5 6.0

11 LaPalco Bridge to
Harvey Lock Floodwall 2.8 10.0 6.0

12 Miss. River Levee Clay Levee 6.6 24.0 - 26.0 24.0

Total Length 27.5 Miles

Segment 1  It is a floodwall stretching between the Old and New Westwego
Pumping Stations and connects the Cataouatche (W-1) cell to
Westwego to Harvey Canal (W-2) cell.  The segregation of these
two cells is not very pronounced.  The general contour tie to the
Mississippi River levee is described in Segment 8 of the W – 1:
Cataouatche cell.

Segment 2 The Westwego Levee is a geosynthetic reinforced, clay levee
running parallel to Mayronne Canal between the New Westwego
Pumping Station and Dugues Canal-Westwego Seaplane Airport.
A 400’ canal closure is currently under construction at the head of
the Dugues Canal.
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Segment 3 Running between Dugues Canal and the New Westminster Pump
Station is the North-South Levee. This levee is all clay.

Segment 4 The Westminster Levee, which parallels the Grand Cross Canal,
stretches between New Westminster Pumping Station and Orleans
Village Pumping Station (out of service).  This clay levee is
geosynthetically reinforced.

Segment 5 Orleans Village levee is all clay and paralleling Glasco Canal
between Orleans Village Pumping Station (out of service) and Oak
Cove Pumping Station.  Along this reach is the Ames and Mount
Kennedy Pumping Stations connected by floodwall.

Segment 6 This segment consists of the Oak Cove and Hwy 45 clay levees
running between Oak Cove Pumping Station and the Hwy 45
crossing.  Also found along this length are areas of T-Wall, I-Wall,
and one vehicular floodgate at Hwy 45.

Segment 7 The V-Line Levee is an I-Wall between LA Hwy 45 and Hwy
3134.

Segment 8 This segment stretches from the V-Line Levee floodwall to the Old
Estelle Pumping Station and is an all clay levee with one main road
crossing.

Segment 9 It is an all clay levee running parallel along the North bank of the
Old Estelle Pumping Station Outfall Canal.  It runs to the Harvey
Canal.

Segment 10  This is the West bank Harvey Canal Levee It consists of a clay
levee running from the mouth of the Harvey Canal to the
LaPalco bridge.  Along this segment is the New Estelle Pumping
Station, a floodwall at the Bridgeline pipeline, and three areas of
sheetpile closure required because of unstable earthen levee
sections.

Segment 11  Stretches from LaPalco bridge to the Harvey Lock, paralleling
the Harvey Canal. This floodwall includes the Harvey and
Cousins Pumping Stations, a vehicular gate and ties the
Westwego and Harvey Canal cell back into the Mississippi River
Main Line levee.

Segment 12  This is the West Jefferson Levee District Mississippi River levee.
It encloses the north side of the cell between Westwego and
Harvey Canal and is an all clay levee.
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Table W-2-2
Area W-2: Jefferson Parish – Westwego To Harvey Canal

Gravity Drainage Structures

LOCATION
GATE

# TYPE

OPENING
(Feet)

(W x H)

ELEVATION
(Feet)

(NGVD)
GATE
TYPE

Westwego to Harvey Canal Company Canal Floodwall
Sta 1+32 W-L 1 Swing Gate 5 x 5.75 Sill 3.75 Pedestrian
Sta 6+23.5 W-L 2 Swing Gate 5 x 5.75 Sill 3.75 Pedestrian
Sta 8+96.5 W-L 3 Swing Gate 6 x 5.75 Sill 3.75 Pedestrian
Sta 10+41 W-L 4 Swing Gate 5 x 5.75 Sill 3.75 Pedestrian
Sta 12+17 W-L 5 Swing Gate 5 x 5.75 Sill 3.75 Pedestrian
Sta 13+93 W-L 6 Swing Gate 5 x 5.75 Sill 3.75 Pedestrian
Sta 15+40 W-L 7 Swing Gate 5 x 4.75 Sill 4.75 Pedestrian
Sta 15+40 W-L 8 Swing Gate 5 x 4.75 Sill 4.75 Pedestrian
Old to New Westwego Pumping Sta Floodwall
Sta 1+30 W-L 1 Swing Gate 30 x 5 Sill 4.0 Road
Sta 26+87 W-L 2 Swing Gate 5 x 5 Sill 4.0 Pedestrian
Sta 28+59 W-L 3 Swing Gate 6 x 5 Sill 4.0 Pedestrian
V Levee and Floodwall

Sta 711+44.77 W-L 1 Miter Swing
Gate 36 x 7 Sill 5.0 Road

d) Pumping stations  - There are 11 pumping stations that drain the protected
area.  The location of the pumping stations are shown on plate W-2 and
pertinent details are tabulated in Table W-2-3 below.  Note:  Additional
detailed information on the pumping stations, if available, is contained in
Appendix B and in the New Orleans District Emergency Data Container
("Black Box")
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Table W-2-3
Area W-2: Jefferson Parish – Westwego To Harvey Canal

Pumping Stations
Pump

Map ID Name
15 Min.
Quad Latitude Longitude

Slab El
(Est ft)
NGVD

Flow*
(CFS)

No.
Pump

Pump
Type

Driver
Type

Freq
Hertz

W2-PS Westwego 2
Pump Station New Orleans 29.89040 -90.1560 11.0 936 3 V D-E 60

Harv-PS Harvey Pump
Station New Orleans 29.88325 -90.0762 5.0 960 3 V E 60

W-PS Westminster
Pump Station New Orleans 29.87320 -90.1379 9.0 1200 4 V E 60

C1-PS # Cousins 1
Pump Station New Orleans 29.87125 -90.0735 4.1 960 4 V D-E 60

C2-PS # Cousins 2
Pump Station New Orleans 29.87088 -90.0735 3.6 2300 2 H D

A-PS # Ames Pump
Station New Orleans 29.85535 -90.1197 4.3

7.3 1930 3 V-H D-E 60

E2-PS Estelle 2 Pump
Station New Orleans 29.83390 -90.0668 4.0 1140 2 H D

EST1 Estelle 1 Pump
Station New Orleans 29.8275 -90.0832 5.1 550 N/A N/A N/A N/A

MTKN Mt. Kennedy
Pump Station New Orleans 29.854 -90.121 6.5 274 N/A N/A N/A N/A

WEG1 Old Westwego
Pump Station New Orleans 29.8961 -90.1568 11.6 311 N/A N/A N/A N/A

OakC Oak Cove Pump
Station New Orleans 29.8471 -90.1301 5.7 80 N/A N/A N/A N/A

* -- Total Station Capacity
V -- Vertical
H -- Horizontal
D -- Diesel Engine
E -- Electric Motor
# -- Additional information in Appendix B

2) Potential flooding

The controlling elevation for the levees and floodwalls protecting this area is
+6.0 feet NGVD.  The lowest ground elevation in the interior is about –4 feet
NGVD.  Flooding elevation may range anywhere between these two extremes.
The area may experience storm surges in excess of +20.0 feet NGVD.  Within
a few hours of the storm passage, the water level would recede to the current
controlling elevation of +6.0 feet NGVD unless failure of a levee or floodwall
occurs.  A stage-storage curve for this area is shown in Figure W-2-1.  A
detailed discussion of drainage that would occur after inundation is contained
in Appendix C.
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3) Emergency Response Plan

a) Levees and floodwalls - The most likely location for damage is at the
controlling location(s) (lowest spots) that have been previously identified.
These are where overtopping will occur first and last longest.  Damages may
range from minor levee erosion to complete breaches.  Erosion around
floodwalls may occur and failure may occur from reverse heads.  Intentional
levee breaches may be constructed within the reaches shown on plate W-2 in
levee segment(s) 4, 5, 9 & 10.  The breaches can be dug to a combined bottom
width of 200 feet at elevation of +2 feet NGVD by means of barge-mounted
dragline.  Access to the area will be via water using the GIWW, Harvey
Canal, and pump station outfall canals.   Immediate interim repair of levee
breaches and levee erosion will be by use of material obtained from degrading
of adjacent levee sections, sandbags, or by temporary sheet piling.  The levees
breaches will be repaired to an interim grade of +6.0 feet NGVD,.  Emergency
construction contracts will be awarded to fully restore the levees and
floodwalls from the initial interim repair condition.  These contracts will be
based on post-event field inspection and surveys to identify damaged areas.
They will include the replacement of all degraded levee material used during
interim repairs.

b) Vehicular and Railroad Access  - There are 2 vehicular floodgates in this
area.  These gates may fail if subjected to reverse head conditions.  Reopening
with a reverse head must be done carefully, with expert use of small explosive

Figure W-2-1
Area W-2 Westwego, Marrero, Estelle
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charges to blow open the gate latches.  Access will be by road (from the
outside), boat or helicopter.  In addition, there are 10 pedestrian gates that can
be opened to relieve interior flooding after a hurricane surge.  Emergency
interim repairs with crushed stone and gravel may be necessary to repair
roadways damaged by erosion due to floodgate failure or reopening under
reverse head.  An emergency contract will be required after the storm event to
repair damaged floodgates and roadways.

c) Pumping Stations  – There are eleven pumping stations in the area.  Three
of the eleven stations were visited.  Of these, the most susceptible to damage
from interior flooding is Cousins 2 Pump Station, which can only withstand
flooding to elevation 3.6 feet NGVD.  Ames Pump Station is the least
susceptible to damage and can withstand flooding to elevation 11.3 feet
NGVD.
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C. Area W-3A – Harvey Canal to Algiers Canal (Jefferson &
Plaquemines Parishes)

1) Description

a) General  - The area is shown on plate 1 and plate W-3A.  The area is
located in Jefferson and Plaquemines Parish and is generally bounded by the
Mississippi River on the north, the Jefferson, Plaquemines & Orleans Parish
lines on the east, the Algiers Canal on the south, and the Harvey Canal on the
west.  Topography is flat with ground elevations ranging from +15 feet
NGVD on the alluvial ridges along the Mississippi River to -5 feet NGVD in
the interior of the area.  Approximately 40 percent of the area is below sea
level.  The surface area is 18.8 square miles and the population is
approximately 77,000.

b) Levees and floodwalls - The area is protected by 21.3 miles of levees and
floodwalls as indicated in the tabulation below.  The segments described begin
at the northwest corner (Harvey Lock) and proceed counter clockwise around
the area.  The controlling (lowest) elevation for each segment is shown in
table W-3A-1.  The controlling elevation for the entire area is +5.0 feet
NGVD located in segments 1, 2 and 3.  A storm surge height that exceeds this
elevation at these locations will inundate this area.

Table W-3A-1
 Area W-3A: Harvey Canal to Algiers Canal

Levees and Floodwalls

Segment
Number Description Type Length

(miles)

Design
Elevation

(ft NGVD)

Controlling
Elevation

(ft NGVD)
Remarks

1 Harvey Lock to
Hero P.S. Levee 5.9 9.5 5.0 Clay

2 Hero P.S. to Algiers
Canal Levee 1.3 9.5 5.0 Clay

3 Algiers Canal to
Orleans Parish Line Levee 6.5 9.5 5.0 Clay

4 Interior Local
Levee Levee 4.0 3.0 - 4.0 3.0 clay

5 Mississippi River
Levee Levee 3.6 23.5 - 24.0 23.5 clay/I-Wall

Total Length                                   21.3Miles

Segment 1  Extends from the Harvey Canal Lock at the Mississippi River
down the East bank of the Harvey Canal to the Hero Pumping
Station where the pumping station discharge lines pass through a
T-Wall.  This levee is a local levee in a heavily industrialized
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area.  The Federal project will build T-Walls through much of the
area in future years.

Segment 2  Extends from the South end of the Hero  Pumping Station around
the bend where it ties into the Algiers Canal levee.  The levee is
also a local levee in a heavily industrialized area.

Segment 3  Picks up where segment 2 ended and continues along the West
bank of the Algiers Canal.  The clay levee is interrupted by
floodwall segments that cross over the Belle Chasse tunnel and in
front of Planters  Pumping Station.  It ends at the tie-in of the
local levee separating Plaquemines and Orleans Parishes.  A
railroad track crosses over the top of the existing levee.  A future
floodgate is planned for the area.

Segment 4  This all clay levee runs along the length of the Orleans Parish line
between Algiers Canal and the Mississippi River levee at the
Greater New Orleans Bridge.

Segment 5  Is the West Jefferson Levee District Mississippi River Levee
stretching between the Harvey Canal and the Orleans Parish line
beneath the Greater New Orleans Bridge. This levee consists of
all clay levees with short reaches of concrete I-Wall atop clay
levees with railroad and vehicular gates.

c) Gravity drainage structures  - There are presently no floodgates, control
structures, or drainage structures in the protection system.  Future construction
under the Federal project will provide floodgates at some locations.

d) Pumping stations  - There are 2 pumping stations that drain the protected
area.  The location of the pumping stations are shown on plate W-3A and
pertinent details are tabulated in Table W-3A-2 below.  Note:  Additional
detailed information on the pumping stations, if available, is contained in
Appendix B and in the New Orleans District Emergency Data Container
("Black Box")
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Table W-3A-2
Area W-3A: Jefferson-Plaquemines Parishes

Harvey Canal to Algiers Canal (Gretna)
Pumping Station Summary

PUMPMap
ID Name 15 Min. Quad Latitude Longitude

Slab El
(Est ft)
NGVD

Flow *
(CFS)

No.
Pump

Pump
Type

Driver
Type

Freq.
Hertz

Hero-
PS

# Hero Pump
Station New Orleans 29.87090 -90.0562

-.5.0
0.5
6.5

3902 10 H/C D/E 60

P-PS #  Planters
Pump Sta. New Orleans 29.8836 -90.0042 3.6 2360   9 V D/E 60

* -- Total station capacity
H – Horizontal
C – Centrifugal
E - Electric
V – Vertical
D – Diesel Engine
# -- Additional information in Appendix B

2) Potential flooding
The controlling elevation for the levees and floodwalls protecting this area is
+5.0 feet NGVD.  The lowest ground elevation in the interior is about –5 feet
NGVD.  Flooding elevation may range anywhere between these two extremes.
The area may experience storm surges in excess of +20.0 feet NGVD.  Within
a few hours of the storm passage, the water level would recede to the current
controlling elevation of +5.0 feet NGVD unless failure of a levee or floodwall
occurs.  A stage-storage curve for the area is shown in Figure W-3A-1.  A
detailed discussion of drainage that would occur after inundation is contained
in Appendix C.

3) Emergency Response Plan
a) Levees and floodwalls - The most likely location for damage is at the
controlling location(s) (lowest spots) that have been previously identified.
These are where overtopping will occur first and last longest.  Damages may
range from minor levee erosion to complete breaches.  Erosion around
floodwalls may occur and failure may occur from reverse heads.  Intentional
levee breaches may be constructed within the reaches shown on plate W-3A in
levee segment(s) 1 and 2.  The breaches can be excavated to a combined
bottom width of 300 feet at elevation of +2 feet NGVD by means of draglines
and backhoes.  Access to the area will be via water using the GIWW, Harvey
Canal or Algiers Canal.  Immediate interim repair of levee breaches and levee
erosion will be by use of material obtained from degrading of adjacent levee
sections, by sandbags or by temporary sheet piling.  The levee breaches will
be repaired to an interim grade of +5.0 feet NGVD.  Emergency construction
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contracts will be awarded to fully restore the levees and floodwalls from the
initial interim repair condition.  These contracts will be based on post-event
field inspection and surveys to identify damaged areas.  They will include the
replacement of all degraded levee material used during interim repairs.

b) Vehicular and Railroad Access  - There are no access floodgates in this
area.

c) Pumping Stations  - There are 2 pumping stations in the area.  The most
susceptible to damage from interior flooding is Hero Pump Station, which can
only withstand flooding to elevation 3.5 feet NGVD.  Planters Pump Station is
the least susceptible to damage and can withstand flooding to elevation 5.1
feet NGVD.

Figure W-3A-1
Area W-3A: Jefferson/Plaquemines Parish (Gretna)

Harvey Canal to Algiers Canal
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D. Area W-3B – Harvey Canal to Algiers Canal

1) Description

a) General  - The area is shown on plate 1 and plate W-3B.  The area is
located in Orleans Parish and is generally bounded by the Mississippi River,
the Algiers Canal, and the Orleans-Jefferson-Plaquemines Parish boundary.
Topography is flat with ground elevations ranging from +10 feet NGVD on
the alluvial ridges along the Mississippi River to –5 feet NGVD in the interior
of the area.  Approximately 25 percent of the area is below sea level.  The
surface area is 6.3 square miles and the population is approximately 57,000.

b) Levees and floodwalls - The area is protected by 12.6 miles of levees and
floodwalls as shown on plate W-3B and as indicated in table W-3B-1 below.
The segments described begin at the northwest corner (intersection of
Mississippi River levee and the Orleans-Jefferson Parish line) and proceed
counter clockwise around the area.  The controlling (lowest) elevation for
each segment is shown.  The controlling elevation for the entire area is
elevation +5.5 feet NGVD located in segment 2.  A storm surge height that
exceeds this elevation at this location will inundate this area.

Table W-3B-1
Area W-3B:  Orleans Parish - Algiers

Levees and Floodwalls

Segment
Number Description Type Length

(miles)

Design
Elevation

(ft NGVD)

Controlling
Elevation (ft

NGVD)
Remarks

1 Interior Local Levee Levee 4.0 3.0 - 4.0 3.0 clay

2 Jefferson Parish Line
to Algiers Lock Levee 1.8 9.5 5.5

3 Mississippi River
Levee Levee 6.8 22.0 - 23.5 22.0 clay/I-Wall

                  Total Length                                12.6    Miles

Segment 1  This all clay levee runs along the Jefferson Parish line from the
Greater New Orleans Bridge at the Mississippi River levee to the
Algiers Canal levee.

Segment 2  Is the West bank Algiers Canal levee that extends between the
local interior levee and the Algiers Lock.  The clay levee is
interrupted by a floodwall segment that crosses in front of
N.O.S.&W.B .Pumping Station #13.
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Segment 3  Is the Orleans West Levee District Mississippi River Levee
extending from the Orleans Parish Line (beneath the Greater New
Orleans Bridge) to the Algiers Canal Lock. This River levee
closes the north end of the cell. The levee is predominately an all
clay levee with small reaches of short concrete I-Walls atop a clay
levee base.

c) Gravity drainage structures  - There are no floodgates, drainage culverts or
control structures in the protection system

d) Pumping stations  - There is one pumping station that drains the protected
area.  The location of the pumping station is shown on plate W-3B and
pertinent details are tabulated in Table W-3B-2 below.  Note:  Additional
detailed information on the pumping stations, if available, is contained in
Appendix B and in the New Orleans District Emergency Data Container
("Black Box")

Table W-3B-2
Area W-3B: Orleans Parish - Algiers

Harvey Canal to Algiers Canal
Pumping Station Summary

Pump
Map ID Name 15 Min.

Quad Latitude Longitude
Slab El
(Est ft)
NGVD

Flow*
(CFS)

No.
Pump

Pump
Type

Driver
Type

Freq.
Hertz

OP-13 PS 13 St. Bernard 29.8959 -89.9978 3.6 4650 7 V/H D/E 60
* -- Total station capacity
V -- Vertical
H -- Horizontal
D -- Diesel Engine
E -- Electric Motor

2) Potential flooding

The controlling elevation for the levees and floodwalls protecting this area is
+5.5 feet NGVD.  The lowest ground elevation in the interior is about –5 feet
NGVD  Flooding elevation may range anywhere between these two extremes.
The area may experience storm surges in excess of +20.0 feet NGVD.  Within
a few hours of the storm passage, the water level would recede to the current
controlling elevations of +5.5 FEET NGVD, unless a failure of the levees or
floodwalls occurred.  A stage-storage curve is shown in Figure W-3B-1.  A
detailed discussion of drainage after inundation is contained in Appendix C.
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3) Emergency Response Plan

a) Levees and floodwalls - The most likely location for damage is at the
controlling location(s) (lowest spots) that have been previously identified.
These are where overtopping will occur first and last longest.  Damages may
range from minor levee erosion to complete breaches.  Erosion around
floodwalls may occur and failure may occur from reverse heads.  Intentional
levee breaches may be constructed within the reaches shown in levee segment
2.  The breaches can be constructed to a combined bottom width of 100 feet
and at elevation of +2 feet NGVD by means of dragline and backhoe.  Access
to the area will be via water using the GIWW, Harvey Canal & Algiers Canal.
Immediate interim repair of levee breaches and levee erosion will be by use of
material obtained from degrading of adjacent levee sections, by sandbags or
by temporary steel sheet piling.  The levees breaches will be repaired to an
interim grade of +5.5 feet NGVD.

b) Vehicular and Railroad Access  - There are no access floodgates in this
area.

c) Pumping Stations  - There is one pumping station in the area.  It was not
visited; therefore, damages from interior flooding can not be determined.

Figure W-3B-1
Area W-3B: Orleans Parish (Algiers)

Harvey Canal to Algiers Canal
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E. Area W-4A – Algiers Canal to Hero Canal  - Plaquemines Parish

1) Description

a) General - The area is shown on plate 1 and on plate W-4A.  The area is
located in Plaquemines Parish and is generally bounded by the Algiers Canal,
the GIWW, the Hero Canal, the Mississippi River and the Orleans-
Plaquemines Parish line.  Topography is flat with ground elevations ranging
from +12 feet NGVD on the alluvial ridges along the Mississippi River to –5
feet NGVD in the interior of the area.  Approximately 50 percent of the area is
below sea level.  The surface area is 14.1 square miles and the population is
approximately 8,600.

b) Levees and floodwalls - The area is protected by 29.5 miles of levees and
floodwalls as shown on plate W-4A and as indicated in table W-4A-1 below.
The segments described begin at the southeast corner (intersection of Hero
Canal and Mississippi River) and proceed clockwise around the area.  The
controlling (lowest) elevation for each segment is shown.  The controlling
elevation for the entire area is +5.5 feet NGVD located in segment 3.    A
storm surge height that exceeds this elevation at this location will inundate
this area.

Table W-4A-1
Area 4-A: Algiers Canal to Hero Canal – Plaquemines Parish

Levees and Floodwalls

Segment
Number Description Type Length

(miles)

Design
Elevation

(ft NGVD)

Controlling
Elevation

(ft NGVD)
Remarks

1 Miss. River Levee
to Hero Canal

Natural
Contour 0.2 5.0 - 7.5 5.0

2 Hero Canal Levee 3.75 9.0 – 10.5 6.5 Clay

3
Algiers Canal to
Orleans Parish
Line

Levee 8.5 9.5 5.5 Clay

4 Local Interior
Levee Levee 5.6 3.0 – 4.0 3.0 Clay

5 Miss. River Levee Levee 11.4 17.0 – 22.0 17.0 Clay
Total Length                             29.5Miles

Segment 1  Extends from the main Line Mississippi River levee (MRL) to the
all clay levee at the head of the Hero Canal.  There is a very low
dike between the Hero Canal Levee and Hwy 23.  The natural
contour of the area provides the protection from the highway to
the MRL.
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Segment 2  Extends from the head of the Hero Canal along the canal North
bank to a point where the levee transitions to the Algiers Canal
Federal R/W.  This is an all clay levee.

Segment 3  Picks up where segment 2 ended and continues around the bend
and parallels the Algiers Canal.  The clay levee is interrupted by
floodwall segments that cross over the Belle Chasse tunnel and
front 2 large pumping stations.  It ends at the tie-in of the local
levee separating Plaquemines and Orleans Parishes.  A railroad
track crosses over the top of the existing levee.  A future
floodgate is planned for the area.

Segment 4  Consists of a low all earth levee separating Orleans Parish from
Jefferson Parish.  It extends from the Algiers Canal levee to the
MRL.

Segment 5  Is the Plaquemines West Levee District Mississippi River levee.
This segment closes the East side of the cell.  The levee is an all
clay levee with crushed stone surfacing on the 10’ wide crown.  It
extends from the Orleans Parish line to the community of
Oakville, just below Belle Chasse, LA.

c) Gravity drainage structures - There are no floodgates, drainage structures
or control structures in the protection system.

d) Pumping stations - There are 2 pumping stations that drain the protected
area.  The location of the pumping stations are shown on plate W-4A and
pertinent details are tabulated in Table W-4A-2 below.  Note:  Additional
detailed information in the pumping stations, if available, is contained in
Appendix B and in the New Orleans District Emergency Data Container
("Black Box")

Table W-4A-2
Area W 4A: Plaquemines Parish, Algiers Canal to Hero Canal (Belle Chasse)

Pumping Station Summary

Pump
Map ID Name 15 Min.

Quad Latitude Longitude
(Slab El
Est ft)
NGVD

Flow*
(CFS)

No.
Pump

Pump
Type

Drive
r

Type

Freq.
Hertz

BC-1 Belle Chasse #1 New Orleans 29.85167 -90.0167 7.6 3556 5 V/H D
BC-2 Belle Chasse #2 St. Bernard 29.88460 -89.9975 10.5 990 3 V D

* -- Total station capacity
V -- Vertical
H -- Horizontal
D -- Diesel engine
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2) Potential flooding

The controlling elevation for the levees and floodwalls protecting this area is
+5.5 feet NGVD.  The lowest ground elevation in the interior is about –5 feet
NGVD.  Residual flooding elevation may range anywhere between these two
extremes.   The area may experience storm surges in excess of +20 feet
NGVD.  Within a few hours of the storm passage, the water level would
recede to the current controlling elevation of +5.5 feet NGVD unless failure of
a levee or floodwall occurred.  A stage-storage curve is shown in figure W-
4A-1.  A detailed discussion of drainage that would occur after inundation is
contained in Appendix C.

3) Emergency Response Plan

a) Levees and floodwalls - The most likely location for damage is at the
controlling location(s) (lowest spots) that have been previously identified.
These are where overtopping will occur first and last longest.  Damages may
range from minor levee erosion to complete breaches.  Erosion around
floodwalls may occur and failure may occur from reverse heads.  Intentional
levee breaches may be constructed within the reaches shown on plate W-4A in

Figure W4a-1
Area W-4A: Plaquemines Parish Belle Chasse

Algiers Canal to Hero Canal
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levee segment 3.  The breaches can be constructed to a combined bottom
width of 200 feet to elevation of +2 feet NGVD by means of a dragline or
backhoe.  Access to the area will be via water using the GIWW, Harvey Canal
and Algiers Canals.  Immediate interim repair of levee breaches and levee
erosion will be by use of material obtained from degrading of adjacent levee
sections, by sandbagging or by use of steel sheet piling.  The levees breaches
will be repaired to an interim grade of +5.5 feet NGVD.  Emergency
construction contracts will be awarded to fully restore the levees and
floodwalls from the initial interim repair condition.  These contracts will be
based on post-event field inspection and surveys to identify damaged areas.
They will include the replacement of all degraded levee material used during
interim repairs.

b)  Vehicular and Railroad Access - There are no  vehicular floodgates in this
area.

c)  Pumping Stations - There are 2 pumping stations in the area.  The most
susceptible to damage from interior flooding is Belle Chasse No. 1 Pump
Station, which can withstand flooding to elevation 9.0 feet NGVD.  Belle
Chasse #2 Pump Station is the least susceptible to damage and can withstand
flooding to elevation 11.5 feet NGVD.
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F. Area W-4B  Orleans Parish (Algiers Canal to Hero Canal)

1) Description

a) General  - The area is shown on plate W-4B.  The area is located in Orleans
Parish and is generally bounded by a portion of the Algiers Canal, the Mississippi
River and the Orleans-Plaquemines Parish line.  Topography is flat with ground
elevations ranging from +5 feet NGVD on the alluvial ridges along the
Mississippi River to –7 feet NGVD  in the interior of the area.  Approximately 40
percent of the area is below sea level.  The surface area is 4.7 square miles and the
population is approximately 300.

b) Levees and floodwalls - The area is protected by 15.0 miles of levees and
floodwalls as shown on plate W-4B and as indicated in tabulation W-4B-1 below.
The segments described begin at the intersection of the Orleans-Plaquemines
Parish line with the Mississippi River  and proceed clockwise around the area.
The controlling (lowest) elevation for each segment is shown.  The controlling
elevation for the entire area is +5.5 feet NGVD  located in Area W-4A.  Once
Area W-4A is inundated, it will overtop the local interior levee (Segment 1) and
flood Area W-4B.  A storm surge height that exceeds this elevation at this
location will inundate this area.

Table W-4B-1
Area W-4B:  Algiers Canal to Hero Canal

Levees and Floodwalls

Segment
Number Description Type Length

(miles)

Design
Elevation

(feet NGVD)

Controlling
Elevation (ft

NGVD)
Remarks

1 Local Interior Levee Levee 5.6 3.0 – 4.0 3.0 Clay

2 Interior Levee to Algiers
Canal Lock Levee 2.0 9.5 6.0 Clay

3 Miss. River Levee Levee 7.4 22.0 22.0 Clay
Total Length                                      15.0Miles

Segment 1  Consists of a low all earth levee separating Orleans Parish from
Jefferson Parish.  It extends from the main line Mississippi River
levee (MRL) to the Algiers Canal levee.

Segment 2  Is the East bank Algiers Canal levee that extends between the
local interior levee and the Algiers Lock.  The clay levee is
interrupted by a floodwall segment that crosses in front of a
NOS&WB Pumping Station #11.

Segment 3  Is the Orleans West Levee District Mississippi River levee.  This
segment closes the North and East side of the cell.  The levee is
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an all clay levee with crushed stone surfacing on the 10’ wide
crown.  It extends from the Algiers Canal Lock to the
Plaquemines Parish line within the U.S. Coast Guard Reservation.

c) Gravity drainage structures  - There are no floodgates, drainage structures or
control structures in the protection system

d) Pumping stations  - There is one pumping station that drains the protected area.
The location of the pumping station is shown on plate W-4B and pertinent details
are tabulated in Table W-4B-2 below.  Note:  Additional detailed information in
the pumping stations, if available, is contained in Appendix B and in the New
Orleans District Emergency Data Container ("Black Box")

Table W-4B-2
Area W-4B: Orleans Parish Algiers Canal to Hero Canal (English Turn)

Pumping Station Summary
Slab El Pump

Map ID (Est ft) Flow No. Pump Driver Freq

Name 15 Min. Quad Latitude Longitude  feet
NGVD  (CFS) Pump Type Type Hertz

*
OP-11 PS 11 St.Bernard 29.90962 -89.978 NA 1530 5 V E 25/60

* -- Total station capacity
V -- Vertical
E -- Electric motor

2) Potential flooding

The controlling elevation for the levees and floodwalls protecting this area is +5.5
feet NGVD.  The lowest ground elevation in the interior is about –7 feet NGVD.
Flooding elevation may range anywhere between these two extremes.  The area
may experience storm surges in excess of +20 feet NGVD.  Within a few hours of
the storm passage, the water level would recede to the current controlling
elevation of +5.5 feet NGVD unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred.  A
stage storage curve for the area is shown in Figure W-4A-1.  A detailed
discussion of drainage that would occur after inundation is contained in Appendix
C.
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3) Emergency Response Plan

a) Levees and floodwalls - The most likely location for damage is at the
controlling location(s) (lowest spots) that have been previously identified.  These
are where overtopping will occur first and last longest.  Damages may range from
minor levee erosion to complete breaches.  Erosion around floodwalls may occur
and failure may occur from reverse heads.  Intentional levee breaches will be
constructed within the reaches shown on plate W-4B in levee segment 2.  The
breaches can be excavated to a combined bottom width of 200 feet to elevation
+2 feet NGVD by means of a barge mounted dragline.  Access to the area will be
via water using the Algiers Canal.  Immediate interim repair of levee breaches and
levee erosion will be by use of material obtained from degrading of adjacent levee
sections, by sandbagging or by use of steel sheet piling.   The levee breaches will
be repaired to an interim grade of +7 feet NGVD.  Emergency construction
contracts will be awarded to fully restore the levees and floodwalls from the
initial interim repair condition.  These contracts will be based on post-event field

Figure W-4B-1
Area W-4B: Orleans Parish English Turn

Algiers Canal to Hero Canal
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inspection and surveys to identify damaged areas.  They will include the
replacement of all degraded levee material used during interim repairs.

b) Vehicular and Railroad Access  - There are no vehicular floodgates in this
area.

c) Pumping Stations  - There is one pumping station in the area.  It was not
visited; therefore, damages from interior flooding can not be predetermined.
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Area E-2

BONNABEL  PUMPING STATION    JEFFERSON No 1    Looking North
Name : Jefferson Parish  #1
Parish : Jefferson
Address : 1500 Beverly Gardens Dr.
Phone Numbers : 504-838-4730
Station Manager : Brion Adams
Position :  Latitude 30:01.113  Longitude –90:08.716
Pump From : Bonnable Canal
Pump To: Lake Pontchatrain

Facility Floor Elevation: 0.1’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

Pump1 = 300
Pump2 = 300
Pump3 = 1050
Pump4 = 1050
Pump5 = 1050

Click BlueText for additional pump information
 Page 1



AREA E-2

P.S. #1-BONNABEL
Jefferson Parish, East Bank UPPER SLAB EL 7.1 NGVD

MIDDLE SLAB EL 3.6 NGVD
LOWER SLAB EL 0.1 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 0.4 Exterior rear pump bearing for the three 1050cfs pumps will ingest water.
ELEVATION 3.6 Air intakes for diesel pump engines flood.

84% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 3.8 Fuel transfer pumps from the main storage tanks flood.
ELEVATION 4.6 Control panel for two 1050cfs, horizontal pump engines flood.
ELEVATION 4.6 Electric driven vacuum floods.
ELEVATION 4.6 Diesel engine lubrication pump flood.
ELEVATION 6.1 Diesel engine driven vacuum pump floods.
ELEVATION 7.6 Lower level of engine seals for the 1050cfs pumps become submerged.
ELEVATION 7.6 Electrical distribution control panel for the station floods.

100% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 7.6 Control panel for one 1050cfs pump engine floods.
ELEVATION 9.1 4160V, 1660kW generator that powers 60Hz motors for the two 300cfs,

vertical pumps flood.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Building is concrete wall with metal truss and metal roof.
Row of windows along top of both sides of building.
One unbraced rollup door at one end.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area E-2

SUBURBAN CANAL PUMP STATION    JEFFERSON No 2
Looking North :
Name : Jefferson Parish #2
Parish : Jefferson
Address : Lake Villa and Avron
Phone Numbers : 504-838-1122
Station Manager : Larry Portier
Position :  Latitude 30:01.210  Longitude –90:10.809
Pump From : Suburban Canal
Pump To: Lake Pontchartrain

Facility Floor Elevation: 7’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

Pump1 = 1050
Pump2 = 1050
Pump3 =  40
Pump4 =  300
Pump5 =  300
Pump6 =  300



AREA E-2

P.S. #2-SUBURBAN
Jefferson Parish, East Bank SLAB EL 7.0 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 7.0 Diesel engine driven vacuum pump floods.
ELEVATION 7.0 Two 1050cfs, horizontal pump bearings and pump reducer drives flood. 
ELEVATION 7.1 Diesel fuel transfer pumps from the main storage tanks flood.

89% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 7.6 Two 277/480V, 400kW generators flood.

100% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 7.9 Electrical control panels flood.
ELEVATION 8.1 60Hz electrical driven 40cfs, vertical pump and vacuum pump floods.
ELEVATION 8.1 Diesel engines driving two 300cfs, vertical pumps flood.
ELEVATION 9.6 60Hz electrical driven 300cfs, vertical pump flood.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Building is concrete wall with concrete roof.
Windows are wired glass and protected from direct winds.
Two unbraced rollup doors at each end of building.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area E-2

ELMWOOD CANAL PUMP STATION    JEFFERSON No 3
Looking West:
Name : Jefferson Parish #3
Parish : Jefferson
Address : 5400 Caryota Dr.
Phone Numbers : 504-838-1124
Station Manager : Lee Comeaux
Position :  Latitude 30:01.928  Longitude –90:13.145
Pump From : Elmwood Canal
Pump To: Lake Pontchartrain

Facility Floor Elevation: 6’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

Pump1 = 300 Pump5 = 550
Pump2 = 300 Pump6 = 550
Pump3 = 550 Pump7 = 300
Pump4 = 550 Pump8 = 300

Click BlueText for additional pump information



AREA E-2

P.S. #3-ELMWOOD
Jefferson Parish, East Bank SLAB EL 6.0 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 6.6 Diesel engine lubrication pump flood.
ELEVATION 6.9 Fuel transfer pumps from the main storage tanks flood.  

100% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 7.2 Electrical switch gear floods.
ELEVATION 7.2 277/480V, 365kW generator floods.
ELEVATION 7.6 Both diesel and electrical vacuum pumps flood.
ELEVATION 8.2 Four 300cfs vertical & four 550cfs horizontal diesel pump engines flood.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Building is concrete wall with metal truss and lightweight cement type roof.
Roof has been easily damaged in previous storms.
One unbraced rollup door at each end of the building.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area E-2

DUNCAN  CANAL PUMP STATION    JEFFERSON No 4
Looking South :
Name : Jefferson Parish #4
Parish : Jefferson
Address : 1600 Joseph Yenni Blvd.
Phone Numbers : 504-468-2828
Station Manager : Keith Lewis
Position :  Latitude 30:02.310  Longitude –90:14.706
Pump From : Duncan Canal
Pump To: Lake Pontchartrain

Facility Floor Elevation: -5.3’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

Pump1 = 300 Pump4 =1050
Pump2 = 300 Pump5 =1050
Pump3 =1050 Pump6 =1050

Click BlueText for additional pump information

Page 1



AREA E-2

P.S. #4-DUNCAN
Jefferson Parish, East Bank UPPER SLAB EL 3.6 NGVD

MIDDLE SLAB EL -0.5 NGVD
LOWER SLAB EL -5.3 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION -4.3  Exterior rear diesel pump bearing for four1050cfs, pumps ingest water.
ELEVATION -1.8 Air intakes for the four 1050cfs pump engines flood.

88% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION -0.3 Fuel transfer pumps from the main storage tanks flood. 

100% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 0.5 Control panels for three 1050cfs, horizontal pump engines flood.
ELEVATION 0.5 Electric driven vacuum floods.
ELEVATION 0.5 Diesel engine lubrication pump flood.
ELEVATION 2.0 Diesel engine driven vacuum pump floods.
ELEVATION 4.0 Lower level of the engine seals for one 1050cfs, horizontal pump becomes

submerged.
ELEVATION 4.0 Electrical distribution control panel floods.
ELEVATION 4.0 Control panels for one 1050cfs pump engine floods.
ELEVATION 5.6 4160V, 1660 kW generator operating 60Hz electrical motors
 for two 300cfs, horizontal pumps floods.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Building is concrete wall with metal truss and metal roof.
Row of windows along top of both sides of building.
One unbraced rollup door at one end.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area E-2

PARISH LINE PUMPING STATION
Name : Jefferson Parish #5
Parish : Jefferson
Address : 3100 Grand Lake
Phone Numbers : 504-466-6591
Station Manager :
Position :  Latitude 30:00.684  Longitude –90:16.731
Pump From : 16 and 17
Pump To: Lake Pontchartrain

Facility Floor Elevation: 10.6’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

Pump1 =  300cfs
Pump2 =  300cfs
Pump3 =  300cfs

Click BlueText for additional pump information

Page 1
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AREA E-2

P.S. #5-PARISH LINE
Jefferson Parish, East Bank SLAB EL 10.6 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

*NOTE: No auxiliary power available.
100% loss of station capacity when commercial power is not available.

ELEVATION 12.0 60Hz electric motors for three 300cfs pumps flood.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Concrete building w/ metal roof.
Row of windows along top of canal side of building.
One unbraced rollup door at one end.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



AREA E-3

ORLEANS PARISH PUMPING STATION #6
Name : Pumping Sation #6
Parish : Orleans
Address :
Phone Numbers :
Station Manager :
Position :  Latitude 29:59:12.94  Longitude 90:07:26.45
Pump From :Palmetto Canal
Pump To: 17th Street Outfall Canal

Facility Floor Elevation: 3.6’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

PumpA = 550 PumpI =1050
PumpB = 550 PumpCD-1 =90
PumpC =1000 PumpCD-2 =90
PumpD= 1000 Pump1=250
PumpE = 1000 Pump2 =250
PumpF =1000 Pump3 = 250
PumpG = 1000 Pump4 = 250
PumpH = 1050 

Click BlueText for additional pump information
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AREA E-2 & E-3

P.S. #6
Orleans Parish, East Bank SLAB EL 3.6 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 3.6 25Hz motors for two 550cfs pumps and five 1000cfs, horizontal pumps
floods.

64% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 6.6 Four 60Hz motors driving four 250cfs, vertical pumps flood.

75% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 7.6 25Hz vacuum pump floods.
ELEVATION 7.6 Transformers and breakers flood.

100% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 8.6 60Hz motors driving two 1100cfs, horizontal pumps flood.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Brick with metal truss roof.
Roof is planked with wood and covered with copper sheeting.
Windows are boarded.
Rollup door was braced.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



AREA E-3

ORLEANS PARISH PUMPING STATION #3
Name : Orleans Pumping Station #3
Parish : Orleans
Address :
Phone Numbers :
Station Manager :
Position :  Latitude 29:59:18.11  Longitude 90:04:04.71
Pump From : Broad Ave. and Florida Ave. Canals
Pump To:

Facility Floor Elevation: 4.1’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

PumpA = 550
PumpB = 550
PumpC =1000
PumpD =1000
PumpE =1000
PumpCD-2 =20
PumpCD-3 =20

Click BlueText for additional pump information
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AREA E-3

P.S. #3
Orleans Parish, East Bank ORG SLAB EL 4.1 NGVD

NEW SLAB EL 5.6 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 4.7 25Hz vacuum pump floods.
ELEVATION 5.1 25Hz electric motors operating two 20cfs centrifugal pumps flood.
ELEVATION 5.1 Three DC generators flood. (DC field is required for two 550cfs,

horizontal pump motor)
28% loss of station capacity

ELEVATION 5.6 Basement containing low voltage, 25Hz transformers and switch gear
floods.

ELEVATION 5.6 25Hz motors for two 1000cfs horizontal pumps flood.
76% loss of station capacity

ELEVATION 5.6 80kW generator floods.
ELEVATION 6.6 25Hz feeders, bus ties and circuit breakers flood.
ELEVATION 6.3 25Hz vacuum pump floods.
ELEVATION 9.6 25Hz motor for flood-proof 1000cfs horizontal pump floods.

100% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 10.6 60Hz vacuum pump floods.
ELEVATION 15.6 Switch gear for flood-proof pump and 60 Hz vacuum pump floods.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Brick building with metal truss roof.
Roof is planked with wood and covered with copper sheeting.
Windows are boarded.
Rollup door was braced.
80 kW generator and switch gear for one 1000cfs pump and one vacuum pump are located
adjacent to the station in a concrete building with concrete roof.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area E-3

ORLEANS PARISH PUMPING STATION #7
Name : OP#7
Parish : Orleans
Address :
Phone Numbers :
Station Manager :
Position :  Latitude 29.99424  Longitude –90.1010
Pump From : Kenilworth Canal and Orleans Relief Canal
Pump To: Orleans Relief Outfall

Facility Floor Elevation: 3.8’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

PumpA = 550
PumpC = 1000
PumpD =1000
PumpCD-2 =70
PumpCD-3 =70

Click BlueText for additional pump information
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AREA E-3

P.S. #7
Orleans Parish, East Bank ORG SLAB EL 3.8 NGVD

NEW SLAB EL 5.6 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 3.8 25Hz motors for two 70cfs, vertical and 550cfs, horizontal pumps flood.
26% loss of station capacity

ELEVATION 4.8 DC panels and generators flood. (DC field is required for 550cfs pump)
ELEVATION 4.8 25 Hz vacuum pump floods.
ELEVATION 5.6 25 Hz motor for 1000cfs, horizontal pump floods.

63% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 5.6 Basement containing 25 Hz transformers and switch gear floods.
ELEVATION 6.3 25 Hz feeders, bus ties and circuit breakers flood.
ELEVATION 11.6 60 Hz motor for 1000cfs, horizontal pump floods. (No auxiliary 60 Hz

generator)
100% loss of station  capacity

ELEVATION 11.6 60 Hz vacuum pump floods.
ELEVATION 15.8 Switch gear for the 60 Hz motor floods.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Brick with metal truss roof.
Roof is planked with wood and covered with copper sheeting.
Windows are boarded.
Rollup door was braced.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area E-3

ORLEANS PARISH PUMPING STATION No 19
Name : OP #19
Parish : Orleans
Address :
Phone Numbers :
Station Manager :
Position :  Latitude 29.9818  Longitude –90.02345
Pump From : Florida Ave. Canal
Pump To: Inner Harbor Navigation Canal (IHNC)

Facility Floor Elevation: 12.6’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

Pumps =  3770cfs

Click BlueText for additional pump information
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AREA E-3

P.S. #19
Orleans Parish, East Bank SLAB EL 12.6 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

*NOTE: No auxiliary power available. 
100% loss of station capacity when commercial power is not available.

ELEVATION 3.6 Rear horizontal pump bearings ingest water.
ELEVATION 6.6 Water buster pumps for three 60Hz, 1050cfs, horizontal pumps flood.
ELEVATION 13.6 Vacuum pumps and electrical switch gear flood.
ELEVATION 14.1 480V, 30kW generator that operates sluice gates, and electrical control

panel for the station flood.
ELEVATION 15.1 60Hz motors for two 250cfs, vertical pumps flood.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Brick building w/copper roof.
One unbraced rollup door.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area E-4A

ORLEANS PUMPING STATION No 14
Name : Jahncke
Parish : Orleans
Address :
Phone Numbers :
Station Manager :
Position :  Latitude 30.0586  Longitude –89.9667
Pump From : Morrison and Jahncke Canals
Pump To: Lake Pontchartrain

Facility Floor Elevation: 16.1’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

Pumps =  1200cfs

Click BlueText for additional pump information
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AREA E-4A

P.S. #14-JAHNCKE
Orleans Parish, East Bank SLAB EL 16.1 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 17.1 2400V, 2665kW generator will flood.
100% loss of station capacity

ELEVATION 17.1 Nearly all pump equipment will flood including switch gear and four
60Hz, 300cfs vertical pump motors.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Pumps generator switch gear sit on top of a concrete platform supported on concrete pilings.
Control and battery room is concrete block with concrete roof. Windows are boarded.
Generator is housed in a metal factory enclosure.
Switch gear is housed in a heavy gage metal building,

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area E-4A

ORLEANS PUMPING STATION No 16
Name : St. Charles
Parish : Orleans
Address :
Phone Numbers :
Station Manager :
Position :  Latitude 30.0381  Longitude –90.0112
Pump From : St. Charles Canal
Pump To: Lake Pontchartrain

Facility Floor Elevation: 16.1’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

Pumps =  1000cfs

Click BlueText for additional pump information
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AREA E-4A

P.S. #16-ST. CHARLES
Orleans Parish, East Bank SLAB EL 16.1 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 17.1 2400V, 2665kW generator floods.
100% loss of station capacity

ELEVATION 17.1 Nearly all pump equipment flood including switch gear and four 60Hz,
250cfs, vertical pump motors.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Pumps generator switch gear sit on top of a concrete platform supported on concrete pilings.
Control room is concrete block with concrete roof. Windows are boarded.
Generator is housed in a metal factory enclosure.
Switch gear is housed in a heavy gage metal building,
Battery storage building (batteries req'd for pump motor fields) is a lightweight metal building
and will probably not withstand winds over 100 mph.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area E-5A

FORTIFICATION  PUMPING STATION    #1     On Left
JEAN LAFITTE  PUMPING STATION    #6     On Right

Name : Fortification Canal Pumping Station #1
Parish : St. Bernard
Address : 4200 B Jean Lafitte Pkwy., Chalmette La. 70043
Phone Numbers : 504-279-3642
Station Manager : Westley Bracamontes   (beeper # 504-547-4216)
Position :  Latitude 29:57:58.4  Longitude –89:58:29.5
Pump From : Florida Walk Forty Arpent Canal
Pump To: Wetlands To Rear Of Station and Bayou Bienvenue

Facility Floor Elevation: 16 ft. (N.G.V.D.)

Capacity (gpm)

Center Pump = 45,000 gpm            East Pump = 250,000 gpm
West Pump =250,000 gpm

Click BlueText for additional pump information

Page 1                          Page 2                             Page 3



AREA E-5A

P.S. #1-FORTIFICATION (identical to P.S. #4)
St. Bernard Parish SLAB EL 16.0 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 14.0 Diesel fuel tank air intakes flood.
90% loss of station capacity

ELEVATION 18.0 Two 557cfs vertical engines and diesel air compressor for transfer pumps
flood.

ELEVATION 18.0 60 Hz motor for 100cfs, vertical pump floods.
100% loss of station capacity (no auxiliary power)

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Steel frame building with metal roof.
Brick control room.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area E-5A

GUICHARD PUMPING STATION    #2

Name : Guichard Pumping Station #2
Parish : St. Bernard
Address : 4201 Jean Lafitte Pkwy., Chalmette La. 70043
Phone Numbers : None
Station Manager : Westley Bracamontes   (beeper # 504-547-4216)
Position :  Latitude 29:57:41.8  Longitude –89:57:52.2
Pump From : Florida Walk Forty Arpent Canal
Pump To: Wetlands To Rear Of Station and Bayou Bienvenue

Facility Floor Elevation: 0 ft. (N.G.V.D.)

Capacity (gpm)

Pump1 = 50,000 gpm
Pump2 = 100,000 gpm
Pump3 = 75,000 gpm
Pump4 = 100,000 gpm

Click BlueText for additional pump information



AREA E-5A

P.S. #2-GUICHARD
St. Bernard Parish SLAB EL 0.0 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 1.2 Air compressor for 167cfs diesel engine floods.
24% loss of station capacity (no auxiliary power)

ELEVATION 4.0 Two 223cfs & 111cfs horizontal, diesel pump engines flood.
100% loss of station capacity

ELEVATION 5.0 Diesel fuel transfer pumps flood.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Steel frame building with corrugated metal siding and roof
**Will not survive a category 1 storm.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area E-5A

E.J. GORE  PUMPING STATION    #5

Name : E. J. Gore Pumping Station #5
Parish : St. Bernard
Address: 7701 East Judge Perez Dr. Violet, La. 70085
Phone Numbers : 504-682-8235
Station Manager : Westley Bracamontes   (beeper # 504-547-4216)
Position :  Latitude 29:57:41.8  Longitude –89:57:52.2
Pump From : Florida Walk Forty Arpent Canal
Pump To: Wetlands To Rear Of Station and Bayou Dupre

Facility Floor Elevation: 2’ (N.G.V.D.)

Capacity (gpm)

Pump1 = 50,000 gpm
Pump2 = 50,000 gpm
Pump3 = 50,000 gpm
Pump4 = 50,000 gpm
Pump5 = 50,000 gpm
Pump6 = 50,000 gpm



AREA E-5A

P.S. # 5-E.J. GORE
St. Bernard Parish SLAB EL 2.0 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 3.0 240/120V, 33 kW generator-set floods.
ELEVATION 3.5 Six 111cfs, horizontal diesel pump engines flood.

100% loss of station capacity

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Steel frame building with cement panel walls & metal roof.
Two unbraced rollup doors.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area E-5A

JEAN LAFITTE  PUMPING STATION    #6

Name : Jean Lafitte Pumping Station #6
Parish : St. Bernard
Address : 4200 A Jean Lafitte Pkwy., Chalmette La. 70043
Phone Numbers : 504-279-3642
Station Manager : Westley Bracamontes   (beeper # 504-547-4216)
Position :  Latitude 29:57:58.4  Longitude –89:58:29.5
Pump From : Florida Walk Forty Arpent Canal
Pump To: Wetlands To Rear Of Station and Bayou Bienvenue

Facility Floor Elevation: 16 ft. (N.G.V.D.)

Capacity (gpm)

Pump 1 = 150,000 gpm
Pump 2 = 150,000 gpm
Pump 3 =150,000 gpm

Click BlueText for additional pump information

Page 1
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AREA E-5A

P.S. # 6-JEAN LAFITTE (identical to P.S. #7)
St. Bernard Parish SLAB EL 16.0 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 17.0 120/200V, 150 kW generator-set floods. (Generator needed to operate
radiator fan motors and air compressor to start pump engines.)

100% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 17.5 Radiator fan motors flood.
ELEVATION 18.0 480V motor starters for radiator fans flood.
ELEVATION 18.0 Three 334cfs, vertical diesel pump engines flood.
ELEVATION 20.0 Diesel fuel transfer pump motors flood.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Steel frame building with cement panel walls & metal roof.
Two unbraced rollup doors.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area E-5A

ST. MARY  PUMPING STATION    #8

Name : St. Mary Pumping Station #8
Parish : St. Bernard
Address 3616 Bayou Rd. Verret, La. 70085
Phone Numbers : 504-682-0591
Station Manager : Westley Bracamontes   (beeper # 504-547-4216)
Position :  Latitude 29:57:41.8  Longitude –89:57:52.2
Pump From : Twenty Arpent Canal
Pump To: Wetlands To Rear Of Station and Lake Lery

Facility Floor Elevation: 16 ft. (N.G.V.D.)

Capacity (gpm)

Pump1 = 125,000 gpm
Pump2 = 125,000 gpm
Pump3 = 125,000 gpm

Click BlueText for additional pump information

Page 1         Page 2                 Page 3



AREA E-5A

P.S. # 8-ST. MARY
St. Bernard Parish SLAB EL 16.0 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 17.0 277/480V, 150 kW generator-set floods. (Generator needed to operate
radiator fan motors and to start vacuum pump motors.) 

100% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 17.5 Three 279cfs vertical diesel pump engines and 480V motor starters for

radiator fans flood.
ELEVATION 18.0 Radiator fan motors flood.
ELEVATION 19.0 Air compressor motors flood.
ELEVATION 20.0 Diesel fuel tank air intakes & fuel transfer pumps  flood.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Steel frame building with cement panel walls & metal roof.
Two unbraced rollup doors.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area W-1

BAYOU SEGNETTE PUMPING STATION
Name : Bayou Segnette
Parish : Jefferson
Address : 801 Louisiana St.
Phone Numbers : 349-5989
Station Manager : Jeffery Rivet
Position :  Latitude 29:53.852  Longitude –90:09.489
Pump From : Main Canal
Pump To: Bayou Segnette

Facility Floor Elevation: 6.8’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

Pumps = 936 cfs

Click BlueText for additional pump information
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AREA W-1

BAYOU SEGNETTE PUMP STATION
Jefferson Parish, West Bank SLAB EL 6.8 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

*Note: No auxiliary power available

ELEVATION 8.3 Six 156cfs, vertical diesel engines flood.
100% loss of station capacity

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Steel frame building.
Corrugated metal walls & roof
Glass windows not protected

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area W-2

AMES PUMPING STATION
Name : Ames
Parish : Jefferson
Address : 5100 Rodchester Dr.
Phone Numbers : 349-5997
Station Manager : Robert Bealer
Position :  Latitude 29:51.321  Longitude –90:07.182
Pump From : Inner Milladoun
Pump To: Bayou Segnette

Facility Floor Elevation: 4.3’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

Pumps = 1930

Click BlueText for additional pump information
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AREA W-2

AMES PUMP STATION
Jefferson Parish, West Bank LOWER SLAB EL 4.3 NGVD

UPPER SLAB EL 7.3 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 0.6 Diesel pump bearings ingests water.
ELEVATION 2.3 Fuel transfer pumps flood.

60% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 6.3 Vacuum pumps flood.
ELEVATION 6.8 One 1150cfs, horizontal diesel pump engine floods.
ELEVATION 8.3 Generator switch gear, 4160/480V transformer and panels for radiator

motor starters flood.
ELEVATION 9.3 2400/4160V, 1600 kW diesel generator floods.
ELEVATION 11.3 60HZ electric motors for two 390cfs, vertical pumps flood.

100% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 11.8 156.25V, 125kW generator for radiator fan motor floods.
ELEVATION 12.8 Raw-water pumps flood.
ELEVATION 14.8 Radiator fan motor for diesel pump floods.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Steel frame building.
Corrugated metal walls & roof
Skylights on the roof
Roll-up doors without bracing

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area W-2

COUSINS PUMPING STATION #1
Name : Cousins #1
Parish : Jefferson
Address :2466 Destrehan Ave.
Phone Numbers : 349-5991
Station Manager : Jimmy Aragon
Position :  Latitude 29.87125  Longitude –90.07345
Pump From : Cousins Canal and First Ave. Canal
Pump To: Harvey Canal

Facility Floor Elevation: 4.1’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

Pump1 = 960cfs

Click BlueText for additional pump information
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Area W-2

COUSINS PUMPING STATION #2
Name : Cousins #2
Parish : Jefferson
Address : 2466 Destrehan Ave.
Phone Numbers : 349-5987
Station Manager : Jimmy Aragon
Position :  Latitude 29.87088  Longitude –90.07348
Pump From : Cousins and First Ave. Canals
Pump To: Harvey Canal

Facility Floor Elevation: 3.6’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

Pumps = 2300cfs

Click BlueText for additional pump information

Page 1
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AREA W-2

COUSINS 1 AND 2 PUMP STATIONS
Jefferson Parish, West Bank BLDG #1 SLAB EL 4.1 NGVD

BLDG #2 SLAB EL 3.6 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

BLDG #1
ELEVATION 4.6 60Hz electric motor for one 60cfs vertical pump floods.
ELEVATION 5.6 Diesel engines for three 300cfs, vertical pumps flood.

100% loss of station capacity

BLDG #2
ELEVATION 1.6 Two 1150cfs, horizontal diesel pump rear bearings ingest water.
ELEVATION 3.6 Air intakes for diesel engines flood.

100% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 4.6 Fuel transfer pump floods.
ELEVATION 5.6 220/480V, 420kW generator floods.
ELEVATION 6.1 One diesel and one electric vacuum pump flood.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Steel frame buildings.
Corrugated metal roofs.
Roll-up doors without bracing.
Glass windows not protected

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area W-3A

PLANTERS PUMPING STATION
Name : Planters
Parish : Jefferson
Address : 268 By Pass Rd.
Phone Numbers : 394-6695
Station Manager : Clayton Michaud
Position :  Latitude 29:53.016  Longitude –90:00.254
Pump From : Planters By Pass Canal
Pump To: Intercoastal Waterway

Facility Floor Elevation: 3.6’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

Pumps = 2360

Click BlueText for additional pump information
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AREA W-3A
PLANTERS PUMP STATION
Jefferson Parish, West Bank SLAB EL 3.6 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION -1.4 Fuel transfer pumps for four 289cfs pumps flood.
49% loss of station capacity

ELEVATION 4.6 Switch gear and radiator fan motors for 4160V, 2350kW generator flood.
100% loss of station capacity

ELEVATION 5.1 4160V, 2350kW and 480V, 150kW generators flood.
ELEVATION 5.6 Diesel engines for four 289cfs, vertical pumps flood.
ELEVATION 18.6 60Hz electric motors for four 288cfs, vertical pumps flood.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Steel frame building.
Corrugated metal walls & roof.
Skylights on the roof.
Two unbraced rollup doors.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area W-3A

HERO PUMPING STATION
Name : Hero
Parish : Jefferson
Address : 4644 Peters Rd.
Phone Numbers : 365-3398
Station Manager : Anthony Nuccio
Position :  Latitude 29.87095Longitude –-90.05625
Pump From : Hero Outfall Canal
Pump To: Intercoastal Waterway

Facility Floor Elevation: -0.5’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

Pumps =  3900cfs

Click BlueText for additional pump information
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AREA W-3A

HERO PUMP STATION
Jefferson/Plaquemines Parish, West Bank LOWER SLAB EL -0.5 NGVD

MIDDLE SLAB EL 0.5 NGVD
UPPER SLAB EL 6.5 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION -0.9 Outside fuel transfer pump floods.
ELEVATION 0.2 Fuel transfer pumps for two 1020cfs, horizontal diesel pumps flood.

52% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 1.6 60Hz electrical motors for three 315cfs and one 105cfs, centrifugal pump

flood.
80% loss of station capacity

ELEVATION 2.1 One vacuum pump floods.
ELEVATION 3.5 60Hz motors for four 203cfs, horizontal pumps and second vacuum pump

flood.
100% loss of station capacity

ELEVATION 6.1 4160V, 2050kW generator floods.
ELEVATION 7.6 Switch gear floods.
ELEVATION 10.5 Engine driven vacuum pump floods.
ELEVATION 12.6 Air intake for two 1020cfs pumps flood.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Steel frame building.
Metal roof with fiberglass panels.
Roll-up doors without bracing.
Glass windows not protected.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area W-3B

ORLEANS PUMPING STATION No 13
Name : OP #13
Parish : Orleans
Address :
Phone Numbers :
Station Manager :
Position :  Latitude 29.89589  Longitude –89.99775
Pump From : Nolan and East Donner Canals
Pump To: Intercoastal Waterway

Facility Floor Elevation: 3.6’ NGVD

Capacity (CFS)

Pumps =  4650cfs

Click BlueText for additional pump information
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AREA W-3B

P.S. #13 
Orleans Parish, West Bank LOWER SLAB EL 3.6 NGVD

UPPER SLAB EL 7.6 NGVD

 FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

*NOTE: No auxiliary power available. 
57% loss of station capacity when commercial power is not available.

ELEVATION 4.6 Two vacuum pumps for two 1050cfs pumps flood.
ELEVATION 4.6 Bearings for two 1050cfs & two 1000cfs pumps ingest water.
ELEVATION 7.6 60Hz electric motors for two 250cfs vertical pumps ingest water. 
ELEVATION 8.0 Fuel transfer pumps flood.

100% loss of station capacity
ELEVATION 8.0 Low voltage switch gear flood.
ELEVATION 8.0 Raw water pumps for pump seals and engines cooling flood.
ELEVATION 8.6 Horizontal pump controls flood.
ELEVATION 8.6 60Hz electric motors for 1050cfs, horizontal pumps flood.
ELEVATION 9.0 Two 480V generators flood.
ELEVATION 9.6 Motors for two motor driven vacuum pumps flood.
ELEVATION 9.6 4160/480V transformers flood.
ELEVATION 9.6 50cfs vertical pump motor floods.
ELEVATION 14.5 13800/4160V transformer floods.
ELEVATION 15.6 Raw water vertical pump motors flood.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Brick with metal truss roof.
Roof is a lightweight cement type product.
Windows are covered with translucent corrugated fiberglass panels.
One unbraced rollup door.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area W-4A

BELLE CHASSE PUMPING STATION No 1
Name : Belle Chasse #1
Parish : Plaquemines
Address : 206 Pump Station Road
Phone Numbers : 504-394-3290
Station Manager : Kenny Kitt
Position :  Latitude 29:51:06.00  Longitude –90:01:00.00
Pump From : Barriere Canal
Pump To: Intercoastal Canal

Facility Floor Elevation: +7.6

Capacity (CFS)

Pump1 = 800 cfs
Pump2 = 800 cfs
Pump3 = 150 cfs
Pump4 = 903 cfs
Pump5 = 903 cfs

Click BlueText for additional pump information
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AREA W-4A

BELLE CHASSE P.S. #1
Plaquemines Parish, East Bank SLAB EL 7.6 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 5.6 240/480V, 60kW engine generator-set floods.
ELEVATION 8.0 Electrical air compressor floods.
ELEVATION 9.0 Two 800cfs & two 903cfs horizontal diesel pump engines and diesel air

compressor floods. (Compressor needed to start several pump engines).
100% loss of station capacity

ELEVATION 10.5 Vacuum pumps flood.
ELEVATION 11.0 Diesel fuel tank air intakes flood.

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

BLDG.#1:
Steel frame building with cement board walls & roof.
Skylights above pumps.
One unbraced rollup door.
Windows-all shuttered.
BLDG. #2
Steel frame building.
Windows-all shuttered.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes



Area W-4A

BELLE CHASSE PUMPING STATION No 2
Name : Belle Chasse #2
Parish : Plaquemines
Address : Chancelor Dr., Belle Chasse
Phone Numbers : 504-394-1303
Station Manager : Mike Ragas
Position :  Latitude 29:53:04.38  Longitude –89:59:51.03
Pump From : Belle Chasse Drainage Canal
Pump To: Intercoastal Canal

Facility Floor Elevation: +10’6”

Capacity (CFS)

Pump1 = 330 cfs
Pump2 = 330 cfs
Pump3 = 330 cfs

Click BlueText for additional pump information
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AREA W-4A

BELLE CHASSE P.S. #2
Plaquemines Parish, East Bank SLAB EL 10.5 NGVD

FLOOD DAMAGE RISK:

ELEVATION 11.5 Air compressor floods.
ELEVATION 12.5 120/208V, 50kW engine generator-set and diesel lubrication pump flood.
ELEVATION 13.5 330cfs vertical diesel engines for pumps flood.

100% loss of station capacity

WIND DAMAGE RISK:

Steel frame building with cement board walls & roof.
Skylights above pumps.
One unbraced rollup door.
Windows-all shuttered.

SIPHON POTENTIAL: Yes
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APPENDIX C  P1

9. Greater Metropolitan New Orleans Area - East Bank Of the
Mississippi River

A. Area E-1 East Bank St. Charles Parish

Area E-1 is not addressed in this report.

B. Area E-2 East Bank Jefferson Parish

1) In the event of catastrophic flooding the area may experience water elevations
in excess of 20 feet ngvd.  Within a few hours after storm passage water levels in
the leveed areas would recede only to the elevation of the top of the levees, about
+ 14 ft. ngvd, unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred.  Within a few days,
if unattended, water levels would recede to elevation +5, the lowest elevation
along the line of protection at the natural ground contours near the Mississippi
River.  If levees and floodwalls remained intact, water depths in low areas could
be as deep as 13 feet after the storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of the storm
water levels in Lake Pontchartrain would recede to a normal high level of +3 to
+4 feet ngvd.  Lake level most likely would remain above normal for another 1-2
weeks while marshes surrounding the Lake drain their surcharge of flood water.
Pumping stations in the aftermath of such a catastrophic event could not operate
normally without extensive repairs, but might be capable of siphoning water from
the interior drainage canals, if debris can be kept clear of the intakes.

2) In the event that breaching of the line of protection is necessary, drainage of
most of the area to lake level will take one or more days depending upon the
width of the breach.

Appendix D  Table E-2
Area E-2: Jefferson Parish East Bank

Gravity Drainage Down To Outside Stage
Breach Width

(feet) Days
100 34.6
500 6.9

1000 3.6
2650 1.3

This would leave the interior stage at +4 to +1.5 depending upon the lake stage.
If the breach can remain open until lake levels return to normal, interior elevations
for those areas that can drain freely into the lake will reach about 1.5 feet.

3) On the east bank of Jefferson Parish the land generally slopes from the river
toward Lake Pontchartrain.  With the exception of Hoey’s Basin, most floodwater



APPENDIX C  P2

in the parish can drain by gravity through the existing drainage culverts and
canals toward the 4 pumping stations located along the lakefront.  The 2 smaller
pumping stations located in the lateral levees may be less functional.  If debris
clogs the normal flow path, removal of the obstruction or breaching of the
roadway or other obstruction must be pursued.  Elevated roadbeds, such as I-10,
US 61and it’s parallel railroad bed, US 90, and Causeway, and the filled area
encompassing the N.O. International Airport can create such obstructions to flow.

4) Hoey’s Basin presents a unique problem.  Hoey’s Basin is a separate drainage
area surrounded by alluvial ridges; the area normally drains into the 17th Street
Canal.  Hoey’s Basin is surrounded by the Mississippi River aluvial ridge to the
south and Metairie ridge to the north and west.  It drains toward the east via
several culverts into the 17th Street Canal.  From the canal this drainage is
discharged into Lake Pontchartrain by Pumping Station No.6.  In the event of loss
of Pumping Station No.6 this area will remain flooded to a height equal to the
lowest elevation of the surrounding ridges, about +3, or drain by gravity into
some of the lower areas of portions of New Orleans to which it is connected by
the 17th Street and Palmetto Canals.  To drain this area more, all or part of
Pumping Stations No. 6 will have will have to be restored into operation, or a
breach will have to be made in the 17th Street Canal along the line of protection at
Pumping Station No. 6.

C. Area E-3 Metro New Orleans

1) In the event of catastrophic flooding the area may experience water elevations
in excess of 20 feet ngvd.  Within a few hours after storm passage water levels in
the leveed areas would recede only to the elevation of the top of the levees, about
+ 13 ft. ngvd, unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred.  If levees and
floodwalls remained intact, water depths in low area could be as deep as 21 feet
after the storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of the storm water levels in Lake
Pontchartrain would recede to a normal high level of +3 to +4 feet ngvd.  Lake
level most likely would remain above normal for another 1-2 weeks while
marshes surrounding the Lake drain their surcharge of flood water.  Pumping
stations in the aftermath of such a catastrophic event could not operate normally
without extensive repairs, but might be capable of siphoning water from the
interior drainage canals, if debris can be kept clear of the intakes.

2) In the event that breaching of the line of protection is necessary, drainage of
most of the area to lake level will take one or more days depending upon the
width of the breach.
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Appendix D  Table E-3
Area E-3: Orleans Parish East Bank

New Orleans Metro
Gravity Drainage Down To Outside Stage
Width of Breach at

+2 feet NGVD (feet) Days to Empty

100 28.5
500 5.5

1000 3.0
2650 1.0

This would leave the interior stage at +4 to +2 depending upon the stage in the
Lake or IHNC.  If the breach can remain open until lake levels return to normal,
interior elevations for those areas that can drain freely into the lake will reach
about 2 feet.  But drainage by gravity from the central part of the city is
impossible because of alluvial and man-made ridges.

3) On the east bank of Orleans the land generally slopes from the river toward
Lake Pontchartrain.  However, the area is divided by higher ground into three low
areas, which are drained by interior pumps.  Sand was pumped from the Lake
bottom to create a landfill between Robert E. Lee and a newly constructed seawall
along the lakefront during the 1930’s.  This landfill prevents gravity drainage of
the city into the Lake.  The landfill combined with the Metairie/Gentilly ridge and
the levees that surround the entire area form a low pocket in Lakeview.  The
Mississippi River alluvial bank, the Metairie/Gentilly ridge and another alluvial
ridge along Esplanade Avenue isolate the Uptown area.  A third area near Poland
Avenue is formed by the levees along the IHNC, the Metairie/Gentilly ridge, and
the Esplanade Ridge.  The high surrounding area forces the Uptown area to drain
by gravity toward several pumping stations located along the lowest points in this
part of the city, Pumping Stations 1, 2 and Monticello.   These pumping stations
lift drainage water to another set of pumping stations, Pumping Stations 6, 7 and
3, that discharge into Lake Pontchartrain via the 17th Street, London and Orleans
Outfall Canals. The Lakeview area is drained into Lake Pontchartrain by the
pumping stations along the lakefront, Pump Stations 6, 12, 7, 3, and 4.  The
Poland Avenue area is drained by Pumping Stations 3, 17, and 19 into the London
Avenue Outfall Canal, the Misssissippi River and the IHNC, respectively.  A
siphon is currently located underneath the IHNC connecting the canal at Pumping
Station 19 with Pumping Station 5 in the lower 9th Ward.  Originally this siphon
allowed Pump Station 5 to drain the area currently serviced by Pumping Station
19.  This siphon might be used to drain the Metro area if it is still in service at the
time required.

4) If an exterior levee or floodwall were breached, interior levees and natural
ridges would prevent the drainage of the city by gravity below about elevation +2.
Addition relief could be achieved, if the levee along Bayou St John was breached
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and the floodgate at the entrance to Bayou St. John at Lake Pontchartrain was
opened.  However, this floodgate is only 30 ft wide so drainage would be slow
and would rely on the internal network of drainage canal for it’s supply of
floodwater.  Many other floodgates are located within this section of this city.
Most are concentrated along the IHNC corridor.  A few have sills low enough to
allow them to contribute to draining parts of the city; but again the gates will have
to rely on the interior drainage network for supply.  If debris clogs the normal
flow path, removal of the obstruction or breaching of the roadway or other
obstruction must be pursued.  Most of the area could not be drained below the
normal elevation of Lake Pontchartrain, even with these efforts and would have to
rely on restored pumping capacity for any addition removal of floodwaters.

D. Area E-4a New Orleans East, Citrus

1) Drainage after inundation.  In the event of catastrophic flooding the area may
experience water elevations in excess of 20 feet ngvd.  Within a few hours after
storm passage water levels in the levee areas would recede only to the elevation of
the top of the levees, about + 13 ft. ngvd, unless failure of a levee or floodwall
occurred.  If levees and floodwalls remained intact, water depths in low area
could be as deep as 20 feet after the storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of the
storm water levels in Lake Pontchartrain would recede to a normal high level of
+3 to +4 feet ngvd.  Lake level most likely would remain above normal for
another 1-2 weeks while marshes surrounding the Lake drain their surcharge of
flood water.  Pumping stations in the aftermath of such a catastrophic event could
not operate normally without extensive repairs, but might be capable of siphoning
water from the interior drainage canals, if debris can be kept clear of the intakes.

2) In the event that breaching of the line of protection is necessary, drainage of
most of the area to lake level will take one or more days depending upon the
width of the breach.

          
Appendix D  Table E-4A

Area E-4A: Orleans Parish East Bank
New Orleans East (Citrus)

Gravity Drainage Down To Outside Stage
Width of Breach

(feet) Days to Empty

100 24.5
500 5.0

1000 2.5
2650 1.0

This would leave the interior stage at +4 to +1.5 depending upon the lake stage.
If the breach can remain open until lake levels return to normal, interior elevations
for those areas that can drain freely into the lake will reach about 1.5 feet.
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3) The area is surrounded by hurricane protection levees along the IHNC, Lake
Pontchartrain, and the MRGO/IHNC and separated from area E-4b by the Maxent
Canal Levee, a small local levee about 3 ft. ngvd.  The Gentilly Ridge bisects the
New Orleans East Citrus area from east to west; and I-510 bisects the area from
north to south.  The ridge has a minimum elevation of about +1 ft. ngvd.   I-510 is
elevated along several reaches and at ground level along others.  Below elevation
+1, floodwaters will flow away from the ridge, toward Lake Pontchartrain to the
north of the ridge and toward the MRGO/GIWW to the south of the ridge.  But
the ridge should not retard drainage of the area to normal lake stage at the time of
a levee breach.  Also flow from the Bayou Sauvage area, Area 4b, is possible,
since the levee separating the 2 areas is only at about elevation +3 ft. ngvd.  Flow
toward any breach can be retarded by debris.  If debris clogs the normal flow
path, removal of the obstruction or breaching of the roadway or other obstruction
must be pursued.  Elevated roadbeds, such as I510, I-10, US 90, Old Gentilly
Road, or any of the numerous railroad embankments that parallel US 90 between
US 90 and the MRGO/GIWW, can create such obstructions to flow.

4) After the basin is drained by gravity, pumping stations will have to be restored
to remove the remaining floodwaters.  On the north side of the ridge 4 pumping
stations drain the area: 3 at the Lakefront, Pump Stations 10, 14, and 16; and 1
along the IHNC, the Dwyer Pumping Station.  Three pumping stations drain the
area south of the ridge: Amid, Elaine and Grant stations.  The Village D’Lest area
is drained by the Maxent Pumping Station into the Maxent Canal.  This drainage
is combined with the other runoff from the area between I-510 and the Maxent
Levee, with one exception, and pumped into the MRGO/GIWW by Pumping
Station 15.  The exception is the Michoud Complex occupied by NASA.  Its
drainage is handled independently of the N.O. Sewage and Water Board System.
The Michoud area is pumped into the MRGO/GIWW also.

E. Area E-4b New Orleans East, Bayou Sauvage

1) In the event of catastrophic flooding the area may experience water elevations
in excess of 20 feet ngvd.  Within a few hours after storm passage water levels in
the leveed areas would recede only to the elevation of the top of the levees, about
+ 13 ft. ngvd, unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred.  If levees and
floodwalls remained intact, water depths in low areas could be 18 feet after the
storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of the storm water levels in Lake
Pontchartrain would recede to a normal high level of +3 to +4 feet ngvd.  Lake
level most likely would remain above normal for another 1-2 weeks while
marshes surrounding the Lake drain their surcharge of flood water.  Pumping
stations in the aftermath of such a catastrophic event could not operate normally
without extensive repairs, but might be capable of siphoning water from the
interior drainage canals, if debris can be kept clear of the intakes.
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2) In the event that breaching of the line of protection is necessary, drainage of
most of the area to lake level will take one or more days depending upon the
width of the breach.

Appendix D  Table E-4B
Area E-4B: Orleans Parish East Bank

New Orleans East (Bayou Sauvage)
Gravity Drainage Down To Outside Stage

Width of Breach
(feet) Days to Empty

100 17.5
500 3.5

1000 2.0
2650 1.0

This would leave the interior stage at +4 to +1.5 depending upon the lake stage.
If the breach can remain open until lake levels return to normal, interior elevations
for those areas that can drain freely into the lake will reach about 1.5 feet.

3) The area is surrounded by hurricane protection levees along Lake
Pontchartrain, the MRGO/GIWW and from South Point to the GIWW; it is
separated from area E-4a by the Maxent Canal Levee, a small local levee about 3
ft. ngvd.  The Gentilly Ridge along US 90 bisects the New Orleans East Bayou
Sauvage area from east to west.  The ridge has a minimum elevation of about +1.5
ft. ngvd.  Below elevation +1.5, floodwaters will flow away from the ridge,
toward Lake Pontchartrain to the north of the ridge and toward the
MRGO/GIWW to the south of the ridge.  But the ridge should not retard drainage
of the area to normal lake stage at the time of a levee breach.  Several floodgates
are located in the South Point to GIWW levee north of US 90.  The purpose of
these structures is to provide normal tidal interchange into these areas; thus
preserving them as wetlands.  If these structures are operable after a storm, they
can be used to assist in draining the area.  Also flow from the Citrus area, Area 4a,
is possible, since the levee separating the 2 areas is only at about elevation +3 ft.
ngvd.  It is unknown at this time if culverts connect the areas north and south of
the ridge along US 90.  If insufficient flow between the 2 areas exist, then
additional breaching of the N.O. East Back Levee will be required to drain the
area to the normal lake stage.  Flow toward any breach can be retarded by debris.
If debris clogs the normal flow path, removal of the obstruction or breaching of
the roadway or other obstruction must be pursued.  The only elevated roadbeds in
the area are I-10, US 90, and the railroad embankment that parallels US 90
between the MRGO/GIWW and US 90.

4) After the basin is drained by gravity, pumping stations will have to be restored
to remove the remaining floodwaters.  Gated culverts connect this area to
Pumping Station 15 in area E-4a via the Maxent Canal.  The area south of US 90
can be drained by Pump Station 15, but most probably only after the developed
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area, area E-4a, has been drained sufficiently.  If drainage in the area south of US
90 is separable from the area to the north, then the area north of US 90 can be
allowed to drain through the gated structures in the South Point to GIWW levee.
Since this area is mostly a wildlife refuge a lengthy period of high water is not
crucial.

F. Area E-5a, St. Bernard - Developed Area

1) In the event of catastrophic flooding the area may experience water elevations
in excess of 20 feet ngvd.  Within a few hours after storm passage water levels in
the leveed areas would recede only to the elevation of the top of the levees, about
+ 13.5 ft. ngvd, unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred.  If levees and
floodwalls remained intact, water depths in low areas could be as deep as 18.5
feet after the storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of the storm water levels in the
surrounding water bodies, the IHNC, MRGO and Lake Borgne, would recede to a
normal high level of +3 to +4 feet ngvd.  Water levels most likely would remain
above normal for another 1-2 weeks while marshes surrounding Lake
Pontchartrain drain their surcharge of floodwater through this area to the Gulf of
Mexico.  Pumping stations in the aftermath of such a catastrophic event could not
operate normally without extensive repairs, but might be capable of siphoning
water from the interior drainage canals, if debris can be kept clear of the intakes.

2) The levee protection network in the lower 9th ward of New Orleans and St.
Bernard is unique.  The developed area is surrounded by the Mississippi River
levee and a local back levee about 8 ft. ngvd in height.  Beyond the local levee is
a large sump surrounded with a federal hurricane protection levee varying in
height from 17.5 ft. ngvd along the MRGO to 13 ft. ngvd in the IHNC.  The
hurricane protection levee along the sump turns west away from the MRGO just
north of Yscloskey and returns to the Mississippi River to close the loop of
protection around the developed area of St. Bernard.  If inundation occurs across
the entire area, the sump area would have to be drained to elevation +8, the height
of the back levee, before the developed area north of the Violet Canal could be
drained.  The area south of the Violet Canal and south of La. Hwy 46 could be
drained from a breach in the lower section of levee between Yscloskey and the
Mississippi River.  The area between the Violet Canal and north of La. Hwy 46
could be drained in either direction by a breach; but probably would be most
efficiently drained by a breach toward the sump, because of the elevation of the
highway, which is located on an alluvial ridge.

3) In the event that breaching of the line of protection is necessary, drainage of
most of the area to normal outside water level will take one or more days
depending upon the width of the breach and the sequence of breaching the interior
and hurricane protection levees.  A summary table of approximate times is given
below.  Note that for simplification, the table presumes that drainage of the sump
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to +8 will be necessary before drainage of the developed areas can begin.  As
discussed above other scenarios are possible.

Appendix D  Table E-5A
Area E-5A: St. Bernard and Orleans Parishes
Chalmette and New Orleans Lower 9TH Ward

Gravity Drainage Down To Outside Stage

Width of Breach(feet) Days to Empty Total
Area  from+13 to +8

Days to Empty
Developed Area
from +8 to +3

100 29.0 10.0
500 6.0 4.0

1000 3.0 2.0
2650 1.0 1.0

Breaching of levees would leave the interior stage at +4 to +1.5 depending upon
the exterior stage.  If the breach can remain open until exterior water levels return
to normal, interior floodwater elevations for those areas that can drain freely into
the surrounding water bodies will reach about 1.5 feet.  Flow toward any breach
can be retarded by debris.  If debris clogs the normal flow path, removal of the
obstruction or breaching of the roadway or other obstruction must be pursued.  No
significantly elevated roadbeds parallel the levee system in St. Bernard Parish.
Some elevated roadbeds bisect the area, but because of the drainage pattern in the
area these roadbeds are not obstructive to flow.

3) The normal drainage pattern in the developed area is from high ground along
the Mississippi River toward the back levee.  At the back levee drainage is
captured by a man-made canal, which runs generally along the inside perimeter of
the canal in the entire basin.  The developed area is surrounded by local and
hurricane protection levees that divide it into 3 distinct drainage basins: from the
lower 9th Ward of New Orleans to the Violet Canal; from the Violet Canal to La.
Hwy 46; and below La. Hwy 46 to the Hurricane Protection Levee.  Seven
pumping stations drain the lower 9th Ward of New Orleans and the Chalmette
areas up river of the Violet Canal.  The lower 9th Ward area is drained by New
Orleans Sewage and Water Board Pumping Station 5.  This area is divided from
St. Bernard by a railroad embankment but connected by an open channel along
inside of the back levee.  The Chalmette area is bisected by La. Hwy 47, Paris
Road, an extension of I-510 that runs from the back levee to the Mississippi
River.  Paris Road is only slightly elevated above the surrounding natural ground
elevations.  St Bernard Pumping Stations 1, 2 and 6 drain the area above Paris
Road.  Pumping Stations 3, 4, and 7 drain the area below Paris Road.  The
drainage area below the Violet Canal to La. Hwy 46 is drained by Pumping
Station 5.  Pumping station 8 drains the area below La. Hwy 46 to the hurricane
protection levee.  La. Hwy 46 is located along an old alluvial ridge of the
Mississippi River; the highway varies in elevation from +9 at the Mississippi
River to +4 where it crosses the hurricane protection levee.
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G. Area E-5b, St. Bernard Sump Area

1) In the event of catastrophic flooding the area may experience water elevations
in excess of 20 feet ngvd.  Within a few hours after storm passage water levels in
the leveed areas would recede only to the elevation of the top of the levees, about
+ 13.5 ft. ngvd, unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred.  If levees and
floodwalls remained intact, water depths in low areas could be as deep as 13 to 20
feet after the storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of the storm water levels in the
surrounding water bodies, the IHNC, MRGO and Lake Borgne, would recede to a
normal high level of +3 to +4 feet ngvd.  Water levels most likely would remain
above normal for another 1-2 weeks while marshes surrounding Lake
Pontchartrain drain their surcharge of floodwater through this area to the Gulf of
Mexico.

2) The levee protection network in the lower 9th ward of New Orleans and St.
Bernard is unique.  The sump area is surrounded by the Lake Pontchartrain and
Vicinity Hurricane Protection Levee along the MRGO and a local back levee
about 8 ft. ngvd in height. The hurricane protection levee varies in height from
17.5 ft. ngvd along the MRGO to 13 ft. ngvd in the IHNC.  If inundation occurs
across the entire area, the sump area would have to be drained to elevation +8, the
height of the back levee, before the developed area north of the Violet Canal
could be drained.  The area south of the Violet Canal and south of La. Hwy 46
could be drained from a breach in the lower section of levee between Yscloskey
and the Mississippi River.  The area between the Violet Canal and north of La.
Hwy 46 could be drained in either direction by a breach; but probably would be
most efficiently drained by a breach toward the sump, because of the elevation of
the highway, which is located on an alluvial ridge.

3) In the event that breaching of the line of protection is necessary, drainage of
most of the area to normal outside water level will take one or more days
depending upon the width of the breach and the sequence of breaching the interior
and hurricane protection levees.  A summary table of approximate times is given
below.  Note that for simplification, the table presumes that drainage of the entire
area to +8 will be necessary before drainage of the other areas can begin.
Drainage of the sump as an individual unit can begin after water levels recede
below +8.  As discussed above other scenarios are possible.
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Appendix D  Table E-5B
Area E-5B: St. Bernard and Orleans Parishes
Chalmette and New Orleans Lower 9TH Ward

Gravity Drainage Down To Outside Stage

Width of Breach(feet) Days to Empty Total
Area  from+13 to +8

Days to Empty
Developed Area
from +8 to +3

100 29.0 17.0
500 6.0 4.0

1000 3.0 2.0
2650 1.0 1.0

Breaching of levees would leave the interior stage at +4 to +1.5 depending upon
the exterior stage.

3) If the breach can remain open until exterior water levels return to normal,
interior floodwater elevations for those areas that can drain freely into the
surrounding water bodies will reach about 1.5 feet.  Flow toward any breach can
be retarded by debris.  If debris clogs the normal flow path, removal of the
obstruction or breaching of the roadway or other obstruction must be pursued.
La. Hwy 47, Paris Road, is the only elevated roadway within the sump area.
Because it is significantly elevated above the surrounding marsh, it could present
an obstruction to flow across the sump and may have to be breached to facilitate
drainage.

4) This area is not pumped, but serves as a receiving sump for St. Bernard
Pumping Station 1 through 7 and Sewage and Water Board Pumping Station 5 in
the lower 9th Ward of Orleans Parish.  Two 56-foot wide floodgates at Bayous
Bienvenue and Dupre allow the pump station discharge to flow into the MRGO
and its surrounding waters.  The gates also remain open allowing the ebb and
flood of normal tides.  The floodgates are closed when the exterior stage exceeds
2 feet or when small craft warnings associated with a hurricane are posted by the
National Weather Service.
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10. Greater Metropolitan New Orleans Area - West Bank Of
the  Mississippi River

A. Area W-1 Cataouatche - West Bank Jefferson Parish

1) In the event of catastrophic flooding the area may experience water elevations
in excess of 20 feet ngvd.  Within a few hours after storm passage water levels in
the leveed areas would recede only to the elevation of the top of the levees, about
+ 4 ft. ngvd currently, unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred.  If levees
and floodwalls remained intact, water depths in low area could be as deep as 9
feet after the storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of the storm water levels in
Barataria Basin would recede to a normal high level of +3 to +4 feet ngvd.  Water
levels most likely would remain above normal for another 1-2 weeks while
Barataria marshes surrounding Lakes Des Allemands, Salvador and Cataouatche
drain their surcharge of flood water.  Pumping stations in the aftermath of such a
catastrophic event could not operate normally without extensive repairs, but might
be capable of siphoning water from the interior drainage canals, if debris can be
kept clear of the intakes.

2) The northern side of the basin is protected from flooding by the Mississippi
River levee.  The hurricane protection project, when completed, will provide
levee heights surrounding the western and southern sides of the basin varying
from elevation +6.5 ft. ngvd to +10.5.  On the eastern side this basin is separated
from the Westwego area by a series of railroad embankments at about elevation
+6 ft. ngvd north of the West Bank Expressway, and a ridge south of the West
Bank Expressway, at elevation +2 ft. ngvd, along Avenue A in Westwego.  In the
event that breaching of the line of protection is necessary, drainage of most of the
area to exterior water level will take one or more days depending upon the width
of the breach.

Appendix D  Table W-1
Area W-1: Jefferson Parish West Bank

Lake Cataouatche Basin
Gravity Drainage Down To Outside Stage

Width of Breach
(feet) Days to Empty

100 20.0
500 4.0

1000 2.0
2650 1.0

This would leave the interior stage at +4 to +1.5 depending upon the lake stage.
If the breach can remain open until lake levels return to normal, interior elevations
for those areas that can drain freely into the lake will reach about 1.5 feet.
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3) On the west bank of Jefferson Parish in the Cataouatche Basin the land
generally slopes from the river toward Lake Cataouatche.  With the exception of
South Avondale, most floodwater in the basin can drain by gravity through the
existing drainage culverts and canals toward the 4 pumping stations located along
the perimeter of the basin in the hurricane protection levee.  Because the South
Avondale area has been pumped for many years, ground elevations are the lowest
in the basin; therefore this area will have to be pumped to drain completely.  If
debris clogs the normal flow path, removal of the obstruction or breaching of the
roadway or other obstruction must be pursued.  Elevated roadbeds, such as US 90,
Bridge City Avenue, the West Bank Expressway, Lapalco Blvd, and the many
railroad beds, which parallel the Mississippi River between the River and US 90,
can create such obstructions to flow.

4) The basin contains an interior levee of about elevation 3 to 4 feet, which
separates the developed area from the undeveloped low lying area, which is used
for storage of rainfall runoff, from the populated part of the basin.  A complicated
series of canals, gates and culverts channel drainage water from the northern
reaches of the basin, Avondale and South Avondale, to the Cataouatche and
Bayou Segnette Pumping Stations.  On the western side of the basin a small
pumping station, the Highway 90 Pumping Station, assists with drainage of the
South Kenner area.  Drainage canals and culverts interconnect these areas, so that
any of the 4 pumping stations can drain any portion of the basin.  Some of the
areas north of US 90 near the Mississippi River will drain dry at elevations of
between +4 and +1.5 ft ngvd, because of the natural ground elevations in those
areas.  But to drain the area completely after inundation, especially South
Avondale, one or more of the pumping stations must be restored.

B. Area W-2 Westwego to Harvey Canal - West Bank Jefferson
Parish

1) In the event of catastrophic flooding the area may experience water elevations
in excess of 20 feet ngvd.  Within a few hours after storm passage water levels in
the leveed areas would recede only to the elevation of the top of the levees, about
+ 6 ft. ngvd currently, unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred.  If levees
and floodwalls remained intact, water depths in low area could be as deep as 10
feet after the storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of the storm water levels in
Barataria Basin would recede to a normal high level of +3 to +4 feet ngvd.  Water
levels most likely would remain above normal for another 1-2 weeks while
Barataria marshes surrounding Lakes Des Allemands, Salvador and Cataouatche
drain their surcharge of flood water.  Pumping stations in the aftermath of such a
catastrophic event could not operate normally without extensive repairs, but might
be capable of siphoning water from the interior drainage canals, if debris can be
kept clear of the intakes.
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2) The northern side of the basin is protected from flooding by the Mississippi
River levee.  The hurricane protection project, now under construction, will
provide levee heights surrounding the remainder of the basin varying from +9.5 in
the northern reaches to +12 toward the southern end.  On the western side the
basin is separated from the Cataouatche area by a series of railroad embankments
at about elevation +6 ft. ngvd north of the West Bank Expressway, and a ridge
south of the West Bank Expressway, at elevation +2 ft. ngvd, along Avenue A in
Westwego. In the event that breaching of the line of protection is necessary,
drainage of most of the area to exterior water level will take one or more days
depending upon the width of the breach.

Appendix D  Table W-2
Area W-2: Jefferson Parish West Bank

Westwego to Harvey Canal
Gravity Drainage Down To Outside Stage

Width of Breach
(feet) Days to Empty

100 11.5
500 2.0

1000 1.5
2650 1.0

This would leave the interior stage at +4 to +1.5 depending upon the exterior
stage.  If the breach can remain open until water levels return to normal, interior
elevations for those areas that can drain freely will reach about 1.5 feet.

3) On the west bank of Jefferson Parish in the Westwego to Harvey basin the
land generally slopes from the river toward the Gulf.  A ridge at about elevation +
5 ft. ngvd at its lowest point bisects the basin from north to south, from the
Mississippi River to Ames Blvd./Barataria Blvd to La Hwy 45.  This ridge
separates the basin into 2 distinct gravity drainage units, although culverts and
canals interconnect the two in several places.  Most floodwater in the basin can
drain by gravity through the existing drainage culverts and canals toward the 11
pumping stations located along the perimeter of the basin in the hurricane
protection levee.  If debris clogs the normal flow path, removal of the obstruction
or breaching of the roadway or other obstruction must be pursued.  Elevated
roadbeds, such as Fourth Street, the West Bank Expressway, Lapalco Blvd, the
Lafitte/Larose Hwy, Hwy 45, and the many railroad beds, which parallel the
Mississippi River between the River and Fourth Street, can create such
obstructions to flow.

4) The basin has been divided by the parish into several forced drainage
compartments: the Westwego basin is drained by Westwego Pumping Stations
1&2; Lincolnshire and the area to its north is drained by the Westmister Pumping
Station; the northern areas including Marrero are drained by the Ames, Harvey
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and 2 Cousins Pumping Stations; the area west of the Hwy 45 Ridge is drained by
the Oak Cove and Mt. Kennedy Pumping Stations; the Woodmere/Estelle areas
are drained by the 2 Estelle Pumping Stations.  Rainfall runoff can be stored in the
southern reaches of the basin, which is mostly undeveloped.  The basin is
basically divided into 2 drainage basins by the Hwy 45 ridge.  Drainage canals
and culverts interconnect most areas with each other on the eastern side of the
ridge.  The same is true on the western side of the ridge.  No one pumping station
can drain the entire area, because of the ridge.  Some of the areas near the
Mississippi River will drain dry at elevations of between +4 and +1.5 ft ngvd,
because of the natural ground elevations in those areas.  But to drain the area
completely after inundation, several pumping stations must be restored.

C. Area W-3a Harvey Canal to Algiers Canal - West Bank Jefferson
- Plaquemines Parish

1) In the event of catastrophic flooding the area may experience water elevations
in excess of 20 feet ngvd.  Within a few hours after storm passage water levels in
the leveed areas would recede only to the elevation of the top of the levees, about
+ 5 ft. ngvd currently, unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred.  If levees
and floodwalls remained intact, water depths in low areas could be as deep as 10
feet after the storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of the storm water levels in
Barataria Basin would recede to a normal high level of +3 to +4 feet ngvd.  Water
levels most likely would remain above normal for another 1-2 weeks while
Barataria marshes surrounding Lakes Des Allemands, Salvador and Cataouatche
drain their surcharge of flood water.  Pumping stations in the aftermath of such a
catastrophic event could not operate normally without extensive repairs, but might
be capable of siphoning water from the interior drainage canals, if debris can be
kept clear of the intakes.

2) The northern side of the basin is protected from flooding by the Mississippi
River levee. The hurricane protection project, now under construction, will
provide levee heights surrounding the entire area of +9.5 ft. ngvd.  This area is
separated from Orleans Parish by the Donner Levee, approximately 3 to 4 ft. in
elevation.  In the event that breaching of the line of protection is necessary,
drainage of most of the area to exterior water levels in this basin will take one or
more days depending upon the width of the breach.

This would leave the interior stage at +4 to +1.5 depending upon the exterior
stage.  If the breach can remain open until water levels return to normal, interior
elevations for those areas that can drain freely will reach about 1.5 feet.
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Appendix D  Table W-3A
Area W-3A: Jefferson And Plaquemines

Parishes - West Bank
Harvey Canal to Algiers Canal

Gravity Drainage Down To Outside Stage
Width of Breach

(feet) Days to Empty

100 14.0
500 3.0

1000 1.5
2650 0.5

3) On the west bank of Jefferson Parish in the Harvey to Algiers basin the land
generally slopes away from the Mississippi River toward the Gulf.  Most
floodwater in the basin can drain by gravity through the existing drainage culverts
and canals toward the 2 pumping stations, Hero and Planters, located along Bayou
Barataria.  If debris clogs the normal flow path, removal of the obstruction or
breaching of the roadway or other obstruction must be pursued.  Elevated
roadbeds, such as Fourth Street, the West Bank Expressway, Lapalco Blvd, La.
Hwy 23, and the many railroad beds, which parallel the Mississippi River
between the River and Fourth Street, can create such obstructions to flow.

4) The basin is essentially one large forced drainage unit.  Rainfall runoff drains
by gravity through culverts into several open canals southward into Bayou
Barataria where it is discharged by the Hero and the Planters Pumping Stations
into the Harvey and Algiers Canals, respectively.  Some of the areas near the
Mississippi River will drain dry at elevations of between +4 and +1.5 ft ngvd,
because of the natural ground elevations in those areas.  But to drain the area
completely after inundation, several pumping stations must be restored.

D. Area W-3b Harvey Canal to Algiers Canal - West Bank Orleans
Parish

1) In the event of catastrophic flooding the area may experience water elevations
in excess of 20 feet ngvd.  Within a few hours after storm passage water levels in
the leveed areas would recede only to the elevation of the top of the levees, about
+ 5 ft. ngvd currently, unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred.  If levees
and floodwalls remained intact, water depths in low areas could be as deep as 11
feet after the storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of the storm water levels in
Barataria Basin would recede to a normal high level of +3 to +4 feet ngvd.  Water
levels most likely would remain above normal for another 1-2 weeks while
Barataria marshes surrounding Lakes Des Allemands, Salvador and Cataouatche
drain their surcharge of flood water.  Pumping stations in the aftermath of such a
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catastrophic event could not operate normally without extensive repairs, but might
be capable of siphoning water from the interior drainage canals, if debris can be
kept clear of the intakes.

2) The northern side of the basin is protected from flooding by the Mississippi
River levee. The hurricane protection project, now under construction, will
provide levee heights surrounding the entire area of +9.5 ft. ngvd.  This area is
separated from Jefferson/Plaquemines Parishes by the Donner Levee,
approximately 3 to 4 ft. in elevation.  In the event that breaching of the line of
protection is necessary, drainage of most of the area to exterior water levels in this
basin will take one or more days depending upon the width of the breach.

Appendix D  Table W-3B
Area W-3B: Orleans Parish - West Bank

Harvey Canal to Algiers Canal
Gravity Drainage Down To Outside Stage

Width of Breach
(feet) Days to Empty

100 5.5
500 1.5

1000 1.0
2650 0.5

This would leave the interior stage at +4 to +1.5 depending upon the exterior
stage.  If the breach can remain open until water levels return to normal, interior
elevations for those areas that can drain freely will reach about 1.5 feet.

3) On the west bank of Orleans Parish in the Harvey to Algiers basin the land
generally slopes away from the Mississippi River toward the Donner and Algiers
Canal Levees.  Most floodwater in the basin can drain by gravity through the
existing drainage culverts and canals toward the only pumping station in this
basin, Pump Station 13, located along the Algiers Canal.  If debris clogs the
normal flow path, removal of the obstruction or breaching of the roadway or other
obstruction must be pursued.  Elevated roadbeds, such as the West Bank
Expressway, General Meyer Ave., McArthur Blvd., General De Gaulle Dr., and
the many railroad beds located near and parallel to the Mississippi River, can
create such obstructions to flow.

4) The basin is essentially one large forced drainage unit.  Runoff drains by
gravity through culverts into several open canals toward the interior Algiers Canal
where it is discharged by Pumping Station 13 into the Algiers Canal (the GIWW).
Some of the areas near the Mississippi River will drain dry at elevations of
between +4 and +1.5 ft ngvd, because of the natural ground elevations in those
areas.  But to drain the area completely after inundation, the pumping station must
be restored; or this area must be connected to the area below the Donner Canal
and drained by those pumping stations.
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E. Area W-4a Algiers Canal to Hero Canal – Belle Chasse,
Plaquemines Parish

1)  In the event of catastrophic flooding the area may experience water elevations
in excess of 20 feet ngvd.  Within a few hours after storm passage water levels in
the leveed areas would recede only to the elevation of the top of the levees, about
+ 5 ft. ngvd currently, unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred.  If levees
and floodwalls remained intact, water depths in low areas could be as deep as 11
feet after the storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of the storm water levels in
Barataria Basin, and the Algiers Canal, would recede to a normal high level of +3
to +4 feet ngvd.  Water levels most likely would remain above normal for another
1-2 weeks while Barataria marshes surrounding Lakes Des Allemands, Salvador
and Cataouatche drain their surcharge of flood water.  Pumping stations in the
aftermath of such a catastrophic event could not operate normally without
extensive repairs, but might be capable of siphoning water from the interior
drainage canals, if debris can be kept clear of the intakes.

2) The northern side of the basin is protected from flooding by the Mississippi
River levee. The hurricane protection project, now under construction, will
provide levee heights surrounding the entire area of from +9.5 ft. to +10.5 ft.
ngvd.  This area is separated from Orleans Parish by the Donner Levee,
approximately +3 ft. in elevation.  In the event that breaching of the line of
protection is necessary, drainage of most of the area to exterior water levels in this
basin will take one or more days depending upon the width of the breach.

Appendix D  Table W-4A
Area W-4A: Plaquemines Parish - West

Bank
(Belle Chase)

Algiers Canal to Hero Canal
Gravity Drainage Down To Outside Stage

Width of Breach
(feet) Days to Empty

100 11.0
500 2.0

1000 1.0
2650 0.5

This would leave the interior stage at +4 to +1.5 depending upon the exterior
stage.  If the breach can remain open until water levels return to normal, interior
elevations for those areas that can drain freely will reach about 1.5 feet.

3) On the west bank of Plaquemines Parish in the basin between the Algiers and
Hero Canals, the land generally slopes away from the Mississippi River toward
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the Algiers Canal.  Most floodwater in the basin can drain by gravity through the
existing drainage culverts and canals toward the 2 pumping stations, Belle Chasse
Stations 1 & 2, located along the Algiers Canal.  If debris clogs the normal flow
path, removal of the obstruction or breaching of the roadway or other obstruction
must be pursued.  Elevated roadbeds can create such obstructions to flow.  In this
area the potential obstructive roadbeds are: La. Hwy 23, La. Hwy 406, Hebert
Blvd., Russell Dr., Walker Rd., and several railroad beds, both operational and
abandoned, which parallel the Mississippi River between the River and La. Hwy
23.

4) The basin is essentially one large forced drainage unit.  Runoff drains by
gravity through culverts and open canals into Bayou Barriere and Planters Canal.
These 2 canals function as one; they are located near to and parallel the Algiers
Canal.  Collected runoff is discharged by Belle Chasse Pumping Stations 1 & 2
into the Algiers Canal.  Some of the areas near the Mississippi River will drain
dry at elevations of between +4 and +1.5 ft ngvd, because of the natural ground
elevations in those areas.  But to drain the area completely after inundation, one of
the pumping stations must be restored.

F. Area W-4b Algiers Canal to Hero Canal - West Bank Orleans
Parish

1) In the event of catastrophic flooding the area may experience water elevations
in excess of 20 feet ngvd.  Within a few hours after storm passage water levels in
the leveed areas would recede only to the elevation of the top of the levees, about
+ 5 ft. ngvd currently, unless failure of a levee or floodwall occurred.  If levees
and floodwalls remained intact, water depths in low areas could be as deep as 9
feet after the storm.  Within 72 hours after passage of the storm water levels in
Barataria Basin, and the Algiers Canal, would recede to a normal high level of +3
to +4 feet ngvd.  Water levels most likely would remain above normal for another
1-2 weeks while Barataria marshes surrounding Lakes Des Allemands, Salvador
and Cataouatche drain their surcharge of flood water.  Pumping stations in the
aftermath of such a catastrophic event could not operate normally without
extensive repairs, but might be capable of siphoning water from the interior
drainage canals, if debris can be kept clear of the intakes.

2) The northern side of the basin is protected from flooding by the Mississippi
River levee. The hurricane protection project, now under construction, will
provide levee heights surrounding the entire area of from +9.5 to +10.5 ft. ngvd.
This area is separated from Plaquemines Parish by the Donner Levee,
approximately 3 ft. in elevation.  In the event that breaching of the line of
protection is necessary, drainage of most of the area to exterior water levels in this
basin will take one or more days depending upon the width of the breach.
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Appendix D  Table W-4B
Area W-4B: Orleans Parish - West Bank

Algiers - Lower Coast
Algiers Canal to Hero Canal

Gravity Drainage Down To Outside Stage
Width of Breach

(feet) Days to Empty

100 3.0
500 1.0

1000 1.0
2650 0.5

This would leave the interior stage at +4 to +1.5 depending upon the exterior
stage.  If the breach can remain open until water levels return to normal, interior
elevations for those areas that can drain freely will reach about 1.5 feet.

3) On the west bank of Orleans Parish in the Algiers to Hero basin the land
generally slopes away from the Mississippi River toward the Donner and Algiers
Canal Levees.  Most floodwater in the basin can drain by gravity through the
existing drainage culverts and canals toward the only pumping station in this
basin, Pump Station 11, located along the Algiers Canal.  If debris clogs the
normal flow path, removal of the obstruction or breaching of the roadway or other
obstruction must be pursued.  Elevated roadbeds can create such obstructions to
flow.  La. Hwy 406 appears to be the only elevated roadbed in the area to present
any obstruction to flow.  Although the English Turn Subdivision and Golf Course
has been developed in this area within the last few years, the area still remains
largely undeveloped.

4) The basin is essentially one large forced drainage unit.  Runoff drains by
gravity through culverts and open canals toward the channel at the toe of the
Donner Levee where it is discharged by Pumping Station 13 into the Algiers
Canal (the GIWW).  Some of the areas near the Mississippi River will drain dry at
elevations of between +4 and +1.5 ft ngvd, because of the natural ground
elevations in those areas.  But to drain the area completely after inundation, the
pumping station must be restored; or this area must be connected to the area
below the Donner Canal and drained by those pumping stations.



 



D) Geotechnical Considerations:  

1) General: The soil boring data from the eight project areas was reviewed and summarized in 
the form of areas where 20 feet or more clay material exists beneath the levee base, and all others. 
The areas that meet the 20-foot arbitrary criteria were further subdivided based upon land use. 
The effort was to develop some sense of areas where population density and habitation were low, 
and major public facilities were present as the most likely sites for breaching. Avoiding are as 
such as: previously/currently used as waste disposal sites, power generating facilities, fuel depots 
and sites which may be necessary for future restoration of life in the city such as rail roads and 
highways.  

2) Breaching Methods: It is likely that the saturated clay of a levee will NOT be  
moved using explosives, it is therefore necessary to use draglines and grade -all' s to degrade the 
pilot channel into the levee. The soil should be cast to the flood side so that the flow through the 
breach will car ry it away from the breach to prevent  
clogging of the cut. Floodwalls may present difficult breaching problems, they may either be 
pulled, driven down or if sufficient depth may be developed an explosive cutting charge may 
function well. Caution must be exercised in all these operations as reverse heads across these 
levees and floodwalls will have reduced the safety factors. The added load of earth moving 
equipment may be sufficient to induce failure which could lead to personal injury , loss of 
valuable equipment and a crevasse at that location.  

3) Equipment Access and Mobility: Again the levees and floodwalls were not designed to have 
reverse heads across them and significant danger to personnel could exist during the movement of 
heavy equipment or durin g breaching efforts. The most likely access points will be from the 
waterways, and lakes adjacent to the flood protection, on the flood side of the protection, see 
maps indicating the preferred breaching locations. A barge carrying the earthmover pushed by  a 
tug could access the levees/floodwalls at the closest point, which will be at the mouths of pump 
station or flood control structures canals. Many of the canals will be blocked by debris and those 
not so blocked will be blocked by bridges, however the le vees are nearest the water at the 
structures.  

4) Site Specific Discussion:  

a) E-l East Bank Area 1- St. Charles Parish:  

            1) No information developed at this time-  

       b) E-2 East Bank Area 2- Jefferson Parish:  

The major portion of the levees and floodwalls from the Bonnabel Boat Launch to  

the western tip of the flood protection adjacent to Lake Pontchartrain is founded 
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the pump station at mid reach or at the eastern most end of the levee. In both cases  
the access would be from the MRGO, via barge and tug. Future borrow would be 
from the landside from utilized lands of the management area. This levee has very 
large stabil ity berms, which extend to very , near the adjacent waterway.  

The entire lake front levee is constrained by having a railroad parallel and flood side 
of the levee. This levee is also fou nded upon a deep sand stratum.  

e) E-4B East Bank Area 4 -New Orleans East Bayou Sauvage:  

    The levees at both these sites have large stability berms, which may require some                              
    degrading to drain water .  

1) From the Michoud Canal to the end where the levee turns north is all founded on clay                                   
of 20 feet or greater. The most preferred sites would be adjacent to  
the pump station at mid reach or at the eastern most end of the levee. In both cases the       
access would be from the MRGO, via barge and tug. Future borrow would be from 
the landside under utilized lands.  
 

2) A site at the eastern end of the lake front levee in the Wild life management area  
      could be breached.  

     The entire lake front levee is constrained by having a railroad parallel and flood side of     
     the levee. This levee is also founded upon a deep sand stratum.  

f) E-5 East Bank Area 5 -Lake Pontchartrain and Vicinity St Bernard Parish:  

      1)  Florida Ave. to IHNC Lock has approximately 20 feet of clay beneath the   
             base of the levee making it a candidate area for breaching. The protection is provided    
             by a sheetpile floodwall embe dded in a small levee section for the most part.  
             Breaching of the wall portion could be done using explosives.  

3) Sites meeting the minimum criteria exist along the Eastern most levees adjacent to  the 
MRGO and along a segment of the levee leading away fro m the MRGO toward 
Verret. The site most likely for breaching is at the intersection of the levee parallel to 
the MRGO and the levee leading to Verret. Access for construction equipment is via 
barge and tug from the MRGO.  

     These levees have large stability berms, which may be higher than the ambient water level      
     outside the protected areas requiring some additional degrading to drain the water .  

 
      Note: There is a local interest levee approximately parallel to the Mississippi river levee    
      and bisecting the pari sh, which is inside the federal levee system, it runs from about Paris  
      road to the Verret community .The safety factor used for this  
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    locally designed levee is not the minimum customarily used by the Corps and it may fail as the    
    water contained by the federal system drains. The local system is thought to be founded upon  
    back swamp clays and could be breached near the pump station locations or any such location    
    with access with local approval.  

g) W-l West Bank Area 1- Lake Cataouatche:  

     From the Lake Cataouatche pump station to the Bayou Signet pump station a 20- foot    
     minimum clay layer exists beneath th e levee, making that area a potential for breach.  

    1)  The most likely site is centered on the canal from the lake to the levee nearest the center     
         of the reach. This site is based upon the land use, which seems to be more sparsely  
         populated than the remainder of the reach. The borrow could be from underutilized land  
         adjacent.  

h) W-2 West Bank Area 2 -Westwego to Harvey Canal:  

     1)  Along the Western side of the levees from the Westminster pump station just south of t he  
           Westwego seaplane canal to just south of the Oak Cove pump station the soils are clayey  
           beneath the levee. The site most conducive to breaching is near the New Westminster  
           pump station or about midway of the Orleans Village levee near a local drainage structure.  

     2)   On the East side of this area along the Harvey Canal from the southern most sheetpile  
           closure to the Estelle pump station. The most suitable site is about mid way from the New  
           Estelle pump station and the closure. The earth moving equipment could be barged into the  
           Harvey canal and oflloaded at the levee toe.  

i) W-3A West Bank Area 3- Harvey Canal to Algiers Canal including Jefferson and 
Plaquemines Parish West of Harvey Canal:  

      1)   The south eastern segment of the levee system is founded upon clay a bout 20 feet below 
            the levee toe from a location across the canal from the Plaquemines pump Station to  
            slightly north of the Boomtown Casin o site. The most likely site for breaching is in the  
            old construction yard site at the intersection of Harvey canal and Algiers canal. The earth  
            moving equipment could access either canal and be oflloaded onto the levee toe or at the  
            casino-landing site.  

j) W-3B West Bank Area 3- Harvey Canal to Algiers Canal Orleans Parish:  

    1)     The levee from approximately Algiers Lock to the New Orleans Sewage and Water  
             Board Pump Station # 13 could likely be used as a possible breach site.  
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               It is recommended that a site closer to the Pump Station away from the Algiers Lock site 
               be selected to facilitate repair in the future.  

     k) W-4A West Bank Area 4- Algiers Canal to Hero Canal Plaquemines Parish:  

          This levee is directly opposite the levee in area 3 Jefferson Parish above and may be  
          breached exactly opposite the breach for area 3.  

     l) W-4B West Bank Area 4- Algiers Canal to Hero Canal Orleans Parish:  

         The levee from approximately Algiers Lock to the approximate Parish boundary across the  
         canal from P.S. #13 could likely be used as a possible breach site. It is recommended that a  
         site closer to the Pump Station away from the Algiers Lock site be selected to facilitate 
         repair in the future.  

5) Closure of Breaches:  

    The breaches may either be caused by natural reaction to the reverse loading of the existing  
    flood protection or by our action taken to drain ponded water down to normal outside water  
    level. The levees cut in the effort to drain the city may be closed using sheet pile driven along  
    the original centerline of the levee. The soil necessary to support the sheetpile may have been  
    eroded away during the flow after breaching. The sheetpile should be expected to sustain a         
    loading of not more than 7 feet cantilever height. Substantial soil may have to be placed to  
    support the sheet pile through the breach zone; this should be thoroughly inspected, as it is  
    important to the function of the wall. The tip should be driven to a minimum depth of three feet  
    below ground surface for every one foot of exposed sheetpile, i.e. if 7 feet is exposed then 21  
    feet should be embedded as a minimum. Using stone along th e flood side berm toe alignment  
    to break waves directed at the floodwall is a near necessity these rocks , may also be used as a  
    toe dike to fill in the crevasse. A large sandbag dike along the landside may contain the fill  
    necessary to form a base necessary to support the floodwall on the landside. A bin wall (double  
    row of sheetpile) may also yield a satisfactory closure; it is recommended that ties between  
    walls be added at the one- third points for internal support. The actual crevasse must be  
    evaluated to detemiine the best means of closure. In the areas where the storm event causes  
    damage to the flood protection such as turning the wall over disturbing the foundation a bin  
    wall may be the best repair section.  

6) Recommended Breaches In The Metropolitan New Orleans Area:  

     In the unlikely event that a strong hurricane causes a storm surge to overtop hurricane  
     protection levees, floodwalls, and floodgates, the following areas have been chosen  
     recommendation based upon:  
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a)   Geologically acceptable areas, such that no sand layer of thickness greater than 2.0  
      feet can be found above elevation -20.0 NGVD, as sand is highly prone to scour.  
 
b)   Wide-open areas were chosen wherever possible, so as to minimize the imp act on 
      residential areas. Sensitive areas such as power plants and bridge pilings were also  
      avoided.  

c) Environmental concerns, so as to minimize waste flowing out of the breaches.  

d) Access to all breach areas for heavy equipment.  

e)   Low elevations were chosen, wherever possible, but portable pumps may be  
also required, as the natural ground within the protected area is lower than the   
ambient water level outside the protection.  

The area under study has been divided into the East Bank Lake Po ntchartrain & Vicinity and  
the West Bank & Vicinity. These areas will be designated EB and WB, respectively, followed 
by the area number and breach number. Utilizing a GPS receiver, the end points of each breach 
can be found from the latitude and longitud es provided below, as streets and landmarks will be 
submerged under such conditions. The endpoints indicate the limits of geological acceptability, 
and may need to be adjusted for physical obstacles found at the sites.  

7) Geologically Acceptable Sites for Breaches: 

       (See attached maps for Recommended Sites)  

                               Estimated 
Area    Width                     Location  

E-1-BO    TBA St   Charles Parish -sand bags placed along  
         the unfinished levee work  

E-2-B1   6900'    Jefferson Lakef ront from Jefferson Downs to 
                                                                              Treasure Chest Casino parking lot. 
                                                                               30ø2'44.002" 90ø15'04.968" to 
                                                                               30ø2'17.527" 90ø13'59.484"  
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E-2-B2   5160'   Jefferson Lakefront from east side of  
     Causeway to Bonnabel outfall canal  
     (To be used as a last resort only)  
                                                    30ø 1' 9.534" 90ø 9'14.184" to 
                                                    30ø 1' 9.836" 90ø 8'25.540"  
 
E-3-   140'   Orleans Lakefront -median of Canal  

    Blvd. (neutral ground)  
                                       (To be used as a last resort only) 
                                       30ø '34.504" 90ø 6'18.036" to 
                                       30ø 1'34.464" 90ø 6'19.584"  

E-3-B2  310'   Orleans Parish -IHNC SWof  
                          Florida Ave. R.R. bridge  

                                                    29ø 58'53.000" 90ø 1'23.016" to 
                                                    29ø 58'49.001" 90ø 1'21.000"  

E-3-B3   335'   Orleans Parish -IHNC SE of  
                                                    Florida Ave. R.R. bridge  
                                                    29ø 58'45.998" 90ø 1'14.016" to 
                                                    29ø 58'50.002" 90ø 1'14.016"  

E-4a-B1 1600'   Orleans Parish -Citrus Back Levee 
     along GIWW , just east of Read Road 
     30ø 0'11.016" 89ø 57'33.732" to 
     30ø 0' 2.466" 89ø 59' 8.772"  

E-4a-B2  475'   Orleans Parish -Citrus Back Levee along GIWW, at Grant St.  
                                                     P .S. 30ø 0'16.308" 89ø 56'58.704" 
                                                     to 30ø 0'17.320" 89ø 56'53.448"  

 E-4b-B11  913'   Orleans Parish -Citrus Back Levee 
     along GIWW , easternmost end of levee  
     30ø 2'30.408" 89ø 50' 8.880" to 
     30ø 2'36.960" 89ø 49'59.772"  

E-4b-B12  1900'   Orleans Parish -South Point near 
    junction of I -l0/US Hwy .11 
                                       30ø 7'46.301" 89ø 54'16.740" to 
                                       30ø 8' 3.214" 89ø 5' 5.544"  

E-4b-BI3  886'   Orleans Parish -South Point near 
                                                    junction ofl-10/US Hwy.11  
                                                    30ø 8'11.245" 89ø 53'56.832" to 
                                                    30ø 8' 2.836" 89ø 53'26.304"  
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E-5-B2  3600'    St. Bernard Parish -Chalmette 
                                                                              Extension, easternmost end along 

                                       the MRGO  
                                                                                            29ø 53'39.4401' 89ø 46126.328" to 
                                                                                            29ø 53'23.172" 89ø 45'49.752"  

W-1-B1  1000'    Jefferson Parish -Cataouatche 
                                                                                           East-West segment  
                                                                                           29ø 52'14.858" 90ø 12' 1.332" to 
                                                                                           29ø 52'14.275" 90ø 10'30.288"  

W-2-B1  3000'    Jefferson Parish -Westwego  
                                                                                           to Harvey -East-West segment just  
                                                                                           east of south end of old Westwego 
                                                                                           Airport. (To be used as a last 
                                                                                           resort only)  
                                                                                           29ø 52115.758" 90ø 8'16.908" to 
                                                                                           29ø 52'14.761" 90ø 7'42.276"  

W-2-B2   1440'    Jefferson Parish -Westwego to  
                                                                                           Harvey -North-South segment 
                                                                                           just south of Coubra Drive  
                                                                                           29ø 51'44.762" 90ø 6'54.072" to 
                                                                                           29ø 51 '29.999" 90ø 6'53.676"  

W-2-B4   TBA    Jefferson Parish -Hero Cutoff, 
       entire length of north side and 
                                                                               westward to Estelle P .S.  

W-3a-B1   TBA    Jefferson/Plaquemines Parishes  
                                                        - Algiers Alternate Canal - SW of 
                                                                                            Plaquemines Pumping Station and  
                                                                                            back to Engineers Road intersection  

W-3b-B1   TBA    Orleans Parish -Plaquemines Parish  
       section of Algiers  Alternate Canal 
                                                                               SW of Plaquemines Pumping Station  

W-4a-B1   TBA    Orleans Parish -Plaquemines Parish  
                                                                                            section of Algiers Alternate Canal  
                                                                                            SW of Plaquemines Pumping Station  

W-4b-B1   TBA    Plaquemines Parish -  
             Algiers Alternate Canal - SW of 

                          Plaquemines Pumping St ation  
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